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ENU 

tpacti—Has 

The Spectrum gets a facelift in 
the shape of a 48K system, 
claimed to be completely com¬ 
patible with existing Spectrum 
software and Interfaces 1 and 2. 
But it’s the 'professional' 
keyboard that all the Plus fuss 
will beabout.says John Lettice. 

You must be canny and skilful to survive the tropical rain forest. 
Part 1 of a challenging adventure for you to type in. 

Using QL windows needn't be a ’painful’ experience. 

Ipirtmuatpas _22 

Fast fingers and quick thinking are needed for this heady 
combination of arcade and logic games. 

WCpI—|ab_M 

A finger-flicking lip-smacking fast-action game. 

ffioNlTOR Ng 
■ Sinclair speculates five? 

HARDWARE 
MmutMBT_32 

Not just another IBM compatible. The desktop Xtra seems to be 
taking on the real thing — the PC itself. Ian Scales investigates. 

Another version of the Sinclair 
Spectrum could appear in the 
spring which may mean the 
earlier version of the Spectrum 
will be phased out. 

When the Spectrum Plus was 
being discussed within Sinclair 
Research, one of the options was 
a version of the Spectrum with 
built-in Interface 1 and car¬ 
tridge slot. 

This was rejected, and you 
1 might think the project was 
! dead and buried, but there's a 

sequel to the story. The code 
name for the Spectrum Plus 
within Sinclair Research was 
Thunderbird 1, and as keen 
Mowers of the TV series will 
know there are five Thunder- 
birds. 

As PCN was going to press we 
spoke to Sir Clive himself, who 
said the codename had simply 
been Thunderbird’ or 'TB' but 
he didn't reject the idea of 
further upgrades on the origin¬ 
al specification of the Spec¬ 
trum. 

He added that a long-term 
project would be to produce a 

PERIPHERALS 

The LVL keyboard allows musical evenings with your BBC. 

A Centronics graphic printer interface means Commodore 64 
owners are no longer barred from using a parallel printer. 

Spectrum and Commodore games get the thumbs up or down. 

SOFTWARE 

Should this powerful 68K operating system have been Sinclair’s 
first choice for the QL? 

fully portable machine with 
built-in disk storage and a 
display using non-LCD techni¬ 
ques which suggests the flat- 
screen TV concept. Sir Clive 
warned, however, that you 
should not expect to see it inside 
12 months. 

It’s also unclear whether this 
was Spectrum or QL technology 
or something new 

Meanwhile, a source close to 
Sinclair Research has an in¬ 
teresting tale to tell: The Spec¬ 
trum and Spectrum Plus will 
last throughout Christmas but 
once the circuit boards have 
been used up we're going to be 
seeing Thunderbird 2, with 
Interface 1 built-in 

PCN put it to Sinclair Re¬ 
search that the intention was to 
run down the production of the 
earlier Spectrum and replace it 
with the Plus. We were told at 
first that this was indeed the 
case. Subsequent calls, howev¬ 
er, brought no confirmation of 
this, and Sinclair was reluctant 
to give projections of sales or 
production levels. 

Software houses gear up for Christmas 
Christmas is now being seen as 
a make or break period for 
software houses. In common 
with many computer manufac¬ 
turers, software companies are 
gearing up for a Christmas 

I bonanza And many are back¬ 
ing this seasonal push with 
strong TV and magazine prom¬ 
otions. 

An indication of the import¬ 
ance of this selling period is the 
special Christmas showcase 
organised by Webster*, one of 
the largest software distribu¬ 
tors in the UK. Leading soft¬ 
ware houses, such as Sinclair. 

Ocean, Commodore, Mic- 
romega and US Gold were 
invited to unveil their seasonal 
offerings. 

And the indications are that 
computer game aficionados will 
have little space for other 
goodies in their Christmas 
stockings. US Gold will con¬ 
tinue to license imports from 
USA chart-topping software 
houses, among which are Syn- 
soft (Synapsei, Datasoft, Sega 
and Microprose 

Looking ahead to 1985, US 
Gold plans to release games 
from Strategic Simulations. 

Clever stufT with colours on a Mode 2 screen is the promise of the 
Electronic Colouring Book. 

REGULARS 

Yet another new Spectrum in 
the wings, this page: Acorn 
finally ready to release 32016, 
hard disk, and Logo for the BBC 
B; Quest releases CP/M for Ql. 

What's gone up and what's gone 
down in Britain's weekly micro 
charts? Even Radio 1 tunes in. 

Don’t keep it to yourself — plug 
in your printer and share your 
news, views and gripes. 

print hint: tips and routines 
from our readers. 

Three adventures that use 
second-hand programming 
knowledge are investigated. 

PCN gives you a taste of things 
to come. 

Can you afford not to turn to our 
second-hand bargains page? 

Gotta problem? — get 
answer from our experts. 

Our lively look at the lighter 
side of microcomputing. 
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Monitor 
Acorn family 
continues to grow 
Acorn is getting ready to launch 
a host of new goodies for the 
BBC micro and the Electron. 

The COMPEC show at Olym¬ 
pia (November 13-16) will be 
the scenario for the launch of 
the long-awaited 32016 second 
processor, Winchester hard 
disk, Logo and ISO Pascal for 
the Beeb. 

And for the Electron there 
will be the first showing of the 
new Plus Three disk interface. 
In a move that will lead to 
groans about incompatibility 
with the Beeb, Acorn has set¬ 
tled on a 3.5in disk format for 
the Beeb’s baby brother. 

The 32016 second processor is 
firmly target ted at the scien¬ 
tific and educational market. It 
comes with 256K of RAM and 
will probably be bundled with 
programming languages like C 
and BCPL with possibly Xenix 
as the operating system 

The launch of Logo and ISO 
Pascal has generated a lot of 
excitement at Acorn. 

The Logo comes on ROM with 
floor turtle drivers and other 
utilities on disk or cassette. At 
£69 it is by no means cheap, but 
it has been developed with the 
assistance of teachers using 
Logo in the classroom and as a 
result is a full feature version of 
the language. 

Taking advantage of the 
Beeb’s hardware, it will also 
offer sound commands and mul¬ 
tiple screen turtles. 

The Pascal comes in two 
versions. The disk option, 
which needs a 6502 second 
processor has been validated by 
the British Standards Institute 
and given a Class A certificate. 
According to Acorn, this is the 
first time that a microcomputer 
version of Pascal has achieved 
this much-vaunted Btatus 

The other version on ROM 
doesn't need the second proces¬ 
sor and has only merited a Class 
B certificate. 

U-Micro takes 
a bite at the Apple 
Apple add-on specialist U- 
Microcomputers has launched 
what it claims is the world’s 
first 68000 based single user 
open architecture micro 

The basic model of the U-Man 
Series 1000 is not cheap at 
£2,500 but comes well- 
equipped. For your money you 
will get a 10MHz 68000, a 6809 
to control input output, 192K of 
RAM, dual 800K floppy disks, 
two RS232 ports, Centronics 
port, general purpose parallel 
port, clock/calendar, speech 
synthesiser, noise generator, 
mono and RGB colour output, 
plus four expansion slots_ 

A particular feature of the 
expansion slots is that they will 
take Apple II cards as well as 
larger cards that take advan¬ 
tage of the 68000 16 bit data 
path. U-Micro is offering im¬ 
mediately 12 bit D/A and A/D 
cards, a 32 bit line parallel I/O 
card and an 8 port serial board. 

It is offering a choice of 
operating systems between 
CP/M68K and UCSD p-system. 
Languages a vai lable include C, 
Pascal, Basic and 68000 
Assembler 

The company’s open- 
architecture policy means that , 
it will be making full details of 
the micro's design available for | 
people who want to design their 
own add-on boards. This is one . 
of the features that made the j 
Apple II such a successful 
machine and the company 
clearly hopes that it is a philoso¬ 
phy that will make the Series 
1,000 take off in the same way. 

U-1— 1,000: tower of 

Express help for the 
small business 
The old-timer Osborne 1 will 
soon be available for leas than 
£500 following the launch last 
week of an upgraded version. 

The Z80 based luggable 
machine at the moment coats 
£695 but its new price will mean 
a saving ofat least £200. As part 
of the package you also get a 
range of software which in¬ 
cludes CP M, M Basic, C Basic, 
SuperCalc 1, WordStar and 
Mail-Merge 

A spokesman from Future 
Management, sole distributor 
of Osborne machi nes (0908-615 
274) said: ‘People who buy a 
BBC or Commodore 64 prob¬ 
ably need a business machine 
but can’t afford it. 

If they bought a computer. 

disk drives and monitor they 
would spend considerably 
more. With the Osborne 1 they 
get everything at a low price.' 

The US-based Osborne com¬ 
pany launched on Thursday a 
new computer called the 
Osborne Express which the 
company says will replace the 
Osborne 1. 

The Express will sell for 
under £1,500, will be lighter 
and smaller than the Osborne 1. 
It will come with a Z80 proces¬ 
sor, 80 column display, twin 
disk drives with 390K each, 7in 
screen and is said to have an 
improved character set. 

Software that comes with the 
machine includes: CP/M, M 
Basic. WordStar, Mail-Merge, 
Media Master, SuperCalc 2 and 
two games programs. 

Dixons gets its ACT FI 
together for Santa 
If you’re quick off the mark, you 
could pick up one of the first 
Apricot FI micros from your 
local Dixons. 

ACTs Fl machine has been 
taken on by the high street 
multiple and is available now, 
in time for the Christmas rush. 
The Fl costs £1,374 and uses 

the icon and window technology 
to display graphical repre¬ 
sentations of tasks to bedone. In 
addition, there’s an optional 
cordless mouse feature. 

The 16 bit Fl comes with a 
mono monitor. 256K of RAM 
and can hold 720K in its disk 
drives. Software bundled with 
it includes a spreadsheet, a 
word processor, a graphics 
program and Fl tutorial disk. 

MORE FOR LESS—For a redaction of £100 you caa pick lip a Ksypro 4/84 with 
tom# new added (suture*. At £1,707 the porlahi* micro comet with diskdrive* 
that bold 392 K, an anti-glare terssn, a processor running at 4 Mhz and a second 
RS232CV24 interface. Block graphic* m *tv> included and oa the software 

with dBase II together with > reaMime clock 
i the data, day and 6m*. Kaypco (06286-67547) says the improved 

Chiller lands in hot 
water over music 
Mastertronic, the budget soft¬ 
ware house, is the first victim of 
a clampdown by the music 
industry. The dispute revolves 
around the game Chiller, whose 
soundtrack closely resembles 
the Michael Jackson hit. 
Thriller’. 

Rocksoft, a music agency, 
claims that Mastertronic has 

1 been forced to withdraw the 
j game, but a spokesman for 

Mastertronic stated that the 
company has undertaken to pay 

' rovaltiesandchangethesound- 
I track. He went on to say that 
1 whether or not a computer 

soundtrack was music was open 
to question. 

Negotiations are under way 
between Rocksoft and Software 
Projects over the use of the 
Beatles song 'When I’m Sixty- 
Four’ in the game Dinky D«x>. 
Rocksoft has asked for a 35 
pence royalty on each cassette 
sold. A spokesman for Software 
Projects said that a figure of less 
than five pence would be 
reasonable. 

Rocksoft is keeping a beady 
eye on the software games 
market and will soon be talking 
to other publishers of software 
about the musical content of 
their games. The company is 
also in consultation with soft¬ 
ware houses over the licensing 
of the Beatles’ hit Yellow 
Submarine. 

As games ideas will no doubt 
continue to develop from pop 
songs, this raises the perennial 
and thorny problem of piracy. 
Does copying a program which 
uses a licensed soundtrack con¬ 
stitute infringements of both 
software and music copyright? 
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ONITOR 
makes rts 

own quantum lope 
At last, someone has taken a 
interest in the QL. Quest has 
made its own quantum lope by 
providing a CP/M system for it. 

Also available will be a selec¬ 
tion of disk drives, from a 200K 
floppy at £249 to a 7.5Mb Winnie 
at £995, some memory expan¬ 
sion cards (64K at £99 through 
to 152K at £499), and a storage 
box-cum-hand rest, to take the 
expansion cards and All up that 
extra bit of desk space. 

Running under CP/M, Quest 
will be marketing the Padmede 
range of business software 
packages as well as Tally 1 and 
Tally 2 running under QDOS. 

The main product is the CP/M 
68K operating system — very 
similar to CP/M 2.1. This is 
available on both cartridge at 
£79.50, and disk at £49.50. It 
includes a 68000 assembler, all 
the standard CP/M system com¬ 
mands, and a C compiler. To run 
the system you also need the 
so-called OS card and a 64K 
RAM expansion (cheapest 
working system, including QL, 
costs £577 excluding monitor 
and printer). 

There is an advantage, as far 
as Quest is concerned as the OS 
card effectively becomes a 
built-in dongle (something QLs 
have made a household word). 

The RAM expansion is 
needed because, for some 
reason, there is not enough 

within the standard QL's 

128K to fit CP/M and QDOS at 
the same time. The CP/M uses 
all the QDOS system calls and 
therefore incorporates most of 
the QL bugs, notably CTRL 
ALT 7. 

The system can be used with 
Microdrive cartridge or disk 
and when used with the car¬ 
tridge, the speed leaves much to 
be desired. One reason for 
upgrading to disks, perhaps. 

Most Quest products are 
available by mail order (04215- 
66321). It hopes to have them in 
the shops for Christmas. 

RAM all of which can be used as 
a printer buffer. 

"We are continuing to review 
all aspects of recent claims and 
statements made over the past 
few months and at this point we 
cannot rule out the possibility 
of legal action against Aries 
Computers.' 

BBC RAM boards 
patents war hots up 
The running patent battle be¬ 
tween Aries and Watford Elec¬ 
tronics continues (PCN issue 
84). 

It seems that the tables have 
been turned and instead of 
Aries taking possible legal ac¬ 
tion — Watford is threatening 
to do the same. In an official 
statement Mr Nazir Jessa, 
Watford's managing director, 
said: 'We refute any sugges¬ 
tions that Watford’s 32K Mem¬ 
ory Expansion System for the 
BBC Micro makes use of in¬ 
ferior components and cir¬ 
cuitry. 

'Components are sourced 
directly from at least two mqjor 
semiconductor manufacturers 
and are full spec devices Furth¬ 
er, Watford Electronics' Mem¬ 
ory Expansion System makes 
available an additional 32K of 

IN BRIEF 
Apple lias a new way of encourag¬ 
ing users to buy yet more Apple 
products — on the never, never. 
It is launching Apple Card, a 
credit card that can be used at 
any Apple dealer and gives you 
access to a £1,500 credit limit. 
And it is almost instantaneous 
Just walk in to your local 
dealer, prove that you already 
have a valid credit card or 
cheque guarantee card and 
minutes later you can Bpend up 
to the £1,500 limit and pay the 
money back by easy instal¬ 
ments. 

Speny has n ipciwrtcd to the 
launch of the IBM PC AT and 
price cuts on the IBM PC XT by 
making price cuts of its own. 
The company says it is making 
ten per cent reductions on its 
hard disk personal computers 
to maintain their 'position as 
the leading competitive pro¬ 
ducts in the marketplace'. You 
can judge for yourself. The 
Model 40 with 128K of RAM 
and 10Mb hard disk now costs 
£3,233. At the top end of the 
range, the Model 50 with high- 
resolution colour display will 
set you back £3,973. 

Mmky Computers is still produc¬ 
ing new goodies for its Hunter 
hand-held micro. Latest release 
is a program custom made to 
hook the micro up to the Istel 
Comet electronic mail service. 
Further details from 0203- 
668181. 

0MEFR0NT 

Software houses 
encourage rip-offs 
Some software houses are bla¬ 
tantly encouraging piracy. 

Now I’ve got your attention 
Til explain. Two years ago, 
when only the first syllable of 
Sir Clive’s surname was a 
household name, tape loading 
problems — on machines with 
decent tape handling, at any 
rate — were few and far be¬ 
tween. My own humble Spec¬ 

trum, until its demise at the 
hands (bands? bauds?) of a 
particularly vicious Prism 
modem, loaded everything first 
time, with the exception of the 
Psion Flight Simulator 

But the good old days are 
definitely over. More and more 
of the souped up programs you 
meet now are practically pro¬ 
tected to death, and all too often 
this makes loading such a fag 
that the most law-abiding 
citizen is impelled to rip the 
thing apart, file off the protec¬ 
tion and produce something 
that loads a little more often. 

Ill give you a couple of 
examples The colour card that 
comes with Jet Set Willy seems, 
on the face of it, to be an 
excellent idea. Before you can 
play the game you must tell the 
computer what colour is at a 
given location on the card. The 
software house is happy, be¬ 
cause counterfeiters must 
counterfeit the card too. mak¬ 
ing piracy more expensive, and 
the players are happy, because 
they don't have to deal with the 
more off-the-wall protection 

methods. 
Or are they? If you're colour 

blind you'd be right in thinking 
it’sa daft idea, and if you’ve only 
got a black and white TV you’d 
probably be boiling mad. 

But it’s not the wrapping 
that’s the biggest problem. 
Some recent releases use a 
fairly novel protection method 
which involves poKEing some 
data into a location in memory, 
loading the program, then 
checking to see that the data is 
still there when the game's 
loaded 

Fair enough, you may think 
— if some rotter's written their 
own loader and omitted to do 
this they deserve everything 
they get. But there's a snag 
here, because part of the protec¬ 
tion can often depend on what 
you poke into where, and if you 
poke into an area you might 
find a perfectly kosher version 
of the program checking the 
location, finding an alien body 
and ... reset. 

Another simple protection 
method involves filling up the 

memory, whether 

the main program does it or not, 
then checking the non-func- 
tional areas for things that look 
like cracker programs. 'Alio,' 
says your micro as it finds a 
sound box/interface 1 /Centro¬ 
nics interface, 'this bloke’s a 
pirate.’ It then pulls the plug, 
and you've got to undo all your 
kit before you can load the 

This, in particular, shows a 
cavalier disregard for the user's 
needs If you can’t connect 
add-ons permanently you're 
not going to be able to use your 
micro to its fullest potential, 
and as far as Interface 1 is 
concerned this can be a migor 
problem. It’s over a year since 
the Microdrives first came out, 
yet software houses are still 
producing games that have 
Microdrive incompatibility 
built in. 

Sure, it’s an easy protection 
method for them, but it's a 
king-size headache for every¬ 
one else, and I’d be inclined to 
think that they in particular 
deserve everything they get. 
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Monitor 
Ocean finds out 
what’s in a name 
Ocean plana to profit from the 
high reputation earned by Im¬ 
agine games and will use the 
name to market arcade-type 
games. The Ocean logo will be 
used for other types of games, as 
well as utilities and education¬ 
al packages. 

Ocean's Imagine purchase 
goes further than the name, as 
the company hopes to release an 
arcade/adventure game from 
the Imagine programming 
team which would have 
brought you the 'mega-game'. 
Bandersnatch. 

Ocean has tied up a number of 
dealB which seem to ensure 
future success. The company is 
to translate top-selling games 
such as TLL for the Spectrum 
and will convert a number ofUS 
Commodore 64 chart toppers 
for US Gold 

In a deal with TV AM. you’ll 
soon be able to play Roland's 
Rat Race, and Airwolf will be 
available from November 15. to 
tie in with the TV series of the 
same name. 

As well as these contractual 
arrangements. Ocean is shortly 
to release The Hunch Is Back 
and Kong Strikes Back — 
follow-ups to earlier successes 
this year 
• Beau Jolly may be seen to be 
marketing games under the 
Imagine banner, but in fact 
only bought the rights to a 
certain number of games. The 
last to be released was Mega- 
Vault on the Vic 20 (PCN issue 
83). and now Beau Jolly has 
only Arcadia for the Dragon to 
release. Apparently. Beau Jolly 
is obliged to pay royalties to 

Ocean for these. The company 
has recently negotiated with 
the budget games company 
Mastertronic, which is to distri¬ 
bute Beau Jolly Valuepacks 
(compilations of six best Im¬ 
agine sellers). 

Agency promises to 
help programmers 
Budding super-star program¬ 
mers can get advice from a new 
service run by Computer Con¬ 
nections. 

The company is running an 
agency service for program¬ 
mers that will evaluate prog¬ 
rams. negotiate contracts with 
software houses, advise on im¬ 
proving programming techni¬ 
ques and offer out conversion 
work. 

It is offering incentives to 
programmers who produce in¬ 
novative and imaginative prog¬ 
rams, with a Mediterranean 
holiday for two as the top prize. 

'Our priority is to ensure that 
all our programmers receive 
the optimum terms that can be 
formulated,' said managing 
director. James Morris. 

Further information from 
Computer Connections, Bar- 
mor House. 70 Rhodes Avenue, 
Pleckgate, Blackburn. Lancs. 

Unfair ad puts 
One in hot water 
Oric Products International 
has had its wrists slapped by the 
Advertising Standards Author¬ 
ity (ASA) over its advertising 
campaigns earlier this year. 

In a comparison with the 
Commodore 64, Oric was claim¬ 
ing its Atmos 48K computer 
had more memory than the 64, 
as the 64 Loses 26K of its 

'Elephantine' memory in high- 
resolution graphics.' 

Upholding a complaint 
against Oric, the ASA said Oric 
didn't say that the 64 provides 
58K of usable memory when 
using machine code. Also when 
programming in Basic, the 
64 allows high-resolution 
graphics to be placed under¬ 
neath the operating system 
'ROM', leaving the available 
Basic memory unaffected. So 
the latter is always greater on 
the 64 than on the Atmos. 

In response to the ASA deci¬ 
sion a spokeswoman from Oric 
said: This advertising cam¬ 
paign is no longer being run so it 
isn’t relevant.’ 

Commodore kit 
for schools quiz 
A total of £12,000 worth of 
Commodore equipment is up for 
grabs in a Top of the Form’ 
knockout competition for 

schools around the country. 
The British Computer Socie¬ 

ty Schools’ Computer Quiz, 
sponsored by Commodore, is a 
chance for the company to get 
its foot into classrooms, which 
are already dominated by BBCs 
and RMLs. 

To enter the competition a 
school must select a team of 
three pupils — one under 17, 
one under 16 and one under 15. 
A total of 16 schools are selected 
to enter each local branch heat 
and then the winning teams 
compete in eight regional fin¬ 
als, with the victors going 
forward to the national final to 
be held at Reading University 
next July. 

Each school will be offered 
the use of two Commodore 64 re ms for three months. And 

overall winners will imH« 
Commodore Computers and 
disk drives worth £1,600. For 
further information contact 
BCS 01 637 0471 

FIT TO HUNT — Step 70M00 ala* Mere esn link up to all Epson dot 
matrix printers with this £79 interface board. Main attractions are software 
- --[ of aB Sharp graphic characters. The 8,000 

either. The device slots into the 
i a 1.51 

i on 024262-341. 

IEW FROM JAPAN 

MSX critic may 
yet eat his hat 
I never realized till now how 
difficult it is to write a column 
with a foot firmly planted in the 
mouth. Fortunately, in Japan, 
we take our shoes offat home, so 
it could be worse. 

Why, exactly, is it that I feel 
I’ve dished myself up a healthy 
serving of humble pie? What 
else but MSX, a subject I’ve 

denigrated in this column from 
time to time. It’s a good idea (an 
international standard that 
provides for compatibility of 
software and peripherals 
among manufacturers sub¬ 
scribing to that standard) ex¬ 
tremely poorly executed (8-bit 
utilising a Z80 compatible epu 
while the rest of the world is 
going for a new generation of 
processors), said I. 

What has made me suddenly 
feel MSX isn't such a bad thing 
after all? First, my wife and 
eldest child have got it in ROM 
that they need a computer and 
software more geared to their 
interests. With its dozen or so 
manufacturers, MSX is com¬ 
petitively affordable (at least, 
in Japan) and offers lots of 
software. 

The second reason, which ties 
into the affordability issue, is 
that I visited one of the propo¬ 

nents of MSX. Sony, to get their 
side of the story. 'Hmm. Very 
interesting.' 

MSX computers, unlike their 
predecessors, are not the brain¬ 
child of engineers — they are 
the brainchildren of marketing 
people. And as such, in the 
words of one of the men I spoke 
with, should be regarded as the 
people’s computer, just as the 
German Volkswagen made its 
mark as the people's car. (In its 
early years, one of the US ads for 
it luul the headline 'Lemon'. 
The body copy proved it wasn’t. 
So did the people. > 

As a 'marketing product’ 
some 500,000 units will have 
been shipped to retailers in 
Japan in just over a year. Sales 
figures show that as far as 
Japanese consumers are con¬ 
cerned, the MSX is no lemon 
either. 

For the UK, Sony has also 

commissioned some 40-50 titles 
from UK software suppliers in 
addition to adapting another 
dozen or so Japanese games, so 
the units will be launched with 
good support. 

Distribution (a pattern I ex¬ 
pect other manufacturers to 
follow) will be through the 
existing outlets for video pro¬ 
ducts and through mass mer¬ 
chandisers, computer stores 
and photo retailers. 

So, once the initial purchase 
of the epu is made (the monitor 
can be a conventional TV), 
there should be many opportu¬ 
nities for the spontaneous 
purchase of peripherals such as 
a micro floppy drive, wired or 
wireless joystick, datacorder, or 
four colour plotter printer, not 
to mention software cartridges 
(thanks to compatibility, all 
either Sony's or someone else's). 

Serge Ptmell 
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As featured on Radio l’s 
Saturday morning Chip Shop. 

GAMES 
TW LWTTTLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

1 1 Daley’s Decathlon Ocean SP. C64 £7.90 

[ 2 8 Jet Set Willy Soft Project SP.C64 £5 95 

3 2 Beach Head US Gold SP.C64 £9 99 

4 3 Elite Acornsoft AC £15.00 

5 5 Sherlock Holmes Melbourne SP.C64 £14.95 

6 6 Pvjamarama Microgen SP £6 95 

7 4 Zaxxon use m C64 AT £9 95 

8 11 Avalon Hewaon SP £7 95 

9 10 Combat Lynx Durell SPC64 £7.95 

10 12 KokotoniWilf Elite SP. C64 £6.95 

11 9 Full Throttle Micromega SP £695 

12 15 Monty Mole Gremlin SP. C64 £7.95 

| 13 13 Lorda of Midnight Beyond SP £9 95 

14 7 lntl Soccer Commodore C64 £9 99 

15 18 Dark Star Design SP £7.50 

16 — Battlecars Games Work SP £7.95 

| 17 — Zombie Zombie Quicksilva SP £6.95 

| 18 — Frank N Stein PSS SP £6.95 

| 19 - Falcon Patrol 11 VirRin C64, £695 

20 - Delta Wing Creative SP £7.96 

| SPECTRUM l ! COMMODORE 1 

TW TITLE HBCC TW TITLE PRICE 
1 Hi,.,'! r i £9.99 1 Jet Set Will v £5.95 
2 Beach Head £9.99 2 Zaxxon £9.96 
3 Sherlock Holmes £1495 3 Decathlon £9.99 
4 Pyjamarama £6.95 4 IntSoccer £9 99 
5 Avalon £7.95 5 Beach Head £9.99 
6 Combat Lynx £7.95 6 Falcon Patrol II £6.95 
7 Full Throttle £6.95 7 SummerGamea £14.96 
8 KokotoniWilf £6 95 H Ml :11 v Mull- £7.95 
9 Lords of Midnight £9 96 9 Pitfall II £9 99 

10 Dark Star £7.50 10 Havoc £9.95 

MH Q RO s 
1 BELOW £1,000 | | ABOVE £1,000 | 

TW MACHINE PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 Commodore 64 £199 1 IBM PC XT £2,390 

| 2 Sinclair Spectrum £125 2 ACT Apricot £1.760 

3 BBC B £399 3 Compaq £1.795 

4 Amstrad £330 4 Sirius £2.525 

5 Electron £199 5 Televideo TS1603 £2.640 

6 Vic 20 £140 6 Wang Pro £3,076 

7 Atari 800 XL £169 7 NCR Dec Mate V £1,984 

8 One £99 8 Apple 3 £2,755 

9 Memotech £199 9 HP 85 £1.917 

10 Einstein £499 10 Dec Rainbow £2.359 

These chart, are compiled from both independent and multiple sources across 
the nation. They reflect what's happening in high streets dunng the week up 
to October 25 The games chart is updated every week The pnees quoted are 
for the no-frills model and include VAT. Information for the top-selling micros 
is culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is updated 

| be contacted oo01-892 6596 _ 

BPPP BIVITB 

T»SiaSsSoM»»l_ 
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r 
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** HIM 
fjcraojuMrowunw 

AU. PRICH wauoi PAP 
OUjCKSHOT v»a 99 

PlfASE NOTE IF YOUR ORDER 
EXCEEOS £50 YOU GET 

10% FURTHER DISCOUNT 
M inn i mi uni i ii 

G000BYTIPCH2 
X LEATHER LANE. LONDON EC1 

PlEASE STATE WHICH MICRO 

-ELECTRONIC SYNTHESIZER SOUND PROJECTS- 

E.S.S.P 

COMPUTER-SYNTHESIZER SOUND AND VISION 

The 7th Annual Synthesizer Tape Contest 

“THE WINNERS’ PIECES” 
A CASSETTE COMPILATION FEATURING RECORDINGS FROM A 

UNIQUE SELECTION OE INTERNATIONAL TALENT 

S*deA StdaB 

1 bt*yH.S«(IS.U K I 
"VISIONS OF AFRICA" 

2 ToriayukiManmoiotlS.JAPAN) 
"FUTURE WAIRINO" 

J Kjyou>MonmoK>(lS. JAPAN) 
-FLOATING DOWN THE RIVER" 
RICHAN" 

4 FsbnaoCardau (25. ITALIA) 
-SYNTHETICA- 

5 AMnmnoValentille. TTALIA) 
-DEAMEOm-RRANEA 

■MOJ. 
AUSTRIA) 
"ATLANTIC" 

2 Ink D HubertI2.U S A ) 
-DANCE OF THE NELTTRINOS- 

3 David Stout (2H. U S A ) 
-ELDILA- 

6 MakotoT»uda(22.JAPAN) 
- ancient cmr 

7 StaftoOgaaawaj.(» JAPAN) 
"FROMTHE ALBUM (Saaoko)" 

4 Wallet HtuUKh(2S.AUSTRIA) 
-MERCURYDANCE- 

CLASSA-F«itPfue*Q»widP»u*- 
5 MadiaclE Steams (34. US A.) 

-VOYAOER" 
6 Kjcsmlu Fu|iokat26.JAPAN) 

-BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No 2 
(TheJldMov )- 

PRICE: £4.95 -l- 50p post & packing 

PLIASK MAXI CHEQUES/FO'S PAYABLE TO L.S.S.P: DISTRIBUTION 

The Sound House East Molesey Surrey KT8 9JB 
Telephone 01-979 W»7 
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Seeing 
Is believing 

See the pack - see the screen - see the game. The same high standard applies to all twenty 
See the difference the moment you pick up one games in the range and all are available at the 
of the games from Firebird’s new Silver Range. remarkably low price of 

The difference is that our packs show the high 
quality you’ll see on the screen when you play, L J 

so you know exactly what you’re buying. 

Hera's a sneak look at three of the NEW games 

BOOTY 
Feast yer eyes on the BOOTY-ful treasure 

stored in 20 holds 
There be pirates, parrots and fun galore!!! 

SOFTWARE 

THE WILD BUNCH 
Can you survive life on the run in this Wild 

West adventure??? 

BIRD STRIKE 
Dodge the planes and shoot the pigeons to 

complete the tune - 

then move to the next level 

Look out for these games in the FIREBIRD silver range at selected high street stores. 
SPECTRUM: THE WALD BUNCH BOOTY MR FREEZE TERRA FORCE VIKING RACERS MENACE EXOOUS HUNBABYRUN CRAZY CA/ERNS VC 2ft SNAKE BITE MICKEY THE BRCXY 

COMMODORE 64: BOOTY MR FREEZE EXODUS HEADACHE ZULU BBC MKftO B: B«D STRBCE GOLD DIGGER ACC DROPS DUCK1 

n. ® The new range from British Telecom. Vjy You’d better believe it!!! 
FIREBIRD SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE. UPPER ST. MARTIN S LANE, LONDON WC2H 9DL TEL: 01 -379 6755/5626 

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic. 



ANDOM ACCESS 
Has anything we said struck you as outrageous or worth fulsome praise? Let us know how you 

feel about the issues covered in PCM. Air your views in this column — and you could earn 
£15 for the best letter of the week. Don’t hesitate — send your words of wisdom to: Random 

Access, Personal Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Sweet solution to 
storage problem 

At last! The 
problem of con¬ 
venient storage 
of Microdrive 
cartridges is no 

problem For those program¬ 
mers with a refined taste in 
chocolates the interior of a 200g 
box of Bendicks Bittermints Sirovides an ideal environment 
or the storage of eleven car¬ 

tridges. 
It is. however, advisable to 

cat all the chocolates before 
using the box in its new role 

In the small hours of the 
morning one can come perilous¬ 
ly close to pushing a pepper¬ 
mint cream into the eager 
mouth of the Microdrive itself 
— a deplorable waste of good 
chocolate. 
John Alderson, 
Richmond, S Yorks. 

Tasty idea - here's fifteen quid 
for more chocolates and car¬ 
tridges — Ed. 

Whatever next — 
HMS IBM? 
In your October 6 issue you 
stated on your software Pre- 
View page that British Telecom 
has established its own soft¬ 
ware house called Firebird. I 
would like to know why British 
Telecom is going into software, 
especially at a time when it is 
about to be privatised. 

If it were already privatised, 
then it would be acceptable as 
an expansion. If it were only 
selling its software via Prestel. 
Micronet, etc, it would also be 
acceptable, as these use the 
telephone lines. 

I don't mind private com- Eanies entering the micro mar- 
et but British Telecom and the 

BBC are state-owned com¬ 
panies established to operate 
telecommunications and to 
broadcast information. They 
were never intended as compu¬ 
ter makers or software houses. 

If this carries on, British 
shipbuilders will be producing 
IBM compatibles next! 
Allan Kelly 
Birkenhead, Wirral 

So what do you care as long as 
they make money and turn out a 
decent product — Ed. 

Amstrad comes up 
trumps with me 
I’m writing with regard to Alan 
Sturgeas' letter (issue 83) about 
his choice of computer. I’m not 
doubting the standard of the 
MTX 512, however I feel his 
attack on some of the other 
computer manufacturers was a 
little below the belt. 

From the way he tells his 
story, he primarily rejects the 
Electron and the BBC from his 
shopping list, because Acorn 
did not send him any literature 
on its machine. A rather harsh 
decision on all counts. 

This then reduced his list to 
the Amstrad and the MTX 512, 
as these manufacturers did 
send him information 

So then he wrote again, but 
sadly no information arrived. 
After this he believed 
Memo tech was the only com¬ 
pany committed to its products. 
Another harsh decision as 'Am¬ 
strad has rounded off its line of 
micro products by launching a 
dot matrix printer for the CPC- 
464 and DDM disk units . . . 
Amstrad will deserve another 
pat on the back for the pace at 
which it is producing add-ons 
for the CPC-464.' — PCS the 
same week 

Not only this, but it has an 
excellent user’s club, with a 
first class magazine. Maybe 
Alan did have a bad experience 
with Amstrad, but like 
thousands of other Amstrad 
users. I’ve found it came up 
trumps. 
Simon Veryard, 
Chiddingfold, Surrey. 

Newbrain users 
have plenty of power 
I agree with Robert Harvey 
(issue 81) that industry stan¬ 
dards are a good idea, though 1 
don’t think much of MSX. Its 
benefits are more to software 
and hardware houses than to 
computer owners 

But I must take him to task 
for including Newbrain in his 
list of machines that suffer for 
want of an industry standard 
system to run. Both 32K and 
96K Newbrains can run that 
industry favourite CP/M. The 
disk system is standard, with 
frills, and any disk format can 
be accommodated — OPEN # 
STREAM knows of users with 
Sony 3.25in drives as well as 
the many thousands running 
CP/M 2.2 on standard 5.25in 
floppies 

The current list of hardware 
for Newbrain on sale in the UK 
includes EPROM ROM boxes, 
RS232C to Centronics adap- 
tors.joysticks, 64K paged mem¬ 
ory expansions (still in current 
production) disk controller 
modules, speech synthesis and 
network control modules. 

For software, a substantial 
range of professional and lei¬ 
sure programs exists including 
over 3Mb of public domain 
software distributed by the 
OPEN # STREAM user group. 

Finally, there are two 
flourishing user groups in the 
UK. one in Holland, five in 
Denmark and one each in 
France and Italy. 
Phtllip Crookes. 
OPES # STREAM. Bromley. 

Software range 
should be extended 
Having read your open letter to 
Acornsoft, regarding Elite and 
while whole-heartedly support¬ 
ing the poi nt you make, will this 
policy apply to all micros? 

For a long time now, owners 
of BBC (and more recently, 
Electron) micros have watched 
many programs zipping up the 
charts, having in most cases 
that 'nose pressed up against 
the window’ look. 

When a program appears 
that all micros users would 
enjoy, exclusively for one or two 
micros, will PCS use its influ¬ 
ence to recommend to the 
appropriate software house to 
extend the rangeofthe program 
over a number of micros, in the 
form of further open letters' 
and not only when BBC and 
Electron users seem to have a 
winner? 
Steve Carter. 
Gillingham. Kent 

Yet, we will apply the same 
principle, although in many 
cases this is redundant since 
software houses generally pro¬ 
duce i<ersions for the popular 
machines — Ed. 

Now here’s a 
bright idea 
Judging from your advert for 
programs and articles from 
readers, it would seem that you 
are in desperate need of such 
items. 

I, therefore, suggest that you 
devote a page each week to 
ideas, where readers could 
write in stating what sort of 
games, utilities etc, they would 
like to see included in PCS. 

The programmers among us 
would then be able to write the 
programs knowing that there 
would be a demand for them. 
D Bailey, 
Folkestone. Kent. 

PS — How about more reviews, 
both software and hardware, 
for the Electron. If you are short 
of Electron reviewers, then 
maybe 1 could offer my services. 

It’s not reviewers we’re short of 
but products — and conversions 
from other mach ines aren ’t new. 
On the ’ideas' idea, what do 
other readers think l — Ed. tws years’ )umM* sales! 
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designed with mu pmplmab 

iu mind? 

ALL OUR PERIPHERALS ARE FULLY COMPATIBLE 
WITH THE NEW SPECTRUM + 

dftronics 
dKTronics Ltd., Saffron Walden, Essex. CB11 3AQ. 

Tel: (0799) 26350 Telex: 817812 DKTRON G 
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OUTINE ENQUIRIES 

Choosing a disk 
system for the Beeb 
/V jin « very satisfied owner of the 
WB8C model B. but I am fed up 
with waiting for adventure game* to 
load. 

I have decided to get a disk system 
for my BBC as I could then use this for 
keeping accounts as wel as loading 
adventures. I am unsure of which one 
to buy so could you please help me 
out? I am prepared to spend up to 
£250 on the right system. 
Mark Bey non. 
Pontypridd. S Wales A Before you get your drives 

lor drivel you will need to 
get a disk interface fitted to 
your BBC. 

There are a number of these 
available including those by 
Acorn, Waford and Amcom. Of 
these the Acorn disk interface is 
probably the most common and 
the more limited, allowing only 
31 flies per disk. The disadvan¬ 
tage, at the moment, of the 
others is that some A corn so ft 
programs will not run under 
them, notably Elite. The cost of 
the interface varies between 
£80 and £100, including fitting. 
This leaves you about £150 for 
your drive. 

The advantage of the BBC 
disk interface is that it uses the 
8271 disk controller and so 
allows a number of different 
drives to be attached to it. The 
different makes available in¬ 
clude Canon. Teac, and Cuma- 
na, but there are a few others. 

i ■ • 1001 
can expect to pay around £140, 
but you may be able to come to 
some arrangement with the 
dealer who fits the DFS. The 
thing to remember is you may 
MM help, and a format disk 
from your dealer. 

A format program is some- 
thingyou will certainly need for 
your disks. If you buy Acorn’s 
complete system (including 
disk drivel then you will get one 
of these with it. Alternatively, 
you may be able to buy a 
Cumana format program 
(much prettier), or somebody 
else's. 

Boiling it all down, you need a 
disk interface, a disk drive 
(from the range compatible 
with the BBC l, and a format 
program. The latter may be 
available on disk or ROM. and 
you should be able to get all this 
for just under £250. 

lere’s an end to the hair-tearing nail-biting keyboard-pounding frustration of programming 
your computer. Whatever your problem call on PCN’s panel of experts and we’ll come up 

with an answer. Remember we cannot reply personally, so no stamped addressed 
envelopes please. Address your problems to Routine Enquiries, PCN, Evelyn House, 

62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Can I build my own 
Sinclair computer? 

too wants to build a small 
omputer and thinks the Sinclair 

ZX81 or Spectrum is avertable in kit 
form. Is this so? 
K Hierom, 
Middlesbrough. Cleveland A Neither of the Sinclair 

machine* is now available 
in kit form, although there are 
several machines that are. One 
of the best is the Microtan from 
Microtanic Computer Systems 
in Dulwich. Phone them on 
01-693 1137. 

The main board start* at 
around £60, keyboard at £80 
with further expansion options 
available including memory 
boards, colour graphics and 
disk controller. 

Software search 
for Oric Atmos 
ftDoes Soto night from US Gold 
Xr„n on the Oric Atmos? Will 
Combat Lynx from Duretl run on the 
Atmos? 

Finally, can you give me the 
address of Downsway. which makes 
a programmable joystick interface 
for the Atmos? 
Francis Rafferty, 
Belfast 

l\ Solo Flight has not appeared 
w\in a version for the Atmos 
and appears unlikely to do so. 
You're in better luck with 
Combat Lynx, though. A ver¬ 
sion for the Atmo* is promised, 
although we haven't seen one 
yet. 

The last address we have for 
Downsway is Downsway 
House. Epsom Road. Ashtead. 
Surrey, but it's been quiet for a 
whi le so we would advise you to 
check things out before sending 
any money. 

Error message under 
CP/M on the C64 
/\l recently bought the CP/M 
Wcartndge for the Commodore 
64J have been trying to write a very 
small 8080 assembly language 
program with no success. 

I continually get various error 
messages whic h do not appear in any 
booh on CP/M. 

Can you give me a step-by-step 

lean store 
Also can you tell me where I can get 
C8ask to run on my 64? 
Nigel Shore. 
Billingshurst, W Sussex A Starting from the bottom, 

we know of no software 
whatsoever which is available 
under CP/M on Commodore 
disk format. This was alwuys 
likely to be the fatal fault with 
the CP M cartridge. 

Your best bet is to get in touch 
with a user group. The last 
address we had for the UK 
CP M Users Group was Lesley 
Spicer. 11 Sun Street, Ixindon 
EC2M 2QD. You could also try 
Jack Cohen, secretary of the 
Independent Commodore Pro¬ 
ducts User Group, at 30 Bran- 
caster Road, Newbury Park, 
Ilford. Essex IG2 7EP 

When we reviewed the CP M 
cartridge we had absolutely no 
trouble in executing Z80 prog¬ 
rams entered from one of the 
standard CPM reference 
books, and found the cartridge 
manual perfectly adequate. So. 
we'd advise you to contact the 
organisations above for their 
advice. 

Plotting dumps on 
a 1520 printer Ql recently bought a 1520 print/ 

plotter for my Commodore 64. Is 
it possible to dump a text screen to 
the printer, and bow about a 

Can you recommend one? 
L Sanderson, 
Aston. Birmingham A Dumping text screens is 

fairly simple. Just pbkk the 
screen locations, convert the 
screen code found to its chk$ 
equivalent, and print it. 

Dumping graphics screens is 
much more difficult — and 
virtually impossible on the 
1520. The trouble is that com¬ 
puter displays are generated by 
a series of dots while your 
printer plotter generates the 
image as a series of lines. If the 
graphics screen is line draw¬ 
ings it should be fairly easy to 
convert the program creating 
the image to send it to the 
printer instead of the screen. 

As to assemblers, one of the 
best is Commodore's own macro 
assembler on disk. If you don’t 

have a disk drive, try the Mikro 
cartridge from Audiogenic 
(0734-664646) 

Obtaining book rights 
for your own game 

have read a few good books in have read a fee 
\^my time and i i I < 
computer I am interested in how I 
can get the rights to them. For 
example, HI wanted to make a game 
out of The Phantom Toilbooth. who 
do I consult? 
J Reichental, 
Rathgar, Dublin A There's no clear cut answer 

to this, since copyright can 
belong to different people. In¬ 
deed. some rights belong to one 
person while others belong 
to ... er, others. 

Generally, copyright starts 
out in the hands of the author 
When u book ispublished, all or 
only some rights will he handed 
over to the publisher. Film 
rights may go to someone else, 
and so on. 

Your best bet initially would 
be to contact the publishers of 
the books you're interested in 
and find out who owns the 
rights to license a computer 
game. 

Adding text to 
a TV picture 

there any way with a ZX81 to 
^superimpose the text output on 
to a television screen while still 
maintaining the normal picturo? 
D Morris. 
Chelmsford, Essex A Yes and no. Helpful, aren't 

we? Yes it can be done but 
neither easily nor cheaply. 
Television companies do it all 
the time for fancy effects but 
they have lots of •tatrottfei 
wizards and comparatively un¬ 
limited budgets 

You start by having your 
television signal and computer 
signal completely synchro¬ 
nised. then have the computer 
count down to the point on the 
screen where its output is to be 
displayed, flip out the TV sig¬ 
nal, flip in the computer signal, 
count to the end of the computer 
display, then swap signals 
again. Of course, all this 
happens in a split second 
so it appears instantaneous. 
However, as you probably real¬ 
ize, you need some fairly soph¬ 
isticated electronics. 
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Have you any stunning routines that you can pass on to other readers? Share your hints and 
tips through our weekly Microwaves column. H your tip is printed, you get £10 and there's a 

|£S0 chassis wiWmfac Hw bast Microwave of tha Month. Sand thin to Microwav—, ffwwiij 
CompmttrNm, Evelyn Hows, 62 Oxford Stmt, London W1A 2HG._■ 

Voice your data 
on the Spectrum 
Does your heart sink when you 
confront those long lists of 
decimal data (such as machine 
code) that you suspect may well 
have been mistyped? The 
arduous task of checking the 
data is a daunting prospect 

If, however, you have a ZX 
Spectrum and a Currah Micro- 
•peach unit you can use this 

program to read out the data to 
you. This saves much eye and 
neck strain, or means you can 
do without a second person to 
read the data statements out to 
you. 

This program shows one of 
the serious uses of the Currah 
Speech unit. Note that the 
delay in line 10 (set to 100) can 
be changed to suit you. 
P B rod beer, 
Edinburgh. 

1$ let k«u$*0 LET delay*100 
20 DIM **110,12): FOR aal TO 1 

0 REhO at(i) NEXT i 
100 input "fieri address ";star 

t 
110 input "finish finish 
200 FOR iafttart to finish 
210 i_ET contents=PEEK i 
220 LET b*=STR* contents 
230 print i," ", contents 
240 POKE 23692,255 
250 LET C **"" 
300 FOR J»1 TO LEN bt 
310 LET CdaCODE bt(l) 
320 LET C*sc*+a*lCd-47) 
330 IF C %(LEN C*)»" " THEN LET 

C* = C*( TO LEN C $-1) : GO TO 330 
340 LET b«abS(2 TO ) 
350 NEXT j 
360 LET St*CS 
400 pruse delay 
410 NEXT i 
500 PRINT "specified block proc 

essed" 
510 INPUT "•ore? (M/n)ys IF 

y•■"y" THEN GO TO 100 
1000 DPTR "Z(ce)ro","aon","(tt) ( 
oo)","(d th)r tee)","foaer" , "f (i i) 
v","siks","seven","laa)tu","(nn) 
(i i) (nn) " 

Lining up on 
the Spectrum 
This is a simple program for the 
Spectrum which when merged 
with an existing program will 
enable you to lust a range of 
program lines to the printer 
instead of having to print the 
whole program This will help 
you print out a particular 
routine or split up a program 
listing to mount in a book. 
9905 defines a function p for 
extracting a two-byte number 
with the most significant byte 
first plus a function n for the 

. same thing but with the least 
' significant byte first 
i 9907 the start and end of the 

Basic program is obtained from 
the system variables 
9910 asks for starting line 
number and checks for invalid 
t-ntrv 
9935 start of main printing loop 

250-letter WP 
for your One 

This routine for the One 1 or 
Atmos produces a useful, even if 
rather crude, word processor 

It allows you to type 250 
characters onto the screen, 
which you can then check and 

edit You are warned that you 
have typed 250 characters with 
a ping. The words will then be 
passed to a printer when you 
press the return key. 

The routine may also turn out 
to be easily convertible to other 
machines 
John Williams. 
Toffs Well. Mid Glamorgan. 

\ 9940 the next line of the Basic Erogram is read, the line num- 
er is extracted and displayed, 

the length is obtained from the 
next two bytes and the line is 
skipped if it is less than the start 
line number 
9965-9976 this routine copies 
the print image of the line into 
the array, dealing with the 
Spectrum's format for a numer¬ 
ical constant using CHRS u 
9900 signals that the line will 
now be printed. 

Type in the program and save 
it to tape. Then load the prog¬ 
ram you want to list and merge 
the LM8T program, run »»» or 
goto woo will preserve any 
variables. Ifafterprintingsome 
of a program, you want to list 
some later lines, use goto wio 
to specify new start and stop 
lines. 
David R Parker. 
Hemel Hempstead. Herts. 

10 B$="" 
20 GETA$ 
30 IFA$<>CHR$(127)G0TO60 
40 PRINTA$; 
50 X=LEN(B$):B$=LEFT$(B$,X—1):G0TO20 
60 IFA$=""GOTO20 
70 PRINTA$;:B$=B$+A$ 
80 IFLEN(B$)>245THENPING 
90 IFA$< >CHR$(13JG0TO20 
100 LPRINTB$ 
110 PRINT 
120 G0TO10 

SE« LINE LISTER 
DCF FN p<K>-PEEH x*256»PEEK(x*1 >! DCF FN 
r.(x)-256»PEEK .-PFEKIx-l! 
LET prog-FN p(23435»i LET v«r4-FN p(23627> 
CLB ■ PRINT 'LINE LISTER*iINPOT 'START 
L1NE-‘|LINEr9i IF NOT LEN •• OR VAL «•<! OR VAL 
*•>9999 THEN GOTO 9910 
LET Rtart-VAL PRINT AT 2,0|'START'istart 
INPOT 'STOP LINE-*|LINE 49 i IF NOT LEN •• OR VAL 
#9< 1 OR VAL •* 9999 THEN GOTO 9920 
LET • top—VAL 4*:PRINT AT 2,16:'STOP'IStop 
IF prog - VNl THEN STOP 
LET llnv-FN ntproqli PRINT AT 4,0|‘L1TC* 11 InaiLET 
length-FN pIproq-211 IF IINR<RtPPt THEN LET 
prog>prog*l9ngth'4l PRINT AT 4,16|'SHIPPING*I GOTO 
9935 
IF 1 in» »top T«N STOP 
PRINT AT 4.191 INVERSE 1:*ASSEHBL1NG*I PR INT 
DIN l«(l9nqtH-4) ■ LET x-LEN STR9 UnaiLET 19(4- 
.♦I TO 4 > —STR9 lin, 
LET »-5i FOR x-1 TO langto-l 
LET u-PEEK lprog'3'xli IF w-14 THEN LET x«x*Sl 
LET 19-1*1 TO LEN I9-9I GOTO 99SO 
LET 19(zI—CHR9 u * LET (•(•! 
NEXT XI PRINT AT 4,191* PRINT|N6 'iPRlNT 191 TO 
x-lliLPRINT 191 TO i-lli LET prog-prog*4*langthi PRINT 
AT 6,0« OVER 11 19< TO z-l>t GOTO 9935 

SX 64 screen signal 
taps into video 
I have discovered that in addi¬ 
tion to using the small screen 
provided with the Commodore 
SX 64, it is possible to view the 
screen on our TV set via a Sanyo 
video recorder. 

This is achieved with a stan¬ 
dard combined sound and vi¬ 
sion lead, and a BNC connector. 

Attach the connector to the 
Video In socket at the back of 
the recorder. Place the 5-pin 

DIN plug from the cable into the 
video socket on the SX64. The 
two phono plugs go into the 
BNC and Audio In socket on the 
recorder. 

You should now have both 
sound and vision output from 
the computer to the TV set. But 
you must switch the Tuner/Ext 
In switch to Tuner In. 

You can also record signals 
output from the SX 64 on to 
video tape. 
W Lovelock. 
Bangor, Gwynedd. 

Congratulations 
Mark Williams of Ashton in 
Makerfield, Wigan wins£50 for 
his useful Microwave about 

sounds on the One and Atmos 
(PCN 81), which has been 
chosen as the Microwave of the 
Month for October. Could you 
be next month’s winner? 
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IDOUT 
having the program to practice 
on. But by the middle of the 
second chapter my memory was 
overloaded with more than 20 
commands. 

And this is an inherent fault 
of dBase II. It is undoubtedly a 
powerful and versatile data¬ 
base. but more than that — it is 
a programming language in 
itself. This becomes particular¬ 
ly apparent when dealing with 
command files. These are thin¬ 
ly disguised programs the user 
can set up to deal with frequent 
operations. If properly im¬ 
plemented this facility can be 
extended to develop menus and 
make dBase II easier to use by 
customising it to the user's 
business needs. But what a slog 
to get there. 

DBase II haB the potential to 
be a great database but not 
while a trainee must consult a 
long list of commands to finish 
even the smallest task. But I 
strongly recommend this book. 

dBASEII ^EgST* 
< published by Brady 

Learning to use dBase II must 
be a major headache for many 
businesses these days, other¬ 
wise why would so many books 
on the subject be flooding the 
market? If you are faced with 
the problem of mastering this 
complex, user unfriendly prog¬ 
ram you could do worse than 
reach for Mr Krumm's book 

The author has managed to 
break down his gargantuan 
subject into small, easily 
digested sections. His style is 
lucid as he takes the reader 
through creating flies, entering 
data, editing, sorting and much 
more. 

I found I learned a lot just 
from the first chapter without 

Books of programs are still the 
most common and most popular 

buy. This one starts out with 
better aspirations than most, 
and aims to help you program 
and understand programming, 
as well as giving you 50 
routines to try your hand at. 

Some of the programs, 
however, turn out to be the sort 
best left on the shelf Their 
usefulness is as a learning aid 
for they seem to perform other¬ 
wise quite useless tasks — why 
have a quiz to see if you can 
remember the 128 peek and 
poke codes on the 64 when 
there's a perfectly good table of 
them on pages 132-134 of the 
user manual? 

As with many books of this 
type, it looks like it has been set 
on a daisywheel, and the prog¬ 
rams have been spooled out to a 
dot matrix printer. It may lend 
a certain authenticity to the 
work, but it's not so easy to read. 
The tacky chapter headings 
(Play it again, Sam and Kids’ 
stuff: not necessarily stuff for 
kids!) don’t help either. Fortu¬ 
nately, delving deeper reveals 
some useful programs, includ¬ 
ing an effective disk or cassette 
based card box system. 

As a programming primer 
this is one way to approach the 
subject (and get results), but it's 
not a book of programs that 
might save you the coat of a 
piece of software. PI 

Explained' by ID 
Poole, published by 

SSfcii" Bernard Bsbsm at 
£1.95 (paperback. m,iw*' 

If you've been baffled by words 
such as buffer, memory map or 
bus driver this concise compu¬ 
ter dictionary should help. 

Mr Poole unravels the mean¬ 
ings of the computer words 
you're mostly likely to come 
across when you first dive into 
the micro arena 

Stretching from A for abso¬ 
lute address to Z for zero 
suppression, brief explanations 
of many useful terms are given. 
For instance 'Debug — to re¬ 
move the errors or bugs from a 
program’. In addition, there's a 
reference guide to the more 
common Basic commands for 
most micros. 

The author has tried to cram 
in as many useful words as 
possible. But there’s a lot of 
wasted space which could have 
been put to better use. 

1 suppose at £1.95 this isn’t 
such a bad book. But unlike a 
dictionary I don’t think you'll 
pick this book up too often once 
you become familiar with mic- 

GET MORE FROM YOUR 
MICRO 

Vince Apps 
40 EDUCATIONAL GAMES FOR THE ATARI 

The tun way to learn tor various levels oi skll 
ISBN0 246 125686 Price£S9S 

Master lha exciting computer -from beginner to 
expert in one easy step 
ISBN 024612536 7 Price 16 95 

An essenhoi introduction wth many illustrative 
programs included In the contents 
ISBN0246121505 Price£695 

MdePoce 
THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER 

All the tods you need to master essentials quickly 
and achieve real results tasri 
ISBN 024612151 3 Price £7 95 

The unrtva»ed introduction to the Impressive 
machine, w*h many practical examples 

ISBN 0 246 12406 3 Price £695 

Vince Apps 
40 EDUCATIONAL GAMES FOR THE VIC 20 
A helpful book lull ol en|ovabte programs to help 
young users handle Ihe Vic 20 
ISBN 024612564 3 Price £5 95 

BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 
PCN NOVEMBER 3! 



1 lUTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

OF THE FITTEST 
Super-sleuths with an eye for a challenging adventure will find Survival, by E H Wilson more than a match for their wits. Here 

wt tot tin ic— and give a few baclura—d not—: next weak, wl n» the rest of the program. 1 

You will have to be both courageous 
and intuitive to embark on this 
action-packed adventure for the 

Commodore 64. 
In Survival, written by E H Wilson of 

Lyminge in Kent, you are flying above a 
tropical rain forest when a bright flash of 
light from a small clearing below catches 
your attention. Unable to resist the 
temptation to do a bit of mystery¬ 
solving, you circle the area until you spy 
a small clearing large enough to land in. 
However, visibility is not good as a dense 

mist has enveloped the forest. Too late, 
you realise that you have misjudged 
your landing. Your plane plummets to 
the ground... 

When you regain conciousness, you 
are slumped over the controls, badly 
bruised and with a very painful 
headache. Apart from this, you are 
amazingly unscathed. Clambering out 
of the plane you notice it is very badly 
damaged and you will need some help to 
get it going again. 

Luckily, your radio is still operational 

and you manage to get an SOS through 
tobaBe. 

Help is on its way. In the meantime, 
you sit back to rest your weary head. As 
you lie there you remember the reason 
for attempting to land, the flashing 
light, and despite the need for rest you 
set off to investigate. . . 

Program notes 
2-6 Initialise variables 
8-28 Subroutine called each time 

a command is required. A 
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garbage collection is carried 
out.The message is printed 
in red and another sub¬ 

routine is called which 
prints the command itself. 
Splits input into verb and 
noun and checks if in voca¬ 

bulary 

30-46 
48-76 

78-90 

92-98 

Check input 
Subroutine toexamine play¬ 
er’s location, adjust objects 
and print messages relevant 
to location. 
Subroutine called from the 
save or load routines 

Start of the game 

100 If the program crashes or 

the stop key is pressed 
typing, ooto will restart the 

102-106 
game. 
Go to subroutine for com¬ 
mand and check input 

108-112 Direct program flow to the 
appropriate routine which 

Z CL» 
4 cr-2:rd-9:zz-i:cm-0:cl-9: do-9:RA-9:go- 
0:OR-0:9T-0:OA-0:HE-0t DI-9:ph-9 
4 rn«in:umi: Bx-0:CN-9:OL-9:mu-9: TN-0:C 
• -CMN* (l|Jl :00T092 
• XZ-FRE 1*1 :P»[NT :P»1NT • ( DOWNHklDltt Nl 

124 IFCR-’0THGNRRINTON9:GOTO100 
12* ra!NT*lt Il'VS GETTER THINGS TO DO T 
HAN LISTEN TO YOU GLEATING ' I* NIC* EH* 
DCs *!••• 

129 POINT*!* 01« 7 ON UITN IT'*;00T0199 
139 GOTO90 
132 RRINT*!* YlOU HAVC WITH YOU J * *:OS-9 

139 1FOS-9TNCNF 
is isii 

19 IFLBN4V19)*1>-LENlC 
29 NOS-RlGHTSlCNS.LENt 
22 N19-N09:NOS-LEFT*(* 

2* NO-9:RETURN 
29 NO-I:RETURN 
39 CN9— 
32 RGINVSILBFT1*1 
34 OETZ9:|FZ9-**THEN34 
3* Z-ASCI2S»IIRZ>93ThEN34 
39 ZL-LEN4CM9):XFZL>27THflN42 
40 1FZ>31THCNCH9-CNS«Z9:GR!NTZ9|:OOT032 
42 1FZ-13ANDZLTHENPRINT- Cc 2)*:RCTuRN 
44 |FZ-29ANDZLTHENCN9-LEFT94CH9,ZL*1»:RR 
INTZSI 
4* 0OTO32 
49 GGlNTHCLCARItC 21* 
30 IFCR<24OGCP>3*TMfNPD-0:OOTO3* 

.ANDO9%439>< >-1THENRR 
r YOU DROWN.*:OOTOl39 

4 IF0G%<23»< >-1TMENPD-1:RRINTPD9:ROKE33 
19. 1 I:ROKE3329l, 12:RETURN 
t RRINT*Is YlOU ARC -|R9<CR> 
7 1FCF-S4 THCNOOTOI312 
9 IFRH-0ANDCP-B3THENRGINTRH9 
5 IFCR-l3ANDOD%419»< >-ITHENRRINTUR9:OOS 
SI2S9t GOTOSS 
2 1FCF-A2THCNG0T0139* 
4 IFCP-34TMCNOOSUS1290:CR-7*:OB%430>-0: 
B9i40l-*CUT TIHG€R*:0D%<4*»«CR:00T098 
3 !FCR-9IORCR-92TMCNOOSU91299:CR*93:OOT 

*9 IFR%«29,2>ANDCR-29Th*NOG%429>-29 
79 IFR%t39,3»ANDCF-39THCN09%<29»-— 
72 FORI-lTOLOtIFO0 
ENPRINTV99IOD941»: 

. J OOTOl99 
142 |FCR<22TMCNRR!NTMs tils C1C 
IIS CI9 f» WIITH WHOM'*’ * :0OT019fl 
144 RRINT *|% 11T'S ThC TAKlNO R# 
COUNTS* *:GOT0199 
14* IFNO«9THCN*90 

130 IF093*NOM >-|THCNRRINT•|* YlOU HAVE 
TO HAVE IT TO OROR IT.* I SOTO199 
132 IFNO-2TMCNRRINT-IS TIHANF OOOONCSS F 
OR THAT. I* RlMtW* T00T0174 
134 IFNO-4ORNO-10THCNOOTO94* 
13* IFNO< II*HCN1*2 
139 IFCR<•3CTHCNRRINTOlS:09%(121-0:O9%cl 
!>•-!:099t * > • ■AN OIL STAIN*:OOTOl7* 
169 IFCR-39TMCNRRINTOL9:09% C12»-9:09% «11 
I--1SOG940I--A ROOL OR OIL *:0CT017* 
1*2 IFNO-I9AnSCR-13ThCN0G!NTMs d)H. DCA 
R| YOU'LL NCVCR LCARN•*:RRINTURSlOOSuSI 2 
90 
1*4 |FNO-23THCNOD%4 23>-9:OG%4 22>-CRlZZ-Z 
Z-l50OTO9S 
1** |FNO-29ANDCR-39TME*^RINTSRS:OSSt29>- 

RI0HTICRI9HTICS OHS l 
DOWNIlDOWN11RIGHT 11RI 
(S 01*:OOTOl74 

ICS Ulls OH 

• 9ICFORC IT SINKS'"SR 

172 IFNO-34THCNRRINTNR 
9 
174 ZZ-ZZi:RR!NT*C* 01.Is K 
17* IFNO-12THCNNO-* 
179 09%*NO»»CRJOOTOl99 

192 XF09%iNOi— -IT 

90 9CV-I:RETURN 
92 RRINT *(CLEAR I"ICHRS 
OKE332GI.7 
94 RRINT *(DOWN 11 DOWN11 
RIGHT)IRIGHT I(RIGHT||R 
He 211s J1UST LET HE 

» D)(S 01 CON 

1G* !F09%IN0»<>CRTHENRRINT*|s 111*9 NOI 
AROUND NCR*.*:OOTOl99 
1GG IF4NO-430RNO-4AIANDCR-13THENRRINTM 

T1HC TREE IS ALSO DCAOLV TO TOUCH**:GC 

192 IFNO«420RNO-4GORNO-*1THENRRINTSCG:0 

i:R0KC332G9.3:R 194 IFNO-A0TM 

194 |FV9>3ANDN09-**ThENRRINTVIGI* Is WIC 
S Nils Alls T1 * 9*1OOTO100 
19* IFV1G<)''ANDV9-0THCNRRINTVIG*, YOURS 
ELF * *:OOTO199 
I0G ONVGOOTOl14,122,139,132,142,14*.109. 
232,2*9.2*4.2*9,31*,334.339,3*0,372 
110 0NV9-l*GOT0399,394,49*,422,479.329.3 
40,339.3**,*29,*3*,*4*,*** 
112 ONV9-2ROOTO*79,*99,72*,739,73*,7**,7 
90,910,939,94* 
114 RGINT * C s 01.IS Rl.*tRRINT*IDOWN)!DOW 
NHl SIAVE PROGRESS'* IIS Vl/|* Nil* 
II* OCTAG: IFAS--VTHEN7** 
119 IFAG<>*N*THEN11* 
120 END 
122 IFCR-I3THCNRRXNTBAS:GOTO100 

PRINT* I- OlOORS *(DOWN I(RV 
B UHS GII DOWN H DOWN H DOW 

NHRIOHTHRIOHTHS Oil* LllS UllS OHDOW 
NHDOWNHDOWNHRIOHTHRIOHTHS OH* LllS 

UHS Gil DOWN 11 DOWN J I DOWN ) ( RIOHT HR! ©MT ) 
Is OHS LllS UHS GHRVSORF J-JOOSU91299 
19* IFN0-430RN0-440RN0-330RN0-320RN0-70R 
NO-33THENRRINTHES:GOT0199 
199 IFNO-40ANDTN-0THENRRINT *lS TINE TIN9 
ER NEC OS TO 9C REDUCED IN SIZE FIRST.*S 
00T0I99 
299 IFNO—4|ORNO—470RNO—490RN0—310RNO-33O 
RNO-3*ORNO-370RN0-34THENRRINTATS:OOTO199 
202 lFNO—34THENRRINT *l* YlOU DON * T THINK 

IT*9 REAC. DO YOU7*:OOTOl99 
204 IFNO-3GORNO-3THENPRINT*t« Dill 01 RU 
LL YOURSELF TOOETHER*:OOTO109 
20* IFNO-2THENRRINT-CS U10H•*:GOT0229 
209 IFNO-4ANDOD%421»< > - l THENRR INT * I • HIO 
W7 (• |IN VOUR HANDS’*JGOTOl99 
299 !FNO-4ANDO0%l2l>-lTMGNO9St2ll-*A SH 
OVBLFUL OR NUD*l09%44 I-9:RRINT* I * 01.Is 
Kl.*:OOTOl99 
210 IFNO-*ANDOS%Cll><>-IT>«NRRINT*Is I IN 

WHAT. CRETIN**:OOTO109 
212 !FN0-*AND09%(11 

t-0:NO-12:ZZ-Z2-1:00T0229 

219 !FNO-2*THENRR!NTDUG:O9%<2*I*0!O9%«27 
»-CP:OOTO199 
220 IFNO-29AND<CR-29OGCR-30» THENRRXNTJA9 
:OOTOI99 
222 IFNO»37ThENGOSU912G*:GOTO100 
224 IFNO-39THENRRINT9US:GOTOl00 
22* IFNO-30THENRRINT'Is NIO. NO, IS NIC* 
01'*:OOTO100 

229 ZZ-ZZM: IFZZ>3THCNRRINT-Cs YlOU CAN' 
T CARRY ANYTHINO ELSE * *:ZZ-ZZ-I 1OOTOIfl 

•I* W1HERE, F 
232 DI-0 
234 IFN0<*20RN0>69THENRRlNT-( 
OOL’-:GOTO199 
23* !FNO>*3ThCNNO-NO-4 
239 NO-NO-*2 
240 |FOD%•I* >< >- ITHBNRRINTOIS:OOTO100 
242 IFNOANDROTHENPRINT-Cs II TOLD YOU SO 
I YOU'VE FALLEN IN A RIT* MOOTO1290 
244 !FR%1CR,N0)-9THCNRRINT*(S YlOU CAN'T 

00 THAT WAY.*:DI-1 * 
24* IF(CR-2ANDNO-1>ANDHE< >1THENRRINT*Cs 
VIET'*:GOTO199 
240 IFlCR-l3ANDNO-2iANDHO< >2THENRRINT"Is 

VIET* * JOOTOI00 
230 IF(CR-IGANDNO-31ANDHU< >ITHENRRINT * IS 

VIET* *:OOTO100 
232 IF <CR-3*ANDNO-01ANDOS%‘30 »•- 1THENRRI 
NT*IS TINE DOAT WON'T HOVE RAST HERE.*19 
0T0I99 
234 IF<CG-79AND09%<3>< >CR > AND < NO—0ORNO—2 
» THENRRINT * IS OILUGI DOWNHDOWN 1(DOWN 11S 
01LU0IDOWN)!DOWN](DOWN)Is 01LUOlDOWN 11 DO 
WNHDOWNHs OILUO.OOTOl 39* 
23* |FDI-0THENCR-R%4CR,NO»I0OT09G 
239 OOTOI99 
2*0 |FNO-9ThEN*90 
2*2 RRINT * I * UINLESS YOU'VE GOT SOHE STR 
ANGe BREEDING PROJECT IN RIND, THAT WON' 

II3*>-0:OOTOI0 
2*3 RRINT *l* YIOU'LL HAVE TO THINK AGAIN 
.*:OOTO199 

2** RRINTMS W1HV9 Is AIRE YOU ILLY'lGOT 

2*9 |FNO-0T»«N*90 
270 OOSU9G3* 
272 IFNO-47THENRRINT*ls TIHERE'S NO ROIN 

274 IFNO-3THENRRINT-CS NIO. IS T)HAT * S I 
s NIC* OHS T) THE WAY TO 90 IT**:OOTO10 
0 
27* IFNO-3*THEN302 
279 IFNO-7THEN294 
290 IFNO-37THEN990 
292 IFN0-330RN0-34THEN312 
294 IFNO<>39THENRRINT*C* T 
O HERE TO ORCN'*:GOTO199 
29* IFDO«lTHENRRINT*Cs I IT'S ALREADY ORE 
N**:OOTO199 

7 (S A) HAIRRIN’* 1OOTOl99 
290 RRINT *|* TINS DOOR SWINOS OREN, REVS 
ALINO THE ROON9EYOND.*:P%«4’,II-49 
292 099 < 391— * AN OREN DOOR*:DO-1:GOTO199 
294 XFRA<>lANDBO<>1THENRRINT*(• TIME ORA 
TING IS LOCKED AND BOLTED.* 
29* IFRAOIANDBO-1THENRRXNT*Is T)HE GRAT 
INO IS LOCKED BUT UNBOLTED.* 
299 IFPA-1AN0B0<>1THENRRINT*|* TIME GRAT 
INO IS BOLTED BUT UNLOCKED.* 
300 GOT0199 
392 IF09% * 29 > < >-1THENRRINT *(S YlOU'VE NO 
TM1N0 WITH WHICH TO OREN IT.*:00T0199 
304 IF09%4 29•—*lTHENRRINT*I* TIME RADLOC 

S 4 30,2•—31: 
30* OBS47I--A BOLTED ORATING' 
398 ifdo-ithenrrintgas:or-i:p 
0994 71 — *AN ORCN ORATINO* 
310 00T0I99 
312 IFN0-33THENRRINT*Cs TIMS ROCK IS *ST 
UCK' FAST. GUT YOUR HANDSNOW TASTE NINTV 
• * IOOTO109 
314 IFNO—34THENRRINT * 1* TINE GLASS SHEET 

ARREARS TO DC 'STUCK' SOLID.*:GOT0199 
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SPECTRUM’S ADVANCED KEYBOARD 

TheLO PROFILE professional keyboard is the ultimate 
upgrade for your Spectrum. By replacing its existing keyboard 
with a high quality LO PROFILE you give this world 
beating computer the keyboard it deserves. 

The LO>: PROFILE is a full size QWERTY keyboard with 
full-travel positive-action keys for super-fast entry of programs 
and data. Presented in an ultra-modem and robust enclosure, 
the LO PROFILE is elegantly styled and is inclined 
forwards for convenient operation. 

Featuring a full size space bar with dedicated numeric and 
curser keypad the LO PROFILE increases the number of 
keys from 40 to 53. A combination of clearly labelled, 
sculptured and height-adjusted keys aids the advance to 
fault-free touch-typing. 

Advanced Memory Systems have established an excellent 
reputation for product reliability and prompt delivery. This 
product has been tested to an impressive 20.000,000 
depressions per key and AMS offer a full one year guarantee. 

I To: Advanced Memory Systems Ltd., 
Woodside Technology Centre, 
Green Lane, Appleton, Warrington WA4 5NG 
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A World Of Information 
Available to you with Nightingale,the new 
multi-function modem from Pace. 

APPRfi|^Mor use 
with tekjommunicatioi systems 
run by ritish Telecommt 
in accorc^fce with the conditions 

in th(’ instructions ft ' use. 

Nightingale is by far the most versatile modem 
available, at the price, for either home or 
business use. It offers Prestel/Viewdata 
baud rates 11200/75 & 75/1200) 
alongside 300/300 baud full duplex 
for communication between the 
BBC and other computers, 
including bulletin boards. ^ t ^ 

Nightingale will operate at 
both European and Bell 
frequencies for com- - 
patibility with CClTT 
and American systems. ^ ;§ 

The state-of-the-art 
modem chip technology em¬ 
ployed in Nightingale requires 
minimal support circuitry resulting in low* 
power consumption, low cost,* high quality 
and extreme reliability. 

Nightingale being 'hard wired' is not subject to the noise 
interference errors common to outdated acoustically coupled 
devices. In addition Nightingale features a simple self test facility for 
easy installation. 

Nightingale utilises a fully buffered RS 423 232 serial interface . 
and is supplied complete with a lead suitable for connection to the 
BBC micro, other leads are available on request. 

However, in order to use such a versatile modem to its fullest 
potential, you will require equally sophisticated software. This is 
where Pace can offer you a total solution - Commstar, 
unquestionably the most comprehensive communica- , 
tions software available for the BBC. A 

Supplied on Eprom, Commstar is instantly accessible,- . ^ 
simple to use and extremely flexible. Just look at the 
possibilities:-- access Prestel, Micronet. Viewfax, . 
Homelink and Telecom Gold, aimmage through bulletin' * >jr -• 
boards and chat to literally thousands of other computer * • 
users, but there's more. Commstar can be used to 
emulate specific terminal types such as VT 100 by-' 
means of a configuration disc, thus providing The 'AlCUSK 
opportunity to use the BBC as an inexpensive worK: ^ 
station for a main frame or mini computer. nj W 

The complete Nightingale Commstar package for the 
BBC micro including the modem, cabling and the L-t 
Commstar Eprom and manual is just Cl39 plus V.A.T. I‘-(t •' , ( 
Nightingale is available separately for the BBC and other ft Jt « 
computers at £119 plus V.A.T. and Commstar is K ' 
£29.57 plus V.A.T. Further details are available, please 
telephone or write for comprehensive fact sheets. W vk *.yB 

PACE SOFTWARE LTD 
92 NEW CROSS STREET. 
BRADFORD BD5 8BS 
Tel. (0274) 729306 Telex 51564 



WISE UPON 
WINDOWS 

The QL's windows are easy to use and versatile once you u 

wWdi you wW after roadim thto Muminatlm article hy Tow Short. One of the most attractive features of 
the QL is its ability to divide the 
physical screen into a number of 

'mini-screens’, or windows. The contents 

of these windows can be manipulated by 
using facilities available in SuperBasic. 
But before looking into QL windows it is 
worth describing how SuperBasic hand¬ 
les the physical screen. 

There are two screen modes on the QL. 
In the lowest resolution mode, the screen 
is divided into 256x256 pixels and can 
display eight distinct colours (black, 
blue, red, magenta, green, cyan, yellow, 
and white). In this mode, flashing is 
available as an option, but there is a 
limitation on the smallest size of charac¬ 

ter which can be dislayed < see below). 
This mode is set using either: 

MODE 266 
(ie 256 pixels across the screen) or 
mode s (ie eight colours) 

The higher resolution mode divides 
the screen into 512 (horizontal) x 256 
(vertical) pixels and can display four 
colours (black, red, green, and white). 

This mode is set using either: 
MODESlZOr 
MODE 4 

Coordinate systems 
There are three distinct ways in which 
the screen can be viewed: (a) the pixel 
coordinate system; (b) the graphics 
coordinate system; and (cl a modifica¬ 
tion of (a) that I call the character 
coordinate system. 

The pixel coordinate system origin¬ 
ates at the top left hand corner. The 
y-axis proceeds downwards from 0 to 225 
and the x-axis proceeds to the right from 
0 to 511. The division of the screen 
horizontally into 512 units is true for 
both screen modes. The system auto¬ 
matically adjusts to 256 pixels in the 
lower resolution mode. 

The graphics coordinate system has 

its origin in the bottom left-hand comer 
of the screen and the y-axis proceeds 
upwards from 0 to 100 units. The x-axis 
proceeds to the right from 0 to 148 units, 
assuming that the whole of the physical 
screen is being used. Both the value of 
the origin and the number of vertical 
divisions can be redefined using: scale. 
The default setting is equivalent to 
scale 100,0,0. The first parameter is the 
number of divisions in the vertical 
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direction and the next two are the x and y 
values of the origin. 

Therefore scale 200,50,70 will divide 

the vertical distance into 200 units and 
the origin in the bottom left-hand comer 
will be (50,70). The horizontal axis scale 
will adjust in proportion so that any 
figure plotted with a change of scale will 
change in size but not have its shape 
distorted. 

A number of graphics commands are 
provided in SuperBasic that use this 
coordinate system (see Table 1). Note 
that the execution of the scale command 
does not rescale images already plotted 
on the screen, but only affects those 
plotted subsequently. 

The character coordinate system 
stands at the top left of the screen 1 ike the 
pixel coordinate system. The screen is, 
however, now divided into rows and 
columns. Since the character size can be 
varied under software control on the QL. 
the number of rows and columns that 

take up the whole screen at any one time 
depends on the character height and 
width. 

In the 256 mode there are potentially 
42 columns and 25 rows for characters 
with the default size, while in 512 mode 
default sized characters areorganised as 

85 columns and 25 rows. 
Width and height parameters are 

related to numbers of pixels as follows: 
Height Pixel Positions 

0 10 
1 20 

Width Pixel Positions 

0 6 
1 8 
2 12 
3 16 

Character size can be changed using: 
csize width, height 

It is important to realise that for the 
purpose of calculation, the screen is 
assumed to consist of 512 pixels across 
the screen in both modes. In 256 mode 
the smallest character size is 2.0 or 
12x10 pixels. A string of characters can 
be placed on the screen using the 
character coordinate system by means of 
the AT facility. For example: 
at 20,10: print "a character string" 

The string will be printed with the first 
character at a position 20 characters 
from the left and 10 characters from the 
top. If you are unfortunate enough to be 
using a first release QL with version FB 
SuperBasic. the two parameters follow¬ 
ing the AT keyword must be reversed. 

Windows 
Windows are like 'mini-screens’ placed 
on the physical screen and images 
within them can be manipulated using 
SuperBasic. A maximum of 16 windows 
can be defined, although in some cir¬ 
cumstances this is reduced. 

Windows can only be rectangular 
with their sides parallel to the physical 
screen, so in order to set one up its 
dimensions and position only need be 
specified. We must also have some way of 
referring to it, to distinguish it from 
others. This is achieved by using a 
channel number and the window is 
created with an open statement. As an 
example, suppose we want to create a 
window 100 pixels wide, 50 pixels deep, 
positioned 40 pixels from the left edge of 
the screen and 20 pixels from the top. A 
possible open statement is: 
OPENIS^CR_100X50A 40X20 

Here we are using channel number 5. 
The scr is a standard QDOS device name 
and stands for screen output. The iooxso 
indicates the window size and A40X20 is 
the position. The x can be thought of as 
■by' and the a as 'at position’. 

Figure 1 



We can now operate on this window in 
SuperBasic For example, we can set the 
background colour with: 
PA HE Rift, 7 

This sets the window on channel 5 to 
colour 7 (white). This becomes apparent 
when we clear the window with: 
CLfttS 
Table 1 indicates the SuperBasic com¬ 
mands that will accept a channel 
number in order to manipulate the 
contents of a window. 

In order to appreciate how some of 
these com ma nds work withwindows.let 
us set up two windows on channels 5 and 

6 with the following specifications: (see 
Figure 3) 

Channel 5 Channel 6 
Window size 100x50 200x100 
Window position 50x75 175x25 
Background blue magenta 
(paper) colour 
Foreground white black 
(ink) colour 
The following procedure will set up the 
windows: 

loooDRFine PRocedure wsetup 
1010 MODE 8 
1020 OPENfS.SCT_100XS0AS0X7ft 

1030 OPEN M, SCT. _200Xl00A17ftX2ft 
1040 PAPER/ft, I 
1060 PAPERM.3 
1060 INKCS.7 
1070 INKX6.0 
1080 CLStft 
1000CLSIS 
isos end DEPine wsetup 
The procedure can heexecuted by simply 
typing its name: wsetup 

A coloured border can be added to each 
window by inserting the following lines: 
1100 BORDERC5,2,8 

The two parameters after the channel 
number indicate the thickness of the 
border (in pixels) and its colour. The 
thickness specified is actually that of the 

horizontal components of the border. 
The vertical components at the sides are 
twice the specified thickness. Therefore, 
the smaller window (channel 5) will 
have a border thickness of two pixels 
horizontally, four pixels vertically and 
colour yellow (6) and the larger (channel 
6) will have a border of four pixels 
horizontally, eight pixels vertically and 

colour cyan (5). 
The addition of a border takes place 

within the inner edge of the window and 
therefore decreases its effective size. 
The notes on the pixel and graphics 
coordinate systems apply equally well to 
individual windows. The origins of the 
coordinate systems in the current exam¬ 

ple are shown in Figure 1. 
To illustrate the effect of executing 

graphics operations in windows, we will 
define a procedure to draw a simple stick 

figure (see Figure 2): 
2000 DErine PRocedure stick(channel) 
2010 REMark Draw head radius n, centre 

(100,85) 
2020 ClRCL££Channel,100,85,5 
2030 REMark Draw arms 
2040 UNE/channel ,ss,7o to i 12,70 

2050 REMark Draw body 
2060 LiNEtchannel, !oo,ao to 100,40 

2070 REMark Draw legs 
2080 UNE£channel,95,20 to 100.40 to 
105,20 

2999 END DEFine Stick 
This stick figure can be placed in each of 
our example windows by the program: 
100 wsetup 
110 REMark Draw figure in window on 

channel 5 
120 stick 5 
iso REMark Draw figure in window on 

channel 6 
140 stick6 

The result of running this program is 
shown in Figure 3. The following points 

should be noted. 
1 Each window has its own graphics 

coordinate system. The same figure 
has been drawn in each but it has been 
scaled so that the window height 
(excluding the border) is 100 units on 
the graphics coordinate system. This 
means procedures that use graphics 
facilities can be written independently 
of the final window into which they are 
to be drawn. It is worth inserting a 
scale statement into the above prog¬ 
ram to see the effect. Since scale can 
take a channel number, the scaling 

can be handled differently in different 

windows. 
2 Each window is twice as long as it is 

wide in pixel units. Since each window 
is 100 graphics units high, you might 
expect that drawing the body of the 
figure at x»100 would place it in the 
centre of the window. Unfortunately 
this is not the case. The reason is that 
each pixel is not square but rect¬ 
angular and, therefore. 50 pixels 
horizontally does not cover the same 
distance on the screen as 50 pixels 
vertically. The graphics coordinate 
system, however, does use the same 
scale horizontally as vertically. 

3 We can try changing the position of one 
of the windows in the above program so 
that the two windows overlap. Thiscqn 
be done by modifying the appropriate 
open statement in wsetup or alterna¬ 
tively using window. 
The following program lines will 

redefine and clear the window on 
channel 5 so that it overlaps with that on 

channel 6: 
104 WINDOWfS, 200,50,250,50 
106 106CL8CS 
The window has been redefined so that it 
is 150 pixel units from the left of the 
screen. If a border is required on this 
redefined window, it must be added 

again. For example: 
108 BORDERfA,2,6 
Running the modified program will still 
show the image of the original window 
on the screen with the redefined window 
covering it. The two images in the 
window overlap as shown in Figure 4. 

Back to the beginning 
You can now appreciate that all screen 
activity on the QL takes place in 
windows. The system uses three prede¬ 
fined windows on channels 0, 1 and 2. 
The default arrangement of these de¬ 
pends on whether the TV or monitor 
option was chosen when the QL was 
initialised. With the monitor option, the 
default mode is 512 and the three default 
windows are shown in Figure 5. 

With the TV option, the default mode 
is 256 and windows 1 and 2 coincide in 
their positions on the screen as shown in 
Figure 6. In this case, the window sizes 
are smaller to take account of the fact 
that most TVs do not display the full 
extent of the screen. 

Each wi ndow has a particular use. The 
channel 0 window contains the current 
command or program line as it is 
entered, the edit line, and also displays 
the error messages. Channel 1 is the 
default channel. Most program opera- 21 ► M deta 



LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
AND FOOTBALL 

Put your micro-PROLOG to work and predict the pods. 

Al Apply Fifth Generation methods to 
football data. 

PROLOG Over 10 modules of PROLOG 
programs. 

DATABASE Several seasons of first division 
results. 
Spedally written update programs. 

POOLS Rules based prediction system. Add 
your own rules and heuristics. 

NAT Natural language in terface. 

Requires micro-PROLOG 3.1 

Text (over 100 pages) and IBM-PC diskette at 
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◄ 19 tions such as print, cls, input, flash, 
border will operate on channel 1 if no 
other number is specified. Channel 2 
displays the program as it builds up and 
is also the default for the ust command. 

In through the window 
If we wish to input to a window by means 

of an input statement, an alternative 
form of open must be used because scr_ 
is a write-only device. 

The alternative that allows both 
output and input is the console device, 
con_The method used for opening this 

is similar to scr_, except that the size of 
the type-ahead buffer associated with 
the window must also be specified. For 
example, an alternative to line 1020 in 
the procedure wsetup could have been: 
1020 OPENIS, con_100XSOA80X7580 
The figure 80 means that 80 characters 
can be typed before the type-ahead 
buffer overflows and characters are lost. 
Input statements, such as the following, 

can now be executed: 
iNPurts,value 
This will wait for input to be provided in 
the window on channel 5. 

All opened devices should be closed 
before a program terminates. In Super- 

Basic this is: closecs 
Although its image may still appear on 
the screen, the window no longer exists. 

From these simple examples, the 
versatility of the QL windows can be 
seen Examining Table 1, you will see 
that there are other powerful facilities 
for manipulating the contents of win¬ 
dows. These include the ability to pan 
and scroll in either direction, to see part 
or all of the contents of a window, and 
draw hollow and filled figures. 

Table 1 

KEYWORD DEFAULT COORDINATE 
Keywords that will accept a window channel number 

ACTION NOTES 

ART 
WINDOW 
1 

SYSTEM 
graphics Draws a circular arc Joins two points with a circular arc. Curvature indicated by 

ART_R 1 graphics Relative art 
specifying the angle turned through. 
Like arc but point is taken relative to the last point. 

1 character Positions text cursor In version FB parameters are reversed. In version PM, only 

BLOCK 1 pixel Draw filled rectangle 
works on channel 1. 
Dimensions, position of top left hand corner and colour need to be 

IIORDKR 1 pixel Adds border to window 
specified. 
Thickness and colour must be specified. 

CIRCLE 1 graphics Draws circles ellipses Centres, radii, eccentricities and angles of orientation must be 

1 graphics Relative circ le 
specified. 
Uses relative coordinates for centres. 

CLOSE 1 _ Close window De-assigns channel number to window. 

1 _ Clear window Specifies which part to clear. Default is whole window. 

1 character Sets character size Sets size of characters printed in window. 
CURSOR 1 pixel Position cursor Can use combination of graphics and pixel coordinates. 

[HR 1 
graphics 

Lists Microdrive files 
ELLIPSE 1 graphics Same action as circle 
ELLIPSE—R 1 graphics Same as circle_r 
FILL 1 — Fills solid area Switches filling on and off. 
PLASH 1 _ Character flashing Switches flashing on and off. Only in mode 8. Only text flashes 

INK 1 — Set foreground colour 
IN KEYS 1 _ Inpul character Function returns value entered Optional wait period specified 
INPUT 1 — Inputs data Optional prompt. 
LINK 1 graphics Draws straight line Two points specified. Also used to move graphics cursor. 
LINE_R 1 graphics Relative uni: 
LIST 2 — Lists program All or part of program listed. 
MOVE 1 graphics Moves graphics cursor Turtle graphics 
OPEN 1 _ Creates window See text for details. 
OVER 1 _ Sets overprinting Allows printing of one character over another, combining the two 

PAN 1 pixel Pans window contents 
Also sets strip colour. 
Whole or part of screen panned left or right. 

PAPER 1 — Sets background colour 
PCNDOWN 1 — Sets 'write' mode Turtle graphics. 
PKNUP 1 _ Unsets 'write' mode Turtle graphics 
POINT 1 graphics Plots points One or more points can be specified. 
POINT—* 1 graphics Relative point 
SCALE 1 graphics Change scale See text for details. 
SCROLL 1 pixel Scrolls window contents Scrolls all or part of window up or down. 
STRIP 1 — Sets strip colour Sets local character background colour. See also over. 
TURN 1 graphics Relative tvknto Turtle graphics. 
TURNTO 1 graphics Turns turtle Turns turtle through specified number of degrees. 
UNDER 1 — Sets underlining Set character underlining on or off. 
WINDOW 1 pixel Redefines window Specifies new dimensions and position of existing window. 



lUTPUT: spectrum 

MASTERING THE 
I ■ Wk JH You’ll need both rapid reactions and a good head for logic 

W® l\l I I V I MM I PMcGuire has included elements of the board game 
^■1 I ■ W Wi^^m MartarwNidhiaaactfoapackedarcade fyke—lint 

Codebreaker, for the ZX Spectrum, is 
a combination of an arcade game 
and Mastermind. Your goal is to 

move your man down a scrolling pas¬ 
sage, avoiding the walls of the passage 
and any mines that appear in it. 

When you get to a coloured block you 
should pick it up, using the zero key. The 
object of the game is to crack the code by 
storing the blocks in the correct colour 
order in the alcove at the top of the 
screen. 

It’s possible to store twoextra blocks at 
the side until you’re ready to use them. If 

you press 1 while carrying a block, it will 
be swopped with the one opposite. 

The program contains instructions in 
the form of a demonstration. 

Program notes 
5 Calls subroutine to initialise user 
defined graphics. 
7 Checks for instructions, and if so goes 
into demo mode (99851. 

10 Runs subroutine to print title screen 
(9000). 
10-20 Set up variables and the string 
data for the passage. 

40 Varies positioning of passage walls 
using variable ’a’. 
43 Prints blocks. 
44 Prints mines. 
48 Checks to see if left or right cursor is 
being pressed, and alters value of x 
accordingly. 

49 Checks for vertical height, and if in 
the top half of the screen go subs 9200. 
9100-9110 Check for dead players. 
9200-9500 Handle moving blocks and 
yourself around the top of the screen. 
9600-9700 Check to see if the blocks are 
in the right place. ^ 
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AT £169, LOOK 
HOW THE ATARI 
800XL COCKS A 
SIMOOK AT THE 
COMPETITION. 

AT LAST. SERIOUS HOME COMPUTERS ARE UP AGAINST SERIOUS COMPETITION. THE ATARI 800XL 
OFFERS EVERYTHING COMPETITORS IN OUR PRICE RANGE OFFER. AND. AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE 

LEFT. A GREAT DEAL MORE. PLUS SOFTWARE PRICES THAT START AT LESS THAN £10. 
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UTPUT: BBC 

< 

PLUM PICKINGS 
Eat till you drop in this gluttonous game loaded with goochies and guards, 

from WTO— fnm. 

Mr Plum, from William Prew, is a 
rather cute little game for the 
BBC. It is written as a series of 

procedures, each defininga section ofthe 
game. 

PRoc-variables set up the starting 
conditions of the game, although a 
number of other variables are set up 
between lines 110 and 120. 

As the name implies, define-chare 
establishes all of the user defined 
characters, such as the goochies, you, the 
guards, and possibly the monstons 

(whatever they may be). Also defined 
within this procedure are the envelopes 
to be used with the sound command- 

The playing screen and the goochies 
are set up by print-screen It also places 
the guard onto the screen and starts the 
energy and score displays. 

move-plum scans the keyboard and 
updates the position of Mr Plum, the 
score, and energy, etc. 

goochies updates the number of these 
little beasts, and makes the appropriate 
noises. 

move-guard moves the guard around 
the screen using procs lateral and 
vertical. The procedure also checks 
whether you have moved on top of it, or it 
on top of you — either way you are 
DEAD! 

The next two procedures are used to 
move the guard horizontally or vertical¬ 
ly. Following this is the music proce¬ 
dure. This doesn't actually play any 
music as such, it simply plays a sequence 
of notes one after the other. 

wait simply does a loop for delaying 
tactics, etc 

new-monston updates the number of 
monstons and executes a »h<m music. 

‘When you're splatted, you're splatted'. as 

they say. If the game gets to this point, 
then you have been. 

inst gives the playing instructions and 
then waits for you to press the space bar. 

fame is where you get the opportunity 
to cheat te you can put whatever scon* 
you like into the aco'i array und your 
name into memory at name (just to 
depress your friends). 

ammend attaches your name to the 
high score list, if you rate it. If not. read 
the previous paragraph 

materialise. the last of the prooodurio, 
plays the music at the beginning of the 
game. If you find that this gets in the way 
of your high scores, then take out half of 

line 225. W\ 
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BACKUP your troubles 
in your old CLIP bag 

CLIP — Compressed Library Interchange Program 
CP/M CP/M-86 MS DOS MS DOS 2 0 £95.00 

• Backs up a Winchester CLIP offers effortless backup. 
on to floppies. You can prepare new commands using a 
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CLIP has no equal in reputation. with a word processor. Or keep the standard 
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Most popular disc formats from stock. 

KEELE CODES LTD 
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113 0 



DUNGEON 

Anyone can write an adventure 
these days, or rather anyone 
has the meane to write an 
adventure. Whether they also 
have the necessary imagina¬ 
tion and determination is 
another matter. The range of 
material that is possible can be 
illustrated by three adventures 
all written with a little help — 
two using GilsofVs The Quill 
and one with the aid of a book. 
Exploring Adventures on the 
Commodore 64 by Peter Ger- 
rard ... a name I seem to have 
seen before somewhere. 

Pride of place belongs tc 
Hampstead from Melbourne 
House (£9.95 for 48K Spectrum 
version. Commodore 64 due 
soon), if only because there will 
be numerous glossy colour 
adverts for it. If you had any 
doubts about TheQuill's useful¬ 
ness, when Hampstead’s au¬ 
thors finished the game using 
Gilsoft’s utility, about half a 
dozen software houses were all 
ready to bid for it, and the 
authora had the luxury of choos¬ 
ing which company should pub¬ 
lish their adventure. 

The reason for that interest is 
that Hampstead is different — 
possibly too different for most 

RULING 
CLASS 

finds he prefers to stick to battling ghosts, rather than 
trying to meet the right people and wear the right clothes. 

explains what 'on the dole' 
means for those who may have 
already attained Hampstead 
and therefore do not under¬ 
stand such terms. 

Note that you must attain 
Hampstead, and not merely get 
there After all, finding the 
location is easy enough, as 
anyone can get there on the 
tube or even on a bike (and 
you won't go anywhere without 
your bike clips). But to attain 
Hampstead you must meet the 
right people, do the right 
things, wear the right clothes, 
and of course have pots of 
money. If you go to Hampstead 
without the trappings, you’re 
given a percentage score and 
must start again, or resume a 
saved game. 

The first few tasks are too 
difficult, and bear more than a 
passing resemblance to Urban 
Upstart (muggings, indecent 
exposure, dingy streets) But 
then they get harder and it's the 
kind of adventure where you 
can reach a place and only then 

me rolling on the floor, and it's 
hard to see Hampstead taking 
off with the majority of adven¬ 
turers who want to kill at least 
16 dragons before their lamp 
goes out. Denis Through The 
Drinking Glass was another 
attempt to do something diffe¬ 
rent (again using The Quilt), 
and although it was a personal 
favourite of mine it could have 
sold better. Perhaps Hamp 
stead wi 11 be the exception, with 
the weight of Melbourne House 
behind it. 

At the opposite end of the 
spectrum, so to speak, is Buffer 
Adventure, another The Quill 
adventure set in the The Buffer 
Shop in Streatham, a Sinclair 
specialist. Once in the shop, 
your aim is simply to get out 
again, and to do this you must 
travel through the various de¬ 
partments and deal with the 
shop staff. Fine as an in-joke, 
and the kind of thing that uses 
The Quill quite well, but the 
terrible jokes and comments 
about the staff hardly recom- 

one book he now has his first 
adventure published, with a 
second on the way. 

You can tell from the title 
that we’re back in familiar 
adventure territory, as the 
program itself acknowledges: 
'Another tale of danger, excite¬ 
ment and greed.’ You must 
infiltrate the Palace to nab all 
the treasure you can. and store 
it somewhere safe. Though it 
draws rather heavily on Col¬ 
ossal Cave Adventure (a head¬ 
less ghost continually throws 
an axe at you, and a thief takes 
your treasure to deposit it in a 
maze) there's nevertheless 
enough originality in the writ 
ing to recommend it. eat ghost 
produces an interesting re¬ 
sponse, and as you wander the 
cloisters and corridors you must 
deal with a blacksmith, a 
watchdog, piles of rubble block¬ 
ing the way. a maze of mystical 
chambers, a pit to cross, a 
dragon and our old favourite 
the lamp and tinderbox. 

There are a few irritating 
bugs. You can find a shovel, but 
if you dig in the wrong place you 
get a variety of responses sufh 
as what’s a bod? or what’s a n? 
In one place where there’s 
Magic Dust, get dust pro¬ 
duces whats a dust? None of 
these are fatal bugs, however, 
unlike some programs where 
they cause it to crash, and if 
you’re looking for an old- 
fashioned adventure with 
doors to find and guards to 
bribe, you could do worse than 
Mountain Palace Adventure. 

Three very different end 
results, then, from using 
other people's programming 
knowledge, but make no mis¬ 
take about the amount of 

vou arc ... your Bothroos. 
ed washbasin contai 

f last night -s Ch 
and chips.... 

ot a pretty sight' 

in at what to do 

To attain Hampstead you must start 

adventurers. Whether you like 
it or not depends entirely on 
your sense of humour, as it's an 
adventure about the preten¬ 
sions of social climbing. From 
your smelly council flat, you 
aspire to the dizzy heights of 
Hampstead, that prestigious 
address in London NW3. Your 
first task (apart from switching 
off the TV which is showing 
3-2-1, a wise move) is to find 
your UB40 so you can claim 
some dole money. The booklet 
that comes with the game 

at the bottom of the social ladder. 

discover you should have 
brought a particular object with 
you. rather than the one that 
initially seemed more use¬ 
ful though what use a bana¬ 
na and cod sandwich is to 
anyone, I don’t know. There’s 
the obligatory maze, an indust¬ 
rial estate, which I’ve managed 
to get into, but am as yet unable 
to leave despite trying to mark 
my place with bike clips, and 
banana and cod sandwiches. 

The humour raised a smile or 
two, though never exactly had 

The ubiquitous torch sad tinderbox ia 

mend it to someone looking for a 
challenging adventure. 

More in the traditional style 
is Mountain Palace Adventure 
by John Ryan for the Commod¬ 
ore 64 (£7.95, Ducksoft). It’s 
hard to recommend a book 
written by your own brother 
without being accused of 
favouritism, but its effective¬ 
ness is illustrated by the fact 
that John Ryan hadn't even 
seen a home computer 12 
months ago, and simply by 
following the techniques from 

Mountain Palace Adventure. 

effort involved in writing an 
adventure. Having written 
one myself using The Quill, I 
know it takes time, but once 
mastered it is a ioy to work 
with. Using a book takes even 
longer, because you’re learn¬ 
ing programming techniques. 
not just how to find your way 
round The Quill. Whichever 
you choose, there’s no excuse 
for not producing the goods if 
you feel you have an adven¬ 
ture inside you. Just don't ask 
me to solve them all. . . 
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& ARDWARE PRO-TEST: SPECTRUM PLUS 

CLIVE 
STRIKES BACK 

CIR 
WSTF 

H I»m long been suspected that Sinclair was going to strike back at Hi 
competitors with a brother for the Spectrum. John Lettice evaluates 
_the Sinclair** chunky nwr—the Spectmm Plus,_ 

The new Spectrum Plus shares the 
same styling as its older brother, 
but it’s a little smaller The Plus 

seems to be designed to be the machine 
that, for a price (almost £180), gives you 
a half decent keyboard. This has always 
been seen as one of the major problems 
with the traditional Spectrum, and 
although Sinclair is said to have thought 
of it as a business rather than a games 
machine initially, serious use of the 
machine has been limited. 

Since the Spectrum’s launch over two 
years ago, the market has changed. The 
Spectrum was the first reasonably- 
priced colour computer, and in 1982 the 
opposition was strictly limited. The Vic 
20 had been released, but cost an arm 
and a leg by today's standards. The 
Spectrum came out of the traps just 
around the same time as the BBC B and 
the T1994A, both of which were fear- 
somely expensive compared to the £175 
Sinclair was asking for the 48K model. 

Things became a little more difficult 
with the launch of the Commodore 64. 
and, this winter Sinclair faces an 

onslaught from two more products from 
this stable — the C16 and Plus 4, as well 

as the Amstrad and the MSX machines. 
Machines with full-travel keyboards 
and decent sound are now cheaper than 
they’ve ever been, and the old format 
Spectrum is starting to look a little 

MDpOM d 
Industry pundits have therefore seen 

one of two courses (and possibly both > as 
being inevitable for Sinclair. The ex¬ 
isting Spectrum, or Spectrum Minus as 
it might now be called, could have its 
price tag cut, in order to help Sinclair 
maintain its market share, or it could be 
the subject of a facelift that added a 
proper keyboard. 

This particular pundit has been sug¬ 
gesting Sinclair was about to do this for 
some time now, and the fact that I’ve had 
more categorical denials than you’ve 
had hot dinners leaves me particularly 
aggrieved at the moment. My particular 
prejudice was in favour of a real 
keyboard with built-in Interface 1 and 2, 
and preferably a Composite Video out¬ 
put, and I still maintain that I'm right 

and Clive's wrong, but it wasn’t to be. 
Not this time,at least. 

Features 
Essentially Sinclair has launched an 
add-on keyboard for the Spectrum, and 
therefore it should be judged by the 
standards of existing add-on keyboards. 
There are more extra functions than on 
any other keyboard, and al 1 the punctua¬ 
tion keys you need for word processing 
have been added. 

The extra keys are full stop, comma, 
inverted comma and semicolon in the 
punctuation department, and true and 
inverse video, delete, extended mode, 
graphics shift, caps lock and break. 
There's an extra symbol shift and an 
extra caps shift, and a dinky little space 
bar in between the four cursor keys. 

Sir Clive is noted for his spirited 
defence of his keyboards, but if he starts 
claiming that the Plus keyboard is a 
stroke of ergonomic genius I’ll personal¬ 
ly go round to Sinclair Research. The full 
stop key is in the conventional position, 
more or less, but the comma, semicolon 
and inverted comma keys are tucked 
into the bottom row, just below the caps 
shift keys. 

As IBM contrived to do this on its 
industry standard keyboard. Sinclair is 
in good company here, but most other 
micro manufacturers have the sense to 
put the shift keys in the bottom deck. 1 
can see a lot of people getting annoyed 
about their prose being full of ex¬ 
traneous punctuation. 

From the programmer’s point of view 
the layout’s a lot more sensible. Death¬ 
less prose merchants may curse at the 
fact that the symbol shift is just below 
the caps shift, but this makes producing 



The rear view at tlx P1u», »how»n* a leg. Tilted forward, there i* enough ipace for Interface 1. 

shifted characters and commands a lot 

easier. 
Similarly, the graphics and extended 

mode shifts are handy for programming, 
as are the edit and delete keys. The break 
key, however, is odd. The existing break 
(capsshift and space) still works, and it’s 
probably as easy to hit these deliberately 
as it is to hit the new one. This could, 
however, be brushed accidentally. In a 
sense, I think you’d be better off with the 

old system. 
The good news is that accidentally 

brushing the break key isn’t likely to 
have any effect. The trouble is, that’s the 
bad news as well, because the keys all 
have a wobbly, soggy, unresponsive feel 

to them. 
The construction is similar to that of 

the QL keyboard. The keytop presses 
down onto a switch, which presses down 
onto a membrane underneath. The feel 
of the smaller keys isn’t too bad. The 
larger ones only have one switch with a 

sort of rocker device to support them, and 

they wobble from side to side a lot which 

could be a nuisance. 

The keytops are the same design as 
those on the QL, but because the 
Spectrum version has a lot more written 
on each key, the overall feeling is quite 

cramped. 
Again, like the QL, the keys aren’t 

pitched, but this is dealt with by two 
sprung legs that tilt it forward, leaving 
enough space underneath for Interface 
1. Fitting Interface 2 is a different 
matter — if you’ve got the legs up it 
sticks out into the air, so plugging a 
cartridge in could be tricky. 

The only other new feature is a reset 
switch, wired in on the left hand side of 
the case. There was some talk about a 
circuit board revision, but there seems to 
be little difference between the one in 
the review model (issue 4b, already!) and 

the issue 3 board. 

Verdict 
As far as price is concerned, the Spec¬ 

trum Plus is aimed fairly and squarely at 
the Commodore market. Ranged 
against the 64 and the Atmos, it looks 
reasonable value—a contender at worst 
—but it worries me that for the first time 
we’re seeing a Sinclair machine that 
doesn’t clearly outclass the opposition. 

Sinclair may claim that this style of 
keyboard is just as good as full travel 
ones, but there are any number of 
people out there who’d beg to differ, and 
I’d respectfully suggest it’s high time 
Sinclair Research got a typist on its 
design team. To produce a doubtful 
keyboard on a machine that apparently 
sets out to cure the problem of the 
Spectrum’s keyboard seems to me more 

than a little flat-footed. 
As it is, the new-look Spectrum needs 

to have software and peripherals taken 
into account before it can be unreserved¬ 
ly recommended as a good buy, even by a 
bigoted Sinclair partisan like me. 

N fit*! TIm Plus with peripherals attached. 

Sinclair has launched a machine that 
could clearly have been cheaper or 
better. 

The new keyboard can’t, taking econo¬ 
mies of scale into account, cost anything 
like £50, and at £130-£140, the Plus 
would have been a clear winner. Simi¬ 
larly. for a few bob more, an Amstrad 
with built-in Interface 1 and cartridge 
slot could have been produced. 

The clincher as far as I’m concerned is 
the lack of a Composite Video output. 
This costs one socket and two blobs of 
solder, and failing to put it on the Plus is 
just plain silly. 

But all isn't lost. All Clive has to do is 
what I’ve been telling his people to do for 
months. Discontinue the Spectrum 
Minus (I’ve heard dark rumours about 
this, more anon), drop the price of the 
Plus to around £130, and produce a new 
machine, call it the Spectrum Squared, 
at around £ 190. This would have built in 
Interface 1, a Centronics interface and 
um . . . a real keyboard? K 

Price £179.95 
Processor Z80A 
ROM 16K 
RAM 48K 
Text screen 32x22 
Graphics screen 256x192 
Interfaces TV, cassette, edge 

connector 
Language Sinclair Basic 
Availability Everywhere 
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ARDWARE PRO TEST: ITTXTRA 

IDESKTOP 
EXTRA _For th« desktop Xtra, taking on the rest of the _ 

IBM-compatible field it apparently not enough. The 
UK distributors see K as a rival to the real thing, the 

IBM PC, says iaa Scales. Soiling at sfighUy less 
than the IBM, this stylish system couid prove them right 

There is presumably some sort of 
saturation point to be reached in the 
IBM-compatibles market. So far 

there’s little sign of it with more and 
more ’standard’ machines in various 
guises — transportables, portables, 
multi-processors and straight desktop 
computers — appearing on the market 

Far from settling down, leaving IBM 
the lions’s share, the compatibles are 
claiming to be doing better than ever. In 
particular, the portable versions don't 
seem to have suffered from competition 
from IBM’s offering. 

Back on the desktop, one of the more 
notable new arrivals is the ITT Xtra. 
This is about as standard a compatible as 
you can get and must be rated a 
contender, not because it competes with 
the other close-compatibles like the 
Compaq — but because the pricing and 
general thrust of its marketing suggests 
ITT and its UK handlers. STC, see it 
competing against the IBM itself. 

Pricing it between five and ten per 
cent below the IBM PC over the range of 
configurations, STC seems to think the 

machine will sell on its own merits as a 
well-supported, reliable and stylish in¬ 
vestment. Does it justify this strategy? 

Features 
The Xtra is a PC-compatible — a good 
one in fact. STC claims full compatibility 
with PC DOS 2.0 and the system ran 
Open Access and Symphony without a 
hitch. In fact I experienced no compati¬ 
bility difficulties at all and have yet to 
hear of any from other quarters. 

Styling is impressive. The Xtra has a 
nice two-tone cream and brown appear¬ 
ance which seems to exude the qualities 
of careful design, manufacture and 
backup. 

Documentation 
The pre-production user guide was 
photocopied from what appeared to be 

the standard A4-size ring-bound binder. 
There is a companion guide to the DOS 

and similar treatment is afforded to each 
manual for the STC-backed applications 
packages. 

The user guide featured very detailed 
set-up procedures and step-by-step, 
illustrated instructions on card con¬ 
figuration. And another bonus, STC has 
even seen fit to include a glossary of 
computing terms as a finishing touch. 

Set-up 
The Xtra is divided into the traditional 
three modular units — keyboard, screen 
and processor storage box. 

The screen stands on its own adjust¬ 
able base which raises it about 5in from 
the work surface. The user is able to 
swivel the screen plus or minus 67 
degrees and tilt it down five degrees or 
up 25. The contrast control knob is, for 
once, in an optimum position on the 

front right-hand side of the screen base. 
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The processor can appear under the 
screen. PC-style. or it may be up-ended 
and placed alongside the screen and 
keyboard. Unless you can contrive to rig 
the processor under the desk, beside the 
desk or otherwise out of the way, neither 
configuration is much of a space-saver. 

With the screen on top of the processor 
unit, the configuration tends to reach 
high-rise proportions, while placing it 
beside the unit ends to leave less room on 
the work surface for other activities. 

All the units are nicely finished with 
rounded edges in very sturdy-looking 
moulded plastic. The colouring is de¬ 
scribed as hazel and ivory — the overall 
effect is pleasing and subdued. The 
standard RS232 and Centronics inter¬ 
faces are located at the rear, although 
unfortunately, there is no recessing here 
to protect the sockets. 

Display 
There is the usual range of options. 
Colour is available via a 12in RGB 
display unit in either 640 x200 high- 
resolution or 320 x 200 in low. Colour 
cards are provided as an extra (Xtra 
could be an unfortunate name, come to 
think of it), although I didn't test this 
feature. The review unit came with the 
monochrome green screen. Amber 
monochrome is also available for the 
ergonomically-minded. 

The green screen seemed a little 
harsh, even though there is a fair degree 
of persistence with the display. A 
characteristic of this is a ghostly after¬ 
image on the screen after the character 
or cursor moves on somewhere else. It’s 

supposed to take the roughness out of the 
display and make it more pleasing and 
restful to the eye. In this case it seems to 
fall somewhat short. The horizontal 
lines in the characters seem to send out 
more light than the verticals. 

Matters don’t appear to have been 
helped much by the Xtra's character set 
which is fairly elongated and skeletal. 
STC quotes a seven by nine character 
matrix nesting within a nine by twelve 
character cell. They seemed difficult to 
get used to. but perhaps that impression 
was coloured by the fact I usually look at 
a more compact character set. 

On the subject of the screen, one of its 
more notable features is its ability to 
turn off the display after 15 minutes of 
keyboard inactivity. The display then 
reappears when keys are pressed again. 
This saves wear and tear on the 
phosphor coating, especially where the 
system’s constantly used with a package 
like Open Access which puts up a 
standard border arrangement in every 
application. 

Keyboard 
The keyboard features the familar IBM 
layout. It has the usual adjustable feet 
and the more solid, stiffness of a 
computer keyboard with none of the 
loose-tooth feel of the IBM version. 

The shift key appears where it should 
— on the inside of the back-slash. 
Indicator lights for Caps Lock and 
Numeric Lock have been added, and 
there is also a serial interface socket. 

The only drawback with the keyboard 
is the ridging on the perimeter of the 

unit which prevents many of the now 
ubiquitous function key templates from 
sitting nicely. 

Many compatible manufacturers, in 

their enthusiasm to 'improve' keyboard 
styling, did not forsee this problem and 
the results are quite frustrating — you 
have to balance the stubborn template 
somewhere else or put up with it 
constantly falling off the keyboard or 
skewing about. Picky I know, but it's the 
little things which can drive you to 
distraction. 

Processor box 
The Xtra has five IBM-compatible 
expansion slots in the chassis. The 
floppy disk drives are 360K and the hard 
disk has 10Mb. 

It’s nice to see a machine that allows 
easy access to its insides for open-heart 
operations. Many machines these days 
require too much removing of screws and 
eventually bending of metal plates — a 
positive disincentive to delving. The 
Xtra is easily disassembled by removing 
a couple of screws and sliding the body 
off the chassis. 

Expansion 
Expansion facilities are very good. As 
mentioned earlier, the RS232 is stan¬ 
dard. as is the Centronics printer 
interface. 

The machine comes with 128K of 
RAM and an additional 128K can be 
added to the motherboard. Going higher 

requires the insertion of the Xtra Combo 
board. As well as providing another 
128K, it features a real-time clock. 35 
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How to teach your Micro 
a thing or two 

Thousands of home computer owners have yet 

to discover their microcomputer's potential to help 

with many of the problems and decisions that come 

up every day in the home or office. 

Perhaps you have always promised yourself that 

you would teach yourself programming, but have 

been put off by manuals which seem to assume a 

lifetime spent studying computer science and 

mathematics. Maybe you have looked at other 

computer books, but have yet to find one which is 

free of unnecessary jargon or where the program 

examples bear some relevance to real life and not 

space invaders. 

Relax, your search is over. 

The ‘Learn BASIC' tutorials from Logic 3 are 

the latest development of a teaching method 

pioneered by Professor Andrew Colin and perfected 

by testing on 3 generations of students at Strathclyde 

University. The ‘Strathclyde Method’ has been 

translated into 8 languages and used by over 300,000 

microcomputer users. 

‘Learn BASIC’ is a jargon free, step by step, 

course in computer programming, which explains 

everything clearly in English, not computer talk. In a 

matter of hours you will be writing your first 

programs. 

‘Learn BASIC’ is designed for people who want 

to keep abreast of the computer age, for people who 

realise that understanding computers is a key to 

future success at work, at school, and as a parent. 

Get ‘Learn BASIC’ and teach your micro how 

to be useful! (Available from major branches of 

W.H.Smiths, Boots, Laskys, Greens, John Menzies 

and better computer shops nationwide.) 

Please send me more information about 

your;- u..i 

‘ 1 earn BASIC ’ tutorials B 
1 ogic 3 Spectrum Club B 
Logic 3 Commodore Club B 
(64 and VIC owners only) 1 

« 
1 have a:- 

Sinclair Spectrum B 
Commodore 64 B 
Acorn Electron ■ 

BBC Microcomputer ■ 

Dragon ■ 

Name. f Address. 
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE! 

LOGIC 3 
To Logic 3 Ltd., FREEPOST, Mountbatten House. Victoria Street, Windsor SL4 I HE 



HARDWARE PRO-TEST: ITTXTRA 
A good job of garnering support and 

testing products seems to have been 
undertaken before the machine’s re¬ 

lease As usual, STC is supporting half a 
dozen packages itself. As well as the 
DOS and Basic, it’s touting an Asynchro¬ 
nous Communications program, Easy 

Writer with Easy Speller, Wordstar and 

Multiplan. 
The company is also in the process of 

evaluating a wide range of further 
applications programs and system soft¬ 
ware available through third party 

houses. It’s also looking at vertical 
software including everything from 
stock control, sales ledger, purchase 
ledger through to invoice and sales 

analysis. 
There are 11 database programs from 

dBase II to Everyman. Eight financial 
modelling packages, including, of 
course. Lotus 1-2-3, nine word proces¬ 
sors, plus dozens of sundries from 
quantity surveying to critical path 

analysis. 

Verdict 
The Xtra promises to be a mtyor 
contender in the IBM-standard micro 
market. The micro’s mqjor selling point 
is the profile of ITT and the promise of 
solid support and back-up that the logo 
entails The machine is also very 
compatible with the IBM PC and seems 
to be able to run all but the very 

misbehaved of PC software. r 

SPECIFICATIONS 

The Xtra it nicely finished and styied. There is the option of an integrated 10Mb From the top left — the power input and orvott switch. At the bottom, It) 
Winchester disk drive and plenty of software connecters for the keyboard, printer and RS232, and. right, the expansion slots. 

?!« 
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WIN A TOSHIBA 
MSX MICRO-FREE 

Here’s your last chance to win a great MSX system absolutely 
free in this easy-to-enter competition. 

Look at the six pictures below. If you can identify the six old 
favourites, you could win this valuable newcomer. To help you 
out we’ve listed eight computers — but two are red herrings. 

If you’ve an eye for a good micro, you could own a 64K, full 
colour Toshiba computer, complete with cassette recorder and 
software. The first correct entry out of the hat wins. 

I do/do not wish to be included on mailing lists. 

Send to: Toshiba Competition, Personal Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. All entries 

must be received by Friday, November 30. The judges’ decision is final. No correspondence will be entered into. The 

competition is not open to employees of VNU, Quickset, Chase Web Offset or Toshiba. 

Address . 

Current computer . 

I think the computers are: 

Spectrum 

Commodore 64 

Telephone 

Atari 800XL 
Sinclair Ql 

The computers: Acorn Electron 
One Atmos 

Entry Form 



16 Bit Micro-Computer 

For the home user start with Model A wrth its massive 144K RAM ^ 
and outstanding typewriter style keyboard that fits within the base unit 

tor portability and| storage ~~ 
Note the targe return key and position ot the numeric keyboard Fast retrieval from 
storage and fast action on games is achieved by the use of the Intel 8086 True 16-bit 
micro-processor running at 4 77 MHz 
The Advance 86 runs IBM PC software 

Under £350* 

jypeoUevboard 
Keyboard Facilities 
Character Set 
Method otDtspiay 
Display Facilities 
M 
Graphics Resokiton 
Colours Available 
Graphics Facilities 

True 16-bit 8086 runrang at 477 MHz 
128K or 256K with parity plus 16K video 

Ful 84 keys tactile 
10 programmable keys 
256 in ROM 
TV RGB. Comp/S ync colour or monochrome monitor 
Full screen handing. 4 screen paged 
80 x 25 or 40 a 25 
320 x 200 or 640 x 200 
16 
Scroll, reverse mage 
Audio 
Cassette port. light pen. loystick. Centronics 
Bmlt-in speaker 
Built-in ROM 
Any using Centronics parade! interface 
Hardware and software compatftle with IBM PC Upgradeable 
to Model B Provision lor 8087 Arithmetic Processor 
12 months 

The business user can upgrade to Model B by adding 
the Advance Expansion box containing 2 * 5.25’ disc 
drives providing 720K storage at £740 + VAT 
The Advance 86 Model B offers the business micro¬ 
computer buyer an IBM compatible disk-based 
system with twin drives, with Perfect Writer/Speller, 
Calc and Filer Software (MS/DOS) included for only 

Benchmarks n 
The standard Benchmarks were run using Advance Basic, which is the equivalent 
of Microsoft GWBasic and Basica on the IBM PC. 

Machine BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BMS BM6 BM7 BMS Av. 

Advance 86 — 8086 0.8 3.3 7.3 7.4 8.1 14.6 239 26.0 11.4 

ACT Apricot - 80B6 16 52 106 11.0 12.4 229 354 344 16.7 

IBM PC-8088 1.2 48 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 300 16.8 

£1086 95* VAT 

Advance 86 Models A & B are designed and marketed 
by Advanced Technology UK Ltd Made by Ferranti in 
Oldham Delivery within 30 days from receipt of 
payment 128K memory expansion £108.70 ♦ VAT. 

Advance Technology UK Ltd 
8A Hornsey Street. London N7 8ZHB 
Tel 01-6090061 tor leaflet 

On site warranty for 12 months by National Advanced 
Systems (part of National Semiconductor) one of the 
largest companies in the U S A. for Model B 
•Ex VAT 

To Advance Technology UK Ltd . 8A Hornsey Street. London N7 8HB 

□ Please send Model 86A Micro-Computer & Keyboard I enclose £399 including VAT 

□ Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software I enclose £1250 me VAT 

□ Please send 128K Memory Expansion £125 me VAT Cheque/Bardaycard/Access Mo 

Name_Company_ 

Address __Address _ 



m CUT PRICE MICROS 
Apricot & 2x315K Drives.£1236 
Apricot & 2X 720K Drives.£1396 
Apricot XI & 10 meg Hard Disk.£2196 
Apricot XI & 5 meg Hard Disk.£1995 
Sirius 1 & 10 meg & Monitor.£3196 
Sirius 1 & 2.4 meg & Monitor.£2316 

Any Four Pegasus accounting modules £800 
Apricot XI with 10 meg & 4 Pegasus 

accounting modules and 12" Monitor £3096 

Cut Price Disks, software and other supplies 
also available 

Call MCS on 01-802 0019 
Aii prices exclude VAT. please add £10 p&p on all Micro Computers. 

Government and Local Authority orders welcome 

3A Woodlands Park Road, London N15 
WE ARE NOW ALSO AT 

78-82 Kirkton Road, London N15 
308 PC W 



PERIPHERALS PRO TEST: BBC 

1 

~SHg LgLJ 
V 

UJJLUJLl m 

ONA 
LEVEL 
KEY 
KennGarroch tinkles the ivories to test 
the LVL keyboard for the BBC but finds 1 | 1 I What can you do with a BBC 

computer that has a sound chip 
that provides three voices and 

full envelope capabilities? You could try 
getting an LVL keyboard for it. 

First impressions 
The LVL system comprises a 37-note 
keyboard. from C to C, a disk of software, 

and an optional kit to enable you to 
attach an external speaker. The 
Keyboard plugs into the user port and 
the disk goes into the drive. 

Pressing shilVBreak gets you going 

with the screen, revealing a selection of 
instruments, controls, and other op¬ 
tions. These include sustain, assorted 
percussion, and control of the note 

length and pitch. The pitch allows you to 
set the frequency within the range of the 
BBC's sound chip. The frequency can be 
altered in semi-tones, which is odd since 

the BBC's sound chip can be altered in 
demi-semi tones (quarter tones). 

All of the selections are made by 

pushing keys on the BBC's keyboard. 
The preset voices are on the first two 
rows of the QWERTY keyboard with the 
synth/programmable sounds on the bot¬ 
tom row. The function keys are used to 
select the sustain and the percussion. If 

the voice has a built-in sustain, then 
pressing ft) turns it on or off. 

Two types of percussion are available. 
One plays every time you hit a note, and 
the other is obtained by pressing the 
appropriate function key. 

The percussion 'noises' are, putting it 
mildly, not very good. The cymbal sound 
isa hiss very similar to soundo,-15,4,50 
and the bass (drum presumably) is a low 
frequency crackle. There is also a 

triangle which comes out as a high 
pitched 'pip'. 

In use 
After setting everything up, I was ready 

to begin playing my masterpiece. The 

TIm LVL keyboard with oftional amplifior. 

immediate, obvious drawback was the 
three-note limitation. This is the com¬ 

puter's fault and not LVL’s. but it does 
mean that you will probably have to 

alter your playing style from full, two 
handed, chords to a harpsicord method ie 
play as many single notes as possible as 

fast as possible. 
The logic of the program is such that 

the higher notes (generally the tune) 
take precedence over the lower. After 
you get used to it, you’ll find that the 
three-note idea is not too much of a 

limitation. 
The preset voices available are: piano, 

horn, clarion, organ, melodia, viola, 

violin, piccolo, mandolin, xylo, Hawiian, 
steel, and vibes. 

There are also three so-called synthe¬ 
siser voices. These have preset sounds, 
one of which gives the impression that 
all the death stars in the galaxy have 
suddenly decided to attack. It's a nice 
sound but not terribly useful when 
playing Claire de Lune. Perhaps the 
1812 could be brought more up-to-date. 

The other two voices are fairly non¬ 
descript. 

There are also four programmable 
envelopes available. These are set up in 
exactly the same way as with the Basic 
Envelope command, so a little know¬ 
ledge of this isquite useful, and probably 
fairly essential. 

It would have been nicer if there was 
some graphic display to do this with. As 
it is. you have to listen to the sound and 
alter the parameters before you get what 
you want. This can be a little time 
consuming and can even prove some¬ 

what difficult. 
The preset voices don’t sound any¬ 

thing like the original instruments, and 

in fact, all sound rather similar. This is 
not really surprising when you consider 

that the BBC does not have any filter or 
tone control. 

However, it is not quite the limitation 
it may seem at first sight. By mixing the 
three built-in voices at different volume 
levels and frequencies, it is possible to 

produce a much wider range, even if it is 

limited to a single note for each one. 
One available feature allows you to 

make each note play a major or minor 
chord. Playing a C will give you a three 

note triad/chord, either major or minor, 
depending on your menu selection. This 
can be useful when playing accompani¬ 
ment or, if you are quick enough to flick 
your hands between the music keyboard 
and the alpha/control keyboard, accom¬ 
panying your own playing. It is also 

quite useful if you have access to a 
multi-track recorder. 

Verdict 
The LVL keyboard is a nice idea but it 
lacks decent software. The Basic prog¬ 
ram supplied with the review machine 
was missing a number of things that 

should have been easy to implement, 
such as a sequencer, volume controls, 

and voice mixer. 
The keyboard itself hus a pretty good 

feel. It would cost about £30 to build your 
own to a similar standard, if you wanted 

to write your own software. 
Alternatively, you could buy an LVL 

and write your own software. Scanning 

the keyboard is simple. Just use the 
following program to see which keys are 
depressed: 

5 RKM LVL KEYBOARD SCAN ROUTINE 
107&FE82-63 

SO PORT T-0 TOM 
aoNtmo-T 

40 print t; “ ”;?*reao and «4 
so NEXT T 
so OOTO ao 

Note that there is a spare line on the 
6522 i/o, so other items (such as a better 

sound generator) easily can be attached 
to the user port. ^ 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 
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Unicc*n. Five new c 
e’s the full 

TheZEPlOO 
• /.HO Extension ProcrMor 
• IMH//HOA 
• 64K RAM 
• 24KROM 

The object of any upgrade kit is 
to improve processing ability and to 

J—*-opacity. 

The new UNICORN range from TORCH Computers 

gives the enthusiast and professional user a choice of 

upgrades which takes the BBC Model B Micro to the 

ultimate height of performance. 

The result of TORCH’S total commitment to the BBC 

Micro is the only complete range of high performance 

hardware available. Offering every BBC Micro owner five 

new upgrade channels, UNICORN will transform your 

BBC into a fully communicating workstation, a CP/M® 

compatible business machine or the ultimate in high 

powered 32-bit data processing. 1 

At the top of the range, THE UNICORN, \ 

offers the power and sophistication of System . ^ 

III UNIX® whilst other channels make available V 
the flexibility of languages such as FORTRAN, \ 

PASCAL, BCPL and COBOL All models, \ c\\ 

with the exception of the HDP240, provide w 

BBCBASIC (Z80) on the Z80 rather than the \ 

Model B’s 6502. 

orageii 
The UNICORN ZKHOOis' | 
Hit first stage upgrade 
which opens channels 
info the world of 
serious computing. 

The/moo is the 
proven H bit second processor for the 
BBC Model B micro. A /.MO extension 
processor which enables the use of 
tire well established CPN operating 
system, giving access to the vast 
range of applications programs and 

»es available for all CIV ‘ languages available for aff CP/M * 
micros. When fitted to a BBC model B 
microcomputer with compatible high 
quality disc drives it provides a 
complete business or scientific 
computer which can run large appli¬ 
cations programs or use advanced 
languages, with the ability to switch 
back to standard BBC programs at 
any time. 

Any ZEPHX) can be linked, via 
the Barnet* option on the 

BBC, to a network of other 
PORCH computers to 

provide a work 

Tune in to the Channel that most suits 

your requirements. Whichever level you 

choose you can be sure of a system with 

infinitely expandable potential for a confident 

future in the world of computing. 

\ 

station running 
onTORCHNET. 
FullTORCHNET 
operating sys¬ 
tems software 
is provided to 

allow access to 
information anywhere 

on the network, or to com¬ 
municate with other 
> computers. 
1 Thefi-tKZEPIOOis 

supplied with full 
software support 
including word pro¬ 
cessing, spreadsheet, 
database and 

utilities. The ZEP100- 
around £299 

(ex. VAT). 



hannels for the BBC. 

TheZDP240 
• IMIlz ZKOA • 61k RAM 
• 24KROM 
• Twin, double Hided 400K 

floppy disc* 
•Independent integral 

power supply 

The 
UNICORN 
ZDP240( Torch Z8f> 
Disc Pack) is the oniven 
upgrade for the BBC Model B micro- 
computer. (Xfering the use of more 
powerful and flexible languages such 
as Fortran, Pascal. BCPL and Cobol, it 
provides KOOK of disc storage plus a 
Z80 second processor with 64K RAM 
running Tf )RCH's own CP/M* com¬ 
patible operating system txised in ROM. 

This advanced design means 
that almost all of the 64K RAM pro¬ 
vided by the Z80 board is available for 
CP M 'programmingum--.ui 
advantage no other BBC micro 
upgrade can offer. 

If your BBC micro has the 
Econet* option, there is a further 
benefit the ZDP240 can < rffer. 
IT JRCHNETcan link together up to 
254 upgraded Model B's on a local 
area network, so for enthusiasts. 
Clubs and Schools it is a simple and 
low-cost way to achieve networking 
facilities. 

The discs can be used for 
storage under the Acorn DFS system 
or for CP/M * programs and data. 

A comprehensive software pack¬ 
age is provided with the disc pack. It 
includes word and data processing 
and a spreadsheet program, along 
with utilitv programs and manuals. 

The u )RCH Z80 Disc pack is 
recommended bv the CCTA for 
government use. The ZDP 240- 
around 41699 (ex. VAT). 

The HDP 240 
• 20Mbyte hard disc Winchester 
• Double sided 400K floppy disc 
• Integral power supply 

For users who need much more 
storage capacity than is available on 
floppy discs ana who require the 
large speed gains that a Winchester 
hard disc provides, the third new 
channel is now available. 
The 11NICORN HDP240 combines a 
400K floppy disc dnve with a 20Mb 
hard disc and its associated controller. 
The pack connects directly to the disc 
and lMHz bus sockets on the BBC 
Model B 

In conjunction with a ZEPI00, it 
provides a powerful business 
computer few running CP/M* 
programs with large amounts of data. 
The floppy disc can be used for 
storage with the Acorn DFS system, 
and both discs can be used by other 
TORCH systems on theTORCHNET 
local area network. The HDP240- 
around S1995 (ex. VAT). 

The HDP68K 
• XMHz MC68000 •6MH/Z80B 
• 256K RAM (68000) 
• 64k RAM (Z80) 
• 20 Mbyte hard disc Winchester 
• Double sided 400K floppy disc 
• Integral power supply 

The fourth channel in the 
UNICORN range is for users who 
need the extra processing power of a 
68000 32 bit processor, as well as the 
Z80 running standard software. The 
UNICORN HDP68K provides the 
ultimate in performance, offering an 
extra 256K RAM and a 68<X)0 pro¬ 
cessor running at 8 million cycles per 
second. It also contains a Z80 
processor to allow the running of 
existing TORCH software. 
The HDP68K-around 
S2495(ex.VAT). 

The Unicorn 
Spec, as HDP68K PLUS UNIX* 
operating system. 

UNIX* System III is the 
rec ognised operating system of the 
'80‘s. A very powerful and sophisti¬ 
cated multi-tasking system, it includes 
a vast library of utility programmes. 

The filth channel ana top of the 
range. THE UNKX>RN. puts UNIX* 
within reach of the individual user, at 
a price unmatched by any other 
UNIX* systems, by combining the 
reliability of the BBC micro with 
advanced technology from TORCH 
Computers. 

TORCH UNIX operates under 
the network operating system. Using 
UNICORN products, a low-cost 
network ol BBC Micros can be 
configured to offer the most complete 
range of educational computing 
facilities available anywhere. 

(Mher facilities available include 
UCSDp-System, LISP. PC )RTH, PILOT 
and PROLCXi. The UNICORN - 
around S 2895 (ex-VAT). 

Open channels for the BBC micro 

To: Torch Computers Ltd., Abberley House. 
Great Shelford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ. 
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 841000. 
Ptease send further information on the UNICORN 
range plus your FREE 1984 Software Catalogue. 

Name 

TORCH f 
COMPUTERS -:>n* 



Choosing a printer is 
a lot easier than 

choosing a computer. 
T'l IFRF are downs, of quality printers from which to choose.With 

quality price tags of around 12 SO. 

The Brother M-1009, however, breaks all the rules. 

May* defiantly below the C200 harrier. 

Though it has far more than its fair share of features, it maintains 

the extraordinarily low price of1199.95. 

IVaveb at a steady fifty. 

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, being 

fully capable of up to SO characters per second. 

Prosiding bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal 

characters and uni-directional printing for super and sub script 

and graphic*. PHnta on any p*>er. 

Being an impact printer, the M-1009 will print on sirtually 

any paper, including letter headings, invoices and standard office 

stationery. 

It will even print two copies together with your original. 

A superb character recommendation. 

In its price range, the M-1009 has a great deal more character 

than many printers. 

96 no less, plus international type and graphic characters. 

11<-liability comes as standard. 

Built to the same exacting standards as Brothers elite office 

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has fauldess credentials for 

reliability. 

Its 9 x 9 dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20 

million character service life. 
One printer that doesn't block out the light. 

Many home computers tend to be a little on the large side. 

In contrast, the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a 

discreet profile. 
Well designed, reliable - and conscientious. 

The Brother M 1009. 

brother 
-h 

The future at your fingertips. 
[XPT p Mmn onto lyuiPMtvr division, joni s ♦ momtn. sunt ey sour, 

gu** max*, mjixnsuaw. mam hi mi k mm sjd 
TILOM ltO*51llK>LIStS»OMHOOIII(«.LINES>OM tto MU, <4 UNI Si TELEX: 

MOTHER INOUSTTULS U.MmtX NAGOYA. JAPAN. 



ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: COMMODORE 64 m PARALLELBARS 
Commodore 64 owners con now use 
virtually any parallel printer with the 

help of this interface, says David 
landa. It Is a cartridge with aM the 
■■canary software on EPROM. One thing that can be said about 
Commodore design is that it’s diffe¬ 
rent. This may in some cases be a 

good thing, but when it comes down to 
peripherals, it can work against the user. 
The Commodore 64 cannot use a standard 
cassette recorder, nor can it use disk 
drives other than the ones designed by 
Commodore itself. 

Printers are another example. There is 
no ’standard’ Centronics interface on the 

64, so you are again stuck with using the 
MPS-801 2 type printer. To be fair, the 
benefit of using this type of printer is that 
all the graphic characters can be repro¬ 
duced. If your printer is an Epson (or an 
Epson clone), it is possible to reproduce all 
the 64's graphic characters using a 

MW-350 interface. 

Features 
The interface can operate in two differ¬ 
ent modes — emulate and transparent. 
Both these modes may be selected by 
flippingthedipswitcheson the MW-350, 
or by software using variants of the open 

command. 
In emulate mode, the MW-350 will 

emulate the 1525 printer. This is 
achieved by a cpu (and softwarei within 
the MW-350, translating the printer 
commands into the commands that your 
particular printer understands. The com¬ 
mands available in this mode allow you to 
do double width printing and use tabs as 
well as dot addressable graphics and their 
associated commands. Most importantly, 

if an Epson-type dot matrix printer is 
used, the complete Commodore character 

set will be reproduced including graphics. 

Also available within emulate mode 
are a couple more handy features that are 

not available on Commodore printers. 
The first, and most impressive is a 
readable listing option. Accessing this 
function by specifying one as a secondary 
address in the open statement will 

translate control codes into words (see 

listing 1 >. 
As mentioned, graphic and control 

characters are printed ’as is’ in this mode, 
so in the extended emulate mode graphic 
characters are printed in a form of 
shorthand. If, for example, a listing 
contains the two graphics on the V key. 

they would appear in the listings as Is VI 
|c VI (see listing 2). 

The second mode is transparent. Here, 
the interface does not attempt to interpret 
any codes sent to the printer, so it is 
possible to send control codes that initial¬ 
ise special features of the printer A 

problem occurs here, since you have to set 
a dip switch on the interface to get into 
transparent mode, and if you wish to 
alternate between modes within the same 
program, you can be emulating the 
transparent mode from within the emu¬ 

late mode. 

Settingup 
Unlike the ordinary type of cartridge, 
the MW-350 attaches to the serial bus 

socket on the 64 via a cable. A ribbon 
cable connects to the printer, and if your 
printer is of the Epson variety (no +ve 
live rail), then it is necessary to attach a 
third cable to the cassette port. 

The documentation that accompanies 
the unit is also worth noting. Clear 
step-by-step instructions on setting up 

and using the interface are presented in 
a well-written, relaxed style. 

The final stage is to adjust the six dip 
switches on the interface and test the 

Listing 1 
10 PRINT "[DOWNHDOWNHDOWNHDOWN][RIGHT! 
[RIGHT 1[RIGHT][RIGHT][UP)[UP][UP]tUP][R 

IGHT)(RIGHT)[RIGHT]" 
20 PRINT "[RVSON)ABC[RVSOFF)ABC" 
30 PRINT "[» A] Cs Z] Cs X] [s S)"_ 

io print -MUMinmni' 
20 PRINT " 3ABCCABC" 
30 PRINT “* ♦ ♦ _ 

Listing 2 
[« DHi F] [s GHs H) [ s JH* KHs YHs THs R] | 

The MW-350 wttti Its many leads. 

unit. The first three switches are for 
selecting the type of printer to be used 
whi le the other three set defaults for 1 ine 
feed, mode (trans or emulate) and device 
(as in open x,y,device>. Then everything 
can be powered up and a test made by 
pressing a push button on the interface 
which prints diagnostics (listing 3). 

In use 
I tested the unit on my 64 with disk drive 
and cassette unit attached, us well as my 
Shinwa CP-80 (Epson lookalike) printer. 

The drive operated normally even with 
the MW-350 plugged in the back. 

Using the various modes was good fun, 
and on the serious side, it really does 
make listings easier to reud if detoken- 
ised. When printing 'as is’, 1 used double 
strike mode on my printer. 

Verdict 
The interface was a joy to use. The only 
other feature one could wish for is a 
high-resolution dump of some kind as, for 
example, the Grappler from Orange 
Micro (USA-based) has. But for most 

purposes, the MW-350 would be fine. 
But the crunch is the almost £90 

price-tag. 1 can understand that the price 
of EPROMS has gone up, and a cpu costs 
goodmoneybutthisisstilltoohigh. Y 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 

safflllll 

Mmm Micrografix MW-350 Centronics 
Braohic winter interface M—rfnturn ImDex 
Designs (UK I, Metro House, Second Way, 
Wembley, Middx.__ 

Listing 3 

MICROGRAFIX INTERFACE STATUS REPORT RELEASE 1.5 

PRINTER BUFF MODE LNFD DEV£ LMAR RMAR FLEN 123456 
EPSON NONE EMULATE AUTO 004 000 000 000 *- 



PRE-VIEW 
Wetakeapeekat the newtoftware packages, and give you a taste of things to come. Note to 

software publisher*: If you wish your company’s productto be included, pleas* sand only the vwy 
latest releases to Bryan Skinner, Software editor, PCM, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HG. 

Don’t forget to include prices and telephones numbers. 

BB 

If you want to 
extend the 

of your 
BBC, Squir- 

Software’s 
Moneywise is 
a home acc¬ 
ounting sys¬ 

tem which goes further than 
most. It includes an annual 
summary facility and produces 
bar charts which can be 
dumped to printer or disk 

Here and There with the Mr 
Men contains four programs 
designed to teach direction and 
route-planning. 

Preparing for winter? Then 
you might try Polar Perils. 
Adrift on an ice floe you must 
spear the ravenous Polar Bear 
before screen two. 

It's good to see Mastertronic 
turning out games for the BBC. 
not just because BBC games 
tend to be costly, but also 
because new releases for Aun¬ 
tie’s micro are dropping off 
IImn deg ■ 

Challenger is pretty simple: 
destroy all aliens arid things 
called Quads, don't run out of 
fuel and warp out when in 
trouble. 

£»JS SeuhroiSifttsdroBBi-Tti 4120 
£7.95 Squirrel Software 091-799 4120 
C4.9S cEm 0905-55192 
cue - 

Mmwln 
Mar Perth 
Carota/Tre, 

£7.95 

COMMODORE 64 
Invest £14.99 
in Spirit of the 
Stones and 
you could be 
on target for a 
cool million 
pounds. The 
progranvbook 

give you a head 
hui ' 

in the Isle of Wight. But don’t 
dig out your spade, this one’s 
an armchair job The program 
consists of fairly straightfor¬ 
ward arcade-type games, but 

ives you clues to riddles in the Kl) 
Those who work out the 

locations of some 40 diamonds 
on the island can claim from 
Commodore their share of the 
royalty fund, made up from 50p 
for each program sold. 

Commodore has also just 
released a neat music package. 
Music Maker, complete with 
piano keyboard overlay. While 
it may lack the sophistication of 
products such as Musicalc, it 
will give novices hours of enter¬ 
tainment, and extends the 
range of the use of the machine. 

Cuthbert fans will welcome 
Microdeal'sCu/Abcrt Enters the 
Tombs of Doom, with over 200 
screens, weird beasts and prizes 
to be won. 

Select 1 should interest new 
64 owners as it's a compilation 
of a dozen chart-toppers from 
yesteryear, and at £12.49 is a 
real bargain 

If youve ever seen Jet Boot 
Jack on the Atari, you’ll rush 
out and buy English Software's 
new release Henry's House 
looks good on paper and we’ll be 
reviewing it soon. 

Tazz is not for the claus¬ 
trophobic. Armed with a gun 
you find yourself in a room 
whose walls are closing in. 
Blast the nasties and move to 
the next, harder, diminishing 
location. 

Gala-File is a spin-ofT from a 
64 user’s group. It’s a cassette- 
based database which handles 
up to 1000 records with 100 
user-definable fields. 

Sort and re-sort are catered 
for and there are four indepen¬ 
dent search levels and pass¬ 
word protection. 

Henry's House £8.95 English Software 061-835 1358 
Wrtchiwrtch £8.95 English Software 061-835 1358 
Soldier of Fortune £7.95 English Software 061-835 1358 
let Bootjack £7.95 English Software 061-835 1358 
Sherlock £14.95 Melbourne House 01-940 6064 
Cuthbert t the Tombs of Doom £6.95 Microdeal 0726-3456 

Strike Force £6.99 Bubble Bus 0732 355962 
razz ~1 i l 1 1 1 ■■L'* 

1 1 1 1 M £7.95 Ozisoft 07356-71163 
Star Race £1.99 Mastertronic 01-402 3316 
Cedcam Warrior £9 95 Task set 0262-673798 
Select 1 £12.49 Computer Records 01-603 1249 
Gala File £7.95 Gaia-Soft 116 Church Parade, 

Canvejr island, Essex 
Twelfth Night £7.95 Penguin 01 351 2393 
Romeo A Juliet £7.95 Penguin 01 3512393 
Spirit of the Storm £14.99 Commodore 01-930 6711 
Musk Maker £29.95 Commodore 01-930 6711 

| SPECTRUM j 
Power Soft¬ 
ware is de¬ 
finitely a 
name to 
watch All its 
games we’ve 

n have 
_ n well 

average, and Catwalk 
and Billy Bluebottle are no 
exception. In Catualk you take 
Snooky the cat out for a stroll in 
search of food. The animation’s 
superb, you’ll almost believe 
the Spectrum has sprites and 
we'll be reviewing it soon. Billy 
Bluebottle is a supernormal 
insect, and while the graphics 
don't match Catwalk, the game 
is fiendishly difficult. Yourtask 
is to rescue fellow houseflies 
from gnsly fates in thedomestic 
environment, such as flvspray, 
flypaper, being crushed in the 
lift and so on. 

Atram is a new idea: it's a 
computer mediated board 
game, which is partly why the 
game’s so pricey. For your 
£19.96 you get a high-quality 
colour game board and magne¬ 
tic pieces Two players take the 
part of the Royal Navy slam¬ 

ming it out with the US 
marines, and the Spectrum 
keeps the score .calculates dam- 

apeh 
If you’ve ever wanted to be 

everybody’s favourite person, 
Aa/iren/iei/3000should appeal. 
It's one of those near impossible 
Jet Set Willy games, your mis¬ 
sion is to prevent the Winfrith 
nuclear reactor from melting 
down—leap the nasties, collect 
the power packs (when they’re 
red >, make it to the 64th screen 
and pull the switch. Fame and 
glory will be yours, as well as a 
mystery prize, if you can solve a 
puzzle after all that. 

Sports games aren't quite 
dead and in the aftermath of the 
Olympics, Melbourne House 
has brought out Sports Hero. 
Taking a different line from 
most sports games this year, 
you must progress from local 
sports fanatic, to university 
scholarship, finally winning a 
place in the Olympic team if 
you're up to it. 

Lancelot will be reviewed 
shortly. First impressions are 
that it’s a Manic Miner varia¬ 
tion, very well done. 

Atram £19.95 PD Marhetinc 01-402 6667 
Farm tied 3000 £5.95 Softstone 01-486 5266 
Sports Hero £695 Melbourne House 01-940 6064 
Lancelot £5.95 Melbourne House 01 940 6064 
Bd* Bluebottle £5.90 Power Software 038^370811 
Catwalk £5.90 Power Software 0384-370811 
Bouncing Bertels! ■mo Capers £3.50 Power Software 0384-370811 
BMX Racers £1.99 Mastertronic 01-402 3316 
Space Walk £1.99 Mastertronic 01-402 3316 
Select 1 £12.49 Computer Records 01-603 1249 
The Prince £7.95 CCS 01 858 0763 
1942 Mission £5.95 CCS 01-858 0763 
Insurgency £5.95 CCS 01-858 0763 
Blue Riband £5.95 CCS 01-858 0763 
War Zone 1) g 'III 
Volcano £7.95 Computer Magic 0932-231011 
Projector 1 £13.95 McGraw Hill 0628-23431 
Micro Art 1 £2.50 Micro Arts 01-720 4456 
Micro Art 2 £1.90 Micro Arts 01-720 4456 i

 £7.95 Mirrorsoft 01-353 0246 
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THE TIMES Naaag- 
These compelling and 
stimulating books will provide 
endless thought-provoking 
entertainment. Compiled by 
Robin Bradbeer and Harold 
Gale. 

£6.95. Published by Sidgwick <V Jackson, 
1 Tavistock Chambers, Bloomsbury Wayl^ndon WCl 
in association with Times Books Limited. 

£KcRo<wI 
V Quest 

THE ROYAL QUEST C6 96 

Can you discover the object of 
your quest and then complete 
it? A classic text only adventure, 
with dozens of problems to 
keep you perplexed for weeks. 
Features include save game 
facility and very large 
vocabulary. 

/V-1 A challenging game of skill, 
relying on quick wits and 

■—'-A* steady nerves. Can you keep 
- the ROLLABALL in motion? I / S' -1 the ROLLABALL in motion? 

All you have to do is slide a piece of track in its path to 
divert it, trouble is the tracks always disappear when 
the ROLLABALL moves over them. A very addictive 
one player game. 

THE MOORS CHALLENGE £6 95 

An ancient game of strategy and cunning. 'Capture' all 
your opponents counters to win. Play against your 
Amstrad CPC 464 at any of five skill levels, from simple 
to advanced or play against a friend, you can even 
make the computer play against itself. 

★ * * SPECIAL OFFER* * * 
For a limited period only * Timeslip Software will be 
giving away one free title with every two titles 
purchased, so hurry send cheque/P.O.'s payable to ... 

TIMESLIP SOFTWARE 
STONEYBURN WORKSHOPS 
THE OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL 

STONEYBURN. WEST LOTHIAN EH47 8AP 
* Offer ends 31st November 1964 

M A quick way of learning - quicker 
than the printed page”. 
Mike McCann, Your Computer. 

“It took 12 hours to teach a regime that 
would normally take 40 hours”. 
Peter Marsh, Training Manager, 
Thomson Holidays. 

“Vivid mental images are used as 
unforgettable memory joggers”. 
Jane Bird, Sunday Times. 

"Before you know «. you ere "We found the oouree greet fun and el 
instructing your own sentences' the end a surprisingly large amount 
« McCann. Your Computer Kart sunk in*. 

Whicti Micro’ 

"Even a confirmed look - out of the 
windower like me found "Undoubtedly the bnkword caaeettet 
concentrating on the oouree trery are (he moet interesting, most 

"The vocabulary sticks m your mind 

FOR SCHOOL WORK FOR BUSINESS 
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES 

Linkword Language Courses are published on 

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher 
B B C (B) Acornsoft Amstrad Protek 
Sinus ACT Spectrum Silversoft 
Apricot ACT C B M. 64 Audiogenic 
Apple ACT Vic 20 Audiogenic 
IBM PC ACT One Tansolt 
QL Protek Electron Aoomaofl 

All versions contain a programme 
an audio tape and glossary. 

(Pnces from £12.95) 

Versions available from 
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers. 

For further information write to: 
Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea. 
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BUYING A DISC? 
FIRST CONSIDER THE 

* Provides all the facilities of a disc 
at a fraction of the cost. 

* Available for BBC, Dragon & Nascom 
computers. 

^^7 would strongly recommend you to take a good 
look at the L ltradrive from KIU, lul 

\ Ikon ’ -PCN Sep. 19 l«M laumkm 

COmrVTfR PRODUCT! uixg 

Tel.Laugharne(099 421) 515 

LIGHT TO 
THE POINT 

SPECTRUM UKCOMMODORE 64 

£17.25 
ORAGON/TANDY 

£11.50 
inclusive 

NO INTERFACE REQUIRED 

Discover the exciting world of creating your own 
graphics on screen 

The Trojan Light Pen will draw boxes circles, lines, 
freehand pictures, save and load pictures with full erase 
facility 

All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours for the Dragon/ 
Tandy. 8 colours for the Spectrum, and 16 colours for 
the Commodore 64 

For educational or leisure use 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 
Send cheque/P O to 
TROJAN PROOUCTS 

166. Dertwyn. Dunvant. Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel (0792)205491 

£29-95 
A powerful am! virtually full Implementation of Standard 
Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool in an 
incredibly small size 119k) for such a complete language 
compiler, compiles directly to 7J80 code which executes very 
quickly, typically at least 40 times fatter than the BASIC 
equivalent INTECERt. BEAU. CHAKt. ARRAYS. SETs. 
RECORDS. POINTERS. IE THEN ELSE. CASE 
OE. WHILE DO. REPEAT UNTIL. FOR DO. 
fully recursive procedures and functions, value and variable 
parameters etc. etc So much that you wiH not believe It. 
You MUST wrUe for details. 

£19-95 
An excellent, fast (4000 lines per minuteI assembler coupled 
with a powerful disassembler/debugger So many features that 
we cannot possibly do the package justice here conditional 
assembly, assembly from tape, macros, secreen and line editing. 
fuU arithmetic, front panel debugger with disassembler, single 
step, multiple breakpoints, modify, list and move memory etc. 
Everything you need AND fully relocatable so that it works on 
ALL MSX machines with more than 16k memory. 

X 

All prices. UK delivered, relate to MSX versions Our software 
is available for manv other 7.80 machines e g Amstrad CPC 
464 ix Spectrum. Memotech. SHARP MZ700. New Brain, 
CP/M etc Please write for details. 



AMEPLAY 

Braxx Bluff is certainly a chal¬ 
lenge. As commander of a small 
space craft, it is your task to 
land on a strange planet, find a 
marooned crawler, and return 
its crew to base before they die. 

At the start of the game, 
you’re docked with a mother- 
ship. After undocking, your aim 
is to land on a runway by trying 
to keep a minute dot in the 
centre of a circle displayed at 
the sides of the screen. In doing 
so, you are able to accumulate 
credits but be quick as your ship 
is rapidly losing altitude. Get¬ 

ting at least eight credits will 
allow you to press a fire button, 
which ignites retroe, enabling 
you to land safely. 

Once you have succeeded in 
landing, you enter the Walker 
phase. Here a beeping tone and 
score indicate the crawler's 
proximity. But there are rocks 
and vultures to prevent you 
from reaching your target. 
Obtaining at least 20 credits at 
this point will allow you to move 
onto the next level (which is so 
difficult that I was unable to 
reach it). The first phase (the 
land-crawler) entails trying to 
keep your crawler on a road. A 
clunking noise will determine 
whether you are straying from 
the trail or not. 

Once you have reached 50 
credits, you move onto the next 
phase, the Sea-Crawler. Here 
the object is to find the mother- 
ship. But beware! The rocks are 

fatal. You are able to locate the 
ship by a direction finder (the 
higher the tone and score, the 
closer you are). Once at the ship 
you go on to the last phase, the 

Finale. You board the mother- 
ship, and are greeted by the 
commander's puzzled face and 
congratulations. You should 
have acquired at least 70 cred¬ 
its to finish, and for each 
crewman alive, you receive an 
extra few credits. 

Although the response of the 
controls is a bit sluggish at 
times, the graphics are quite 
good. This is surely a game for 
those determined people who 
will never give up until they 
have won. Karen Isaac 

ir 7/10 
e £6.95 

Micromega 
01-223 7672 

COMMODORE 64 
FI REQUEST 

The Edge, a new division of 
Soflek, have released this se- 3uel to Ugh, and what a splen- 

id entry into the market it is. 
Ugh, if you didn’t know, is a 

caveman and in Firequest he’s 
searching for fire, of course. The 
game makes use of the whole 
screen for each scene; you won’t 
find any half-pint picture at the 
top with a score/status panel 
occupy i ng the rest of the screen. 

The game takes place over 
seven different screens, each of 
which must be conquered be¬ 

fore you can get to the next. As 
an added incentive, if you make 
it to the end. The Edge ofTer you 
the chance to enter a compet- 

--— 
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ition. The idea is to submit a 
title for a sequel to Firequest. 
based on the final scene 

Screen one features a large 
cavern. Ugh has to climb and 

jump around, dodge intelligent 
spiders, swing on creepers, and 
make it to the volcano across 
the ravine. Next he must tote 
three bundles of faggots to the 
volcano which is spitting out 
fireballs. Fumeroles (vapour- 
puffing crevices) and a nean¬ 
derthal man add to Ugh’s prob¬ 
lems. 

Later screens feature earth¬ 
quakes. more volcanic erup¬ 
tions. electrical storms, bats 
and a startling sabre-toothed 
tiger Each scene is full-size and 
quite different. A demo mode 
provides a fair preview ofall the 
scenes — but only a glimpse of 
the last, for obvious reasons! All 
of the screens present a tough 

challenge so don’t expect to get 
to the last one without a fight. 

You can switch between 
musical and other sound effects 
(all of a high standard) and may 
use the keyboard or joystick. 
Quite the most impressive fea¬ 
ture is the animation of Ugh 
himself — almost of cinema 
cartoon quality. 

With more games of this 
quality. The Edge are going to 
be a force to reckon with. 
Firequest is a great start. 

Bob CliappoJI 
Rating 9 10 

ir The 
Edge 01-240 

1422/7877 

COMMODORE 64 

AH DIDDUMS 
Have you ever been attacked by 
a lump of modelling clay? No, 
neither had 1 until I played Ah 
Diddums. 

This original game takes 
place in a toybox where Teddy 
resides with numerous other 
toys. Teddy has to build a 
stairway with bricks to reach 
the baby who is crying for him. 

The only problem is that in 
trying to do this good deed, poor 
old Teddy is mobbed by the 
other toys. A bad case of 
jealousy. To stack the the bricks 
you pick up Those of the same 

colour as the background and 
take them to the white brick at 
the top of the screen They are 
then put in the correct position 
to build a stairway. 

Don’t get the idea into your 
head that this is an easy game, 
even if you get past the fifth 
toybox (I didn't). There are still 
another 96 to keep you busy. 
The further into the game you 
advance the more the toys take 
a dislike to you and do all they 
can to prevent you getting out. 

In the first three levels toy 
soldiers fire their guns at you 
The bullets could have been 
bigger; you almost need a 
microscope to see them. 

At level four, trains trundle 
across the top of the screen. 

Unless; ms you get in their way they 
t kill you but they will 

scatter any bricks that you have 
painstakingly placed in posi¬ 
tion. There are also spinning 
tops, weebles and the dreadec 

lumps of modelling clay which 
will swamp you, given half a 
chance. 

The only consolation is that 

the clay won’t come to life 
unless you kill all the toys in 
that particular level. So the 
best plan is to kill all but one. 

There are two skill levels to 
this game; the easy one allows Cto kill the toys, but in the 

ler level they are only 
stunned, disappearing while 
they recover. 

The graphics are quite good, 
as is the animation. If you can’t 
get off the first few screens you 
may find the game a bit monoto¬ 
nous. But it certainly provides a 
challenge. Susan Cooks 

M Rating 7/10 
M Price £5 50 
# Publisher Beau 

Jolly (Imagine) 
1^ I 01-567 9710. 

DRAGON 

YUMPING YOSSER 

This game is unusual because it 
was written using the Sprite 
Magic program. Knight Soft¬ 
ware has found a way to produce 
a run-time system for Sprite 
Magic programs — let’s hope 
the company makes this widely 
available. 

Yumping Yosser is basically 
a levels or platforms game, but 
the graphics show what can be 

achieved with the Dragon and 
are up to the highest standards 

The aim is to get Yosser from 
the bottom right of each screen 
to the top left, where he collects 

a key to give him access to the 

There are 15 levels, with 
names like Glen’s Garret, Nel¬ 
lie's Room, Longleg’s Lair and 
the like. Mane’s Maison is my 
favourite — the beasts which 
inhabit it are pulsating angry 
faces. 

But each screen is very 
much like the last — green 
background, half a dozen levels 
or platforms, patrolled left and 
right by monsters. 'AH’ you 
ha ve todo isjump from platform 
to platform, avoiding the mons¬ 
ters and accidents 

Each screen is certainly more 
difficult than previous ones but 
since you can’t shoot the mons¬ 
ters, it boils down to a game of 
patience while you try different 
appro 

le general impression is 
one of competence, but it’s a pity 
that a more original and excit¬ 
ing theme wasn’t chosen. 

Rating 6 10 
Pries £5.95 

Knight 
Software 0642- 

454883 
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Are you a Rung Fu expert? 
Even if not you’ll still enjoy this 
game, especially if you chal¬ 
lenge a friend. Instead of firing 
endless bullets at your enemy 
you now have the chance to 
show your true strength. 

You use four keys, each one 
giving a different movement. 
The idea is to flatten your 
opponent as many times as you 
can while taking care to defend 

CAVE FIGHTER 

Cave tighter is one of those 
curios that pop up from time to 
time and proves there's still life 
in an old theme. 

You control a rather too smal I 
cave man — no, not of the Ugh 
variety, more of a potholer 
Control is joystick only but 
allows you toclimb. shoot, walk 
and jump to different heights. 
The latter is rather necessary, 
since to move around the net¬ 
work of underground caves 
you’ll have to use the dangling 
ropes and jump from these to 
platforms. 

To jump you just hold the fire 

.._urself. Its not that easy 
one minute you may be think¬ 
ing you've performed a perfect 
kick but the next minute you're 
fiat on your back seeing stars. 

The music adds to the atmos¬ 
phere of the game with its 
Oriental touch, even if it is a bit 

button down until the power 
meter indicates the required 
strength, then release and it’s 
up into the air. You can move 
the intrepid explorer m mid¬ 
flight — just as well because 
sometimes ropes dangle right 
above hazards. 

The aim of the game is simply 
to get through as many of the 
caves as possible in the time 
allowed. And of course to knock 
up as many points as possible. 

There's plenty of action here, 
from the simple green caterpil¬ 
lars. despatched without a mo¬ 
ment's thought, to the purple 
pterodactyls which can be shot 
while you’re in mid-bounce — a 
tricky manoeuvre 

Then there are the spitting 
flowers. These are a bit nasty 

Described as a mega game. 
Pxytraxx boasts 1,000 screens of 
playing area, something un¬ 
known to the Spectrum 

The hero is a small, dome¬ 
headed, pincer-handed robot 
who has been let loose inside a 
gigantic network of rooms — 
the 1000 screens The entire 
network is supposed to be the 
internal circuitry of a tyranni¬ 
cal Emperor Robot who created 
and placed the microdroid 
there. 

Now the microdroid has de- 

AD INFINITUM 

Who says shoot-em-ups are 
dead? Not me. especially after 
playing Ad Infinitum, which 
could well be one of the best in 
its class. 

The main game area is a 
black square to the left of the 
screen. Here the stars scroll 
past under your red ship which 
you can move to left and right 
and roughly half-way up. 

To the right are gauges show¬ 
ing the player number, the level 
(in hexadecimal notation!, the 

monotonous. The graphics for 
the two players are made up of 
large line drawings and are 
beautifully animated, though 
they could be more colourful. 

You may find the game more 
exciting if you play with a 
friend as you may then have 
more chance of winning. It also 
makes the competition closer 
No matter how hard you try 
when you play the computer, it 
always seems to come out tops. 

If you perform some fantastic 
stroke but miss it in all the 
excitement there is an option to 
replay the last bout — as many 
times as you like. 

cided to avenge his fellow 
oppressed droids To complete 
his mission he must seek out the 
key program cards to deacti¬ 
vate forcefields. gain access to 
the CPU and pull the Emperor's 
plug 

The game has a basic si mi lar • 
ity to Benerk — you have to 
move from chamber to chain- 

number of lives left (you get six 
per turn), the fuel level and the 
critical mass of your laser. 

At each level (and there are 
256 screens) alien vessels 
appear, and these are very well 
done — good choice of colours, 
shapes and movement pat¬ 
terns. Naturally, your task is to 
clear each screen of aliens 
without touching or being shot 
by enemy craft. Not too easy 
because by the time you're up to 
level 2C (hex. remember i — the 
laser goes critical and takes out 
the entire ship when it goes 

Every now and then you’re 
faced with an asteroid storm — 
coloured spheres cascade down 

as they can appear just off 
screen Then when you move 
you suddenly see them, and the 
deadly poison coming at you, 
and it’s odds on there's no way 
you've got time for a quick leap 
onto a ladder or platform 

There are many other 
hazards. 16 beasts ofone form or 
another and 31 caverns to 
explore Bubble Bus has 
thoughtfully allowed you to 

ber. dodging or firing at the 
inhabitants Although the mic¬ 
rodroid can move in any direc¬ 
tion, he can only fire his tiny 
bolts to the left or right. 

The opposition turn out to be 
animated chips, transistors and 
sundry other computer compo¬ 
nents Eachoftheseappearfirst 
as dispersed molecules before 
forming into a more solid and 
mobile state Contact with the 
enemy spells immediate loss 
of one of three lives. 

Each room has several ob¬ 
structions and at least one exit. 
This may be blocked by a force 
field which can be deactivated 
by collecting program cards. 
Once an exit is used, the screen 

the screen. They can’t be shot 
and are deadly, but some will 
give you extra fuel if you can 
catch them. I haven't yet sur¬ 
vived one of these. You can also 
refuel by docking with the 
mother-ship which turns up 
occasionally. 

All players will welcome the 

Depending on how well you 
do you are awarded a coloured 
belt. I only ever received a 
white one, which I gather is the 
lowest. 

I thoroughly enjoyed playing 
this game because it is different 
from the usual sort. But it’s a 
pity the game doesn’t vary at 
all, by having different moves 
the further you advance for 
instance. Susan Cooke 

/Rating 7 10 
Prico £6.95 Publisher 
Bug Byte 051-709 

J 7071_ 

alter your number of lives (one 
to 99) before you start. as wcl 1 as 
the starting level (one to 31). 
The different levels look much 
the same, apart from a change 
of colours and the different 
types of sprite, but the screen 
layouts get more and more 
tricky. 

The graphics and sprites are 
quite well done and the action's 
nice and smooth. Thankfully, 
there's no background music ns 
such, more a series of musical 
effects like whistles. All in all, a 
good buy. Bryan Skinner 

/Rating 8 10 
Price £6.99 Publisher 
Bubble Bus 0732- 

_J 355962 

changes instantly to the next 
room. The microdroid can 
recharge his ever-draining bat¬ 
teries by passing over little 
green fuel cells. 

The graphics are colourful, if 
fairly simple, and the anima¬ 
tion of the various enemies is 
neatly and humourously done 
(chips with moving legs!). The 
game theme can hardly be said 
to be original, but it has been 
implemented with style. 

Bob Chappell 

/Rating 8 10 
Price £7.95 
Publisher The Edge 

J 01-2401422 

'continue' feature. When you’ve 
lost all your lives, if you hit C 
within five seconds you can 
carry on playing from that level 
— none of this back to square 
one rubbish. 

Ad Infinitum is a very nice 
item, even if it doesn't quite live 
up to its Latin tag. But 256 
screens is probably enough for 
even the most hardened, trig¬ 
ger-happy space fiend. 

Bryan Skinner 

Rating 8 10 
Price £7.95 Publisher 
Mr Chip Software 
0492-79026 
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PT7 
THEADVANCED 

ALTERNATIVE 
TO IBM 3270, 

ANDTHE 
ICL DRS 

Data Process!^ 
should try this sill 

cost-cutting ex* 

Take the short cut to data processing 
savings and send for details of 
Ferranti PT7. 

We'll tell you how PT7 can cut 
investment in mainframe equipment by 
adding power more cheaply at the 
terminal. How by connecting the 
Ferranti pro-personal computer, 
CP/M86^ is available at each VDU, 
enabling you to perform industry 
standard applications, with word 
processing too; what's more PT7's local 
processing distributes system loads, 
eases mainframe 'peak' problems, and 
allows simpler planning of mainframe 
upgrades. 

We ll show you how PT7 can cut 
your telecommunication costs by 
running more VDUs per communi¬ 
cation line. And there's further cost 
saving by more VDUs sharing the same 
remote printers and discs. 

We'll tell you how PT7 can save your 
data entry costs by running concurrent 
data entry and interactive work through 
one controller. 
© IhKk Maik at Dlwul teKUch 

And how PT7 can save termd.il 
programming and support costAy 
using industry standard COBOl3 

You'll also sec that PT7 offers a y i dc r 
choice of peripherals and software* nd 
a fully integrated choice of system** 
from basic interactive to fully 
programmable mainframe independent 
You'll also be pleasantly surprised to see 
that it's all here today. 

Pick up the scissors and snip out the 
coupon now. 

Ferranti CoSh, 
PT7 I*roducfm 
WythenshavjB 
Manchester MJ 
Telephone: 061- 
Telex: 668084 

mtc ASystems Limited, 
Wes, SVnonsway, 

Please send me data on PT7 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited, 
Simonsway, Wythenshawe, 
Manchester M22 5LA. 

FERRANTI 
Computer Systems 

• Circle No. 183 



TURMOIL 
Oh dear, the sheiks aren't very 
pleased. In fact you could say 
that they’re furious. You’veiust 
been syphoning oil from their 
supplies to fill your car, and now 
they’re out for revenge. 

Turmoil falls into the categ¬ 
ory of a platform game. There 
are 26 levels to complete, if you 
can get that far. Each level gets 
more complicated the further 
you advance into the game, 
with lifts, moving conveyor 
belts and more Arabs. 

To get the oil you have to 
collect a canister from a shelf 
and take it up a series of ladders 

you c 
five drips, which you then have 
to take to a grid on the screen. 

Pressing the appropriate key 
or the fire button on the joystick 
allows you to drop the oil 
through the grid. With each 
drop, part of your car will 

miraculously appear. 
Six drops are needed to com¬ 

plete the car which then drives 
onto the next screen. While 
you’re trying to produce your 
car you're constantly being 
chased by raving Arabs. If they 
catch you they will batter you to 
death with their sticks. 

Throughout each screen tools 
will appear on different 
shelves. Collecting these and 
taking them to the garage will 
gain you extra points. 

You’ll be glad to know you 
aren't totally helpless against 
the sheiks — drops of oil will 
have them dancing on the floor. 
If you spill some in front of them 
you can watch them slither and 
slide, out of action for a while. 

Turmoil is easy to play. You 
don’t have to be exactly in 
jx>sftion before you climb the 

The graphics and sound are 
quite good, though the usual 
colour problems associated 
with the Spectrum are appa¬ 
rent. 

Turmoil will probably be a 
popular game although it’s 
similar to many others. You 
may have difficulty completing 
all 26 levels with only five lives, 
but it’s enjoyable 

7/10 
£6.95 F 

Jug Byte 051-708 
071 

SPECTRUM 

BATTLEZONE 
Although there have been quite 
a few versions of this type of 
game, this is the only one to be 
officially approved by Atari, the 
original designer. 
The title sequence should be 
familiar to anyone who has 
played Battlezone in the 
arcades. The lettering appears 
in the distance and spins 
smoothly, end over end, to¬ 
wards you. 

The scenario is similarly 
faithful to the original You’re 
looking out from a tank across a 
plain towards a mountainous 

skyline. Imposed on the scene is 
a large central cross-sight. 
When an enemy is in range and 
lined up, the edges of the sight 
flip — your signal to fire. 

Since the view from your 
tank is limited, a radar display 
at the top of the screen helps 
pinpoint the enemy’s position. 
You can be attacked from the 
rear, as well as left, right and 
front. 

As reinforcements to the 
ordinary tanks, the enemy has 
supertanks and diamond-like 
flying saucers at its disposal. 
There are also assorted cubes 
and pyramids strewn around 
the plain; these can be used as 
shields when confronting the 

enemy. All the objects are 
three-dimensional, not solid 
but wire-frame. 

Your tank has t wo caterpi 1 lar 
tracks, each of which is control¬ 
led independently. Moving 
your tank around without get¬ 
ting into a muddle takes some 
practice. In fact the mountains 

•never seem to get any nearer or 
further away which makes it 
just that bit harder. 

Movement is smooth and 
natural, the scene slips effort¬ 
lessly in the appropriate direc¬ 
tion. Any objects or tanks in 
view change in perspective as 
you or they alter position. 

The game may now be a bit 
old hat to do well in the charts, 
but if you’re looking for a first 
rate implementation of the 
original .this has to be it. 

’ Rating 8/10 
Price £6.95 

ir Quicksilva 
0202891744 

COMMODORE 64 

EUREKA 
A favourite theme ofTV science 
fiction writers involves trans¬ 
porting you to an earlier age 
Armed with your twentieth 
century sophistication you are 
supposed to hold your own 
against the kind of foe that 
dished out death-dealing blows 
to your forebears. 

This five part epic with a 
crock of gold at the end is 
faithful to the theme. Work 
your way through the five and 
you face dinosaurs, surly Ro¬ 
mans, ancient Britons, Nazis, 
and modern villains. 

We tested the second part, 
where all roads are supposed to 
lead to Rome. Without the 
full-colour Eureka booklet with 
instructions and hints, twen¬ 
tieth-century sophistication 
was at a premium. But in the 
end (which invariably came 
sooner rather than later) all 
roads led to death: drowned at 

sea as a galley slave, crushed by 
a runaway horse while minding 
your own business on a street 
marked 'Cave Equis’, mauled 
by a lion, and slain in a struggle 
with a Roman soldier. 

The epic begins as a less- 
than straightforward adven¬ 
ture; its vocabulary is limited 
but includes some Latin, and 
the game doesn't accept 
abbreviated commands. When 
it takes three cracks to kill 
Androcles you might well tire of 
typing Androcles before you 
finish him off. 

Only one road leads to Rome 
The others take you into an 
endless grove of cypresses and 
to an implacable lion. 

It's tempting to say that the 
adventure/epic is complicated 
enough to give you many hours 
of harmless pleasure. It’s temp¬ 
ting to say that Virgil does the 
same. The difference is that 
Virgil didn't offer £25,000 to 
whoever completed his 12 
books. The software is pricey 
and unexceptional, but adven¬ 
tures usually hold rewards of a 
different kind—you might well 
find that Eureka will do this for 
you. 

Rating 7/10 P 
£14.95 P 
Domark, 228 
Munster Rd, 

1^ I London SW6 

COMMODORE 64 
LAZY JONES 

Own up, wouldn't you simply 
love a job where you could play 
arcade games all day? 

Well, so would the character 
in the latest release from Ter¬ 
minal Software, Lazy Jones. 
Fortunately the hotel in which 
Lazy works has a good supply of 
games in the guests' bedrooms 
and he quite often (ie whenever 
possible) sneaks in to see if he 
can get a new high score. 

Unfortunately the manager 
of the hotel has found out about 
Lazy’s vice and is out to stop 
him. The hotel has three floor 

and because the manager can 
only patrol one floor at a time, 
he's got himself the help of the 
ghost of a previous manager 
and Lazy's cleaning trolley. 
Contact with any of these 
causes Lazy to expire from a 
heart attack. 

Your aim is to guide Lazy 
around all of the rooms in the 
hotel and play the game in 
there Once a room has been 
visited you can't go back there 
until all rooms have been com¬ 
pleted. Don't forget to look out 
for the Boss and his cronies 
while moving around. 

Once inside a room you will 
be confronted with a large TV 
screen and after a short wait the 

_ appear 
just about all of your favourite 
games will be found, from 
Froggtr to Space Invaders. 
None of the games are superb 
and the graphics are nothing 
special. However, this in no 
way impairs the eqjoyment of 
playing the games, and some of 
them are extremely difficult. 

Music also plays a large part 
in the game and it’s claimed 
that every room has its own 
tune. 

In practice the music is very 
similar from one room to 
another. Guess which tune the 
game 99 Red Balloons plays? 

Lazy Jones is one of those 
games that can be summed up 
simply by saying it is fun. If you 
ever find yourself at a loose end 

i could well find yourself 
g this cassette. 

Rating 8/10 
£9.85 
Terminal Software 
061-761 4321 
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ATMOS 

taps the racing simulator ol 
ulators. Exceptional 30 graphics 
rporating high speed animation and 
srb sound. Also multiple gear change, 
ine conditions, actual qualifying 
tion, pit stop and much more. Can you 
e yourself a lormula-one champion? 

A multi-level animated advc 
you through 26 death dcfyin 
Falling rocks, deadly pits, s 

iccer 

Can you make It to Divls 
F.A. Cup and quality lor 
To achieve this you musl 
stress and anxieties Imre 
manager's lifestyle. Feal 
graphics, excellent soun 
conditions, police crowd 
expenses, injuries, "oric 
headlines and much mor 
consider to reach lame o 

UK GOLD available soon on most popular home 
computers other than ones stated including 
Amstrad, CBM Plus 4, CBM 64 and Enterprise. 

Programmes required lor most computers. 
Cash purchase or royalties. 

The above games are available from most 
leading retailers. 
Dealer enquiries contact us for your nearest 
distributor. 
KnightSott. Unit E17, Glenfield Park. 
Glentield Road, Nelson, Lancashire. 
or Tel. 0282 698052/0282 842992 



Authoritative Buyers' Guides which 
assess the best home computers and 
software now available. All the 
reviews and selections have been 
made by the staff of WHICH MICRO 
& Software Review. 

Please charge my Bardaycard/Access account (delete 
as appropriate) number___ 

My name and address is- 

Signed 

17-21 Conway Street. London WI. 

THE COMPLETE BUYERS GUIDE 
TO HOME COMPUTERS 

Comparisons, bench tests, reviews and 
answers to all your questions about 27 
home computers, including the latest 
releases. All for £4.95 

THE COMPLETE BUYERS' GUIDE 
TO HOME SOFTWARE 

140 of the most recent software 
packages compared and reviewed — 
arcade games, adventure games, 
simulations and utility programs. 
And for the same cost as a new 
game, £5.95 

Order 
from your usual book shop or 

IMOW. . • computer store or direct from TBS 

To: TBS. 38 Hockerill Street. 
Bishops Stortford. Hertfordshire. 

PLEASE SEND ME: 

. copies of The Complete Buyers' Guide to 
Home Computers @ £4.95 each 

copies of The Complete Buyers Guide to 
Home Software @ £5.95 each 

I enclose my cheque/money order made payable to 
TBS for £. 



IT’S WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN 

WAITING FOR ... 
“Domark’s first venture is fun and the best I’ve 
played” Editor,T.V GAMER 

“Never seen anything like it” Sunday times. 

“Even if you don’t win the £25,000, the game is 
definitely worth playing and will give you 
plenty of fun doing so” Editor, games computing. 

“Game for a lot” daily mirror. 

“In this World’s oft fruitless search for value for 
money, a new software package from Domark 
shouldn’t be ignored” your spectrum. 

IS HERE 
ENJOY YOUR SEARCH FOR THE SECRET TELEPHONE NUMBER 



■ OPERATING! 
Oneof theQL’s 

Sinclair couldn’t get the OS and 

Basic into the ROW Ralph B—croft 

looks at the GST’s new OS. When Sinclair was planning the 
QL, it followed a sound industry 

practice of not relying on one 
team for the design of its operating 
system. 

A not particularly well known Cam¬ 
bridge software house, called GST 
Computer Systems, was commis¬ 
sioned to write an operating system 

(OS) to an exacting specification. Its 
solution was a powerful multi-tasking 
OS that had many of the features of 

Unix yet, was capable of being put on 
ROM. 

Unfortunately, it took up more than 
32K of ROM space — the amount that 
the QL designers had put aside for the 
OS and the Basic language. Sinclair 
went to a fail-back option of an OS 
designed by an in-house team to over¬ 
come the space problem. 

The rest, as they say, is history. Even 
by cutting corners and leaving out a 

few facilities, Sinclair’s own staff 
couldn't squeeze the OS and Basic into 
32K of ROM As a result, the first QLs 
that came out had an extra 16K ROM 
cartridge hanging off the back. 

GST has now released its OS under 

the name 68K/OS for both end-users and 
companies using the QL board in 
their own products. 

Features 
GST’s 68K/OS is a powerful multi¬ 
tasking operating system that owes its 

origins to Unix and other minicomputer 
operating systems. 

The multi-tasking capability allows 
you to run several programs at once. 
How many depends on the size of the 
program and available memory. 

It also has a ’pipe’ facility to transfer 
data from one program to another. 
Pipes can be used with ’filter’ programs 
that reprocess data. 

An example of their use is in text 
processing. The output from a text 

editor can be written to a named pipe 
that transfers the data to a text format¬ 
ter which in turn sends the final output 

to a printer. 
The microdrive filing system uses a 

series of neat tricks to speed access 
times. With regards to the QL, 68K OS 

supports screen windows and bit¬ 

mapped colour graphics. 

Installation 
The operating system provided was 
easy to install on a ’dongled’ QL. The 
dongle was removed and the two 68K 
OS ROMs subsituted for Sinclair’s 

ROMs. For later versions of the QL, 

ROOM 
GST will be providing a circuit board 
that plugs into the internal expansion 

port. 

Documentation 
This is at times complex and confusing. 
It comes in the form of a fat ring binder 
and includes a substantial program¬ 

mer’s reference guide. 
The detailed reference guide would 

certainly be an essential aid to anyone 
wanting to get to grips with the work¬ 
ings of the OS. But I would have 
welcomed a better presented intro¬ 
ductory guide with illustrations and 

screen shots for those who merely want 
to use the OS to run programs. 

In use 
The difference between 68K/OS and QL 
SuperBasic becomes apparent as soon 
as you power up. Instead of the usual 
TV or monitor choice of the QL, 68K/ 
OS gives a choice of five screen for¬ 
mats: four colour/85 columns for use 
with monitors; four colour'80 columns 
for use with monitors that tend to clip 
the edges of the display output; four 
colour 60 columns for use on TVs; eight 
colour/42 columns for RGB monitors; 
and eight oolour40 columns for use on 

A little experimentation is advisable 
to find the best option for your particu¬ 

lar set-up. 

Selecting the screen format runs a 
program called Adam, which is a 

menu driven command program that 
splits the screen into several multi¬ 
coloured windows 

These windows display a command 
line, default program menu (programs 
on ROM or selected microdrive tape), 
default data menu and the log. 

This last screen seemed an unneces¬ 
sary luxury. It lists all the programs 
that have been run since you powered 
up the machine and whether the pro¬ 
gram runs have been suspended or 
killed 

At the bottom of the screen is a 
status line used to indicate the options 
that can be selected using the function 
ko> > 

To use a microdrive tape it first has 

to be ’mounted’. This is done by specify¬ 
ing the ’md:’ followed by the drive 
number and then the directory name. 
Once mounted its directory appears in 
one of the screen windows. 

A program can be run by either 
writing it on the command line or 
moving the cursor down the program 
menu and hitting return. As befits its 

origins 68K/OS files are referred to by a 
comprehensive path name that in¬ 
cludes device, directory, name and 
type. So a full path name could be 
something like md:GST/date.prog. 

Fortunately, some of thse compo¬ 
nents are optional and others are 
automatically provided by the selection 
of default values. And despite the com- 

lexity of 68K/OS I soon found it easy to 
use and certainly more friendly than say 

CP/M or MSDOS. 
Having loaded up more than one 

program it is a simple matter of switch¬ 
ing between tasks. For each program a 
single line window appears at the top of 

the screen. At times I found this 
annoying, like when you wanted to use 
the full screen for text editing or using 
GST’s Draw program. However, it did 
help in keeping track of which prog¬ 
rams were still running. 

Verdict 
GST’s 68K/OS is the first affordable 
operating system for personal compu¬ 
ters that combines professionalism 
with functionality. It is also the operat¬ 
ing system that Sinclair should haye 

made its first choice for the QL. 
Being in ROM it is instantly avail¬ 

able — no booting of disks required. 
The limitation is that not all the 
features have been squeezed into ROM. 

Copy, Date, Format, Print and Rename 
are all commands that are annoyingly 

on tape and not in ROM. 
I would have thought that with GST 

having to produce u plug-in card to 
implement the OS on the QL, it should 
have gone to the extra expense of adding 

one or two extra ROM chips to make 
these commands readily accessible. 

Of course, the biggest drawback of 
68K/OS is the complete lack of applica¬ 
tions software. GST has released an 

assembler and is planning a word 
processing program. It is also bundling 
with the OS u text editor and terminal 

py 
However, the real test is whether 

independent software companies re¬ 
lease versions of their QL software to 
run under 68K/OS. In the longer term 
the operating system’s success depends 

on whether other manufacturers take up 
the system. 

In the meantime, keen machine code 
programmers who want to turn their 

QL into a proper multi-tasking micro 
will find that 68K/OS is well worth the 

investment. f'j 

Features • •••• 
Documentation • •• 
Performance • •••• 
Overall value • ••• 

Nmm 68K/OS AppOcsttea Operating system 
tUchiae Sinclair QL. PuMsher GST Compu¬ 
ter Systems Ltd. 91 High Street, Longstan- 
tion, Cambridge 0954-81991 Price £99.95, 
Assembler £39 95 Outlets Mail order 
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CiOFTWARE PRO TEST: BBC 

Computer Crayons 
I — artist wM m— srf tlw mew asaodatod with pmt* ami bmriwt. The Electronic Cotourim Book will allow Beeb ~| 

users to excercise their creativity to the full, says Simon Williams. _ There have been many graphics 
packages for the BBC micro, but the 
Electronic Colouring Book is the 

first program to specialise in the colour¬ 

ing of pre-defined pictures on a Mode 2 1 
screen. It’s a well engineered package 
with a lot of scope for hours of entertain- | 
ment, and will appeal to any Beeb user. 

Presentation 
The package comes with an Acomsoft- 
style cardboard folder containing a 
cassette and brief instruction manual. 
The eight-page booklet gives details of 
how to run the program, which keys to , 
use and an outline sketch of each of the 
18 drawings supplied. It's a pretty easy I 
program to use and the documentation 

covers all its features well. 

Getting started 
To load the program you need to ’run 
the first section. The whole thing 
performs as if written in machine code 
and loads fairly quickly The display 
then blanks to a white background and 
draws strips of all the available colours 
in a column down the right hand side of 
the screen. An arrow indicates which 
colour is currently selected 

Each palette block could have been 
larger, as selection with the crosshair 
cursor was quite awkward on occasions. 
To load the first drawing the L key is 
pressed and a name? prompt has to be 
answered with the appropriate drawing 
title, obtained from the instruction 

manual. 
The drawing is then built up a block at 

a time as it's loaded from thecassette. On 
completion a small cross, the colouring 
cursor, appears in the centre of the 
screen. There is no sound to indicate the 
drawing is complete and, if you don't 
have remote control on your cassette 
recorder, you can read on to the next 

drawing. 
Colouring the drawings is simplicity 

itself — even easier ifyou use the J key to 
select joystick control. Otherwise you 
have to use the cursor keys, which are 
programmed to move in big leaps if held 
down or by a pixel if pressed momen¬ 
tarily. I found the difference between the 
two modes rather too extreme and was 
grateful for the proportional joystick to 

test out the program. 

Features 
Moving the cursor over any of the 
coloured bars automatically selects the 
fill colour, which you then place on the 
drawing by moving the cursor to the 
right point and pressing the fire button 

& 
BBC MOOS ELECTRON 

ELECTRONIC COLOURING BOOK 

The fill routine is very smooth and fast 
and will cope with any of the irregular 
areas to be found within the drawings. 

These all seem to have been ade¬ 
quately tested to ensure that there are 
no areas of'bleed-through', where more 
of the picture than you intend would be 
coloured in. The first fourdrawings come 

complete with sample colour schemes 
which may be loaded from the cassette 
separately from the drawing and show 
what can be done with the package 

I found the cursor a little jittery in use 
and it was quite difficult to fill areas 
when only a few pixels in size. But 
without filling these areas, annoying 
white specks were left in the finished 

picture. 
Any area that was filled in error could 

be rescued by moving the cursor onto it 
and pressing th. D key. whereupon it 
reverted to the original background 
colour, normally white. I say normally 
because it is possible to exchange all 
elements of white and black in the 
drawing with a single key press; a 
peculiar effect. 

In addition, the E key will change each 
colour in turn to another from the palette 
at intervals of one second. This is done 
using the Beeb's colour palette and 
doesn't require the drawing to be 
refilled. The Q key will stop the process 
and the R key will restore your original 
colour scheme. 

It’s not easy to remove the colour from 
an entire drawing, but the screen may be 

cleared with the C command. Once 
finished the drawing and its colours may 
be saved to tape from within the 
program. 

It would, therefore, be possible to set 
up a series of slides for later use. 
Unfortunately it will still be drawn and 
coloured in its own time on reloading. 

One final feature of the program is the 
option to draw your own pictures. By 
selecti ng the word draw at the base of the 
column of colours, the cursor may be 
moved around, fixed at a point with the 
fire button and a line ’rubber-banded’ 
from there. Further depressions of the 
button will fix the new point — it’s 

rather like joining the dots. 
New areas may be started by extend¬ 

ing the band at any time back to ’draw’, 
when the current line will disappear and 

the cursor will return. Although very 
simple, this technique will allow com¬ 
plex original drawings to be built up and 

coloured in the same way as tne 
pre-defined ones. 

Verdict 
This is one of the few puckages which 
really does live up to its claim to appeal 
to young and old alike. 1 found it quite 
fascinating and could have spent many 
morehoursdoodlingaway. V 

MULTI COLOURED MODES 

It may well have occurred to the more 
observant reader that the BBC micro is 
only supposed to have eight colours, 
ignoring the 'cheat' flashing colours. 

This is very true, if you rely on the 
colours available directly from the 

computer. 
At an early stage in its career, 

however, some clever programmer hit 

on the idea of simulating extra shades 
by mixing colours in a pre-defined 
pattern. This may be made up of 
alternate horizontal or vertical lines 
or, as in this case, a chequer of two 

existing colours. 
This works rather better with some 

combinations than others, but at its 
beBt produces tones that are almost 
indistinguishable in clarity from the 
'genuine' colours. 

MM 
PSCSBUStsWOB Mi# 

NHsna—cs ####6 

| OwraRwl— •••• 

Nam Electronic Colouring Book 
ApplicstiMi Graphics Price £9.95 Format 
Cassette Other versions None Publisher 
Addison Wesley Outlets Retail. 
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Appointed 
Dealers tor 

ITT XTRA 
PEGASUS 
LOTUS 

COMPUTERS 
Sanyo MBC555 999.00 
inc WordStar. CalcStar 
DataStar 
AcornElectron 173.00 
AmstradCPM464 (green) 

208.00 
AmstradCPC464 (colour) 

304 00 
BBC Model B 347.00 
BBC Model B + DFS 408.00 
Commodore 64 173.00 

EpsonRX80 
Epson RX80FT 
EpsonFX80 
EpsonFX100 
Juki 6100 

220 00 
249 00 
384.00 
499 00 
349.00 

DISK DRIVES & MONITORS 
CumanaCSIOO 140.00 
CumanaCS200 173.00 
CumanaCS400 226.00 
Microvitec 1431 199.00 
Sanyo DM2112 69.00 

PRINTERS 
Brother FIR5 139.00 
Brother EP44 245.00 
Commodore MPS801 173.00 

3M5.25 FLOPPY DISKS 
(perboi of 10) 

744 SS00 48tpi 16.00 
745DSDD48tpi 20.00 
747 DSOD 96tpi 26.00 

'• accept official orders from UK Government and Educational EstatAsn- 

Export enquiries welcome 
CALLERS WELCOME 

Showroom opening hours • MON SAT 9.00am — 5 30pm 
HOW TO ORDER 

Cheaue Access Visa 
Add carnage - Hardware 6 00 per item 

Disks 1 00 per box. 
Add 15%VAT 

Mirage Microcomputers Ltd 
24 Bank Street Braintree Essex CM7 7UL 

Telephone Braintree (0376) 48321 

4* mose'% 
LIMITED 

THE BUDGET EXTENDER FOR ALL COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

AT LEAST £U 70 OFF* ALL SOFTWARE 

FOR APPLE • IBM • BBC • COMMODORE 
eAPRICOT* ATARI* SPECTRUM 

WE SUPPL Y SOFTWARE FOR 

BUSINESS * W0R0 PROCESSING * GAMES * EDUCATION 

* SYSTEMS & UTILITIES * GRAPHICS 

WE SPECIALIZE IN MAIL ORDER 

TELEPHONE NOW 01-387 0325 

FOR OUR PRICES AND FREE CATALOGUE 
FREE 1985 DIARY WITH EVERY PURCHASE 

DISCOUNT MICROSOFTWARE UNITED 
11ACAMDEN HIGH STREET 
LONDONNW1 
TEL01-387 0325 

UNBEATABLE DEALS ON 

SHARP &MSX 

FROM SC0TLAN0S 

SOLE AXIS DEALER 

Sony MSX Micro.£260 

Sanyo MSX Micro.£260 
Toshiba MSX Micro.£242 

Sony3.5in. Floppy Disk.£304 

Toshiba Plotter-Printer.£217 

Toshiba 105cps Printer.£304 

£70 of software with every MSX 

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette 

recorder f lOgreatgames.£129 

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette, 

4 Languages: Basic, Pascal, Forth 

machine code + 50 programs.£169 

Sharp 4 Col Plotter-Printer.£110 

Dear Microfans. 
We have used MSX since its release in Japan last 
year You will have read the articles in MSX USER 
about us going to Japan to meet the inventor of MSX 
and see the MSX manufacturers. We are acknow¬ 
ledged as experts in Japanese computers by 
TOSHIBA. SANYO. MITSUBISHI. AND SHARP who 
all buy KNIGHTS programs. We are also enthusiasts 
and will always help you — no other firm can match us 
for service or value for money. 

We have special deals on Sharp — where else can 
you get a fast, reliable. 76K colour computer with a 
proper keyboard for £129. We have now released a 
FORTRAN compiler tape for the MZ700 series — the 
cost is £25 and that includes 10 FORTRAN programs. 
FORTRAN commands include Colour, Box. Fill, 
Sound. Joy etc. 

Ring or write and we will rush you full details of our 
unbeatable deals. If you are really desperate ring us 
with your Access or Visa number as we can usually 
deliver anywhere in the U K. within 24 hours. We have 
sold thousands of Japanese products Worldwide in 
tne last 10 years and have never charged for a single 
repair. We guarantee to beat any competitors price on 
the spot. For personal service ring and ask for Graham 
or Neil. 

happy computing, Graham Knight and Neil Hunter 

KNIGHTS TV & COMPUTERS 
108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE. ABERDEEN 

TEL 0224 630526 TELEX 739169 "KNIGHTS” 
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Acorn 
BBC B Mated, good condition, plenty of 
software. all offers considered under 
£300. Tel: Middlesbrough '0642' 
807807. 
Wanted BBC B OS 1.2, Basic II + DFS 
and disk drive if possible Other extras 
considered Tel: John on Redcar(0642) 
484785 after 5pm 
Acorn Electron plus 1 as new in box, plus 
books and 26 software titles. Worth 
£530 sale £399 Also please collect 
Tel: 0272 839926 
AssenMy Language Progrsunning for the 
BBC micro computer ibookl, £5 ono 
Tel: 01-291 2327 after 6pm 
For Sals: BBC software Hobbit. For¬ 
tress, Libera ter. Battlezone 2000. Ro¬ 
man. Empire. Micro Olympics. Desk 
Dibit. The Synth. Football Manager. 
Confrontation. 3DTank Zone. etc. Tel: 
(0962)883671 

games, 6 books, joystick, 
leads, mags All for £2 
Leon. 01-870 1884 
■KB; 1.2Curoanadiskdrive.Solidisk 
32K, sideways RAM fitted. Five 
months' old. £575. Tel: Basingstoke 
51623. 
BBC Prism acoustic modem * ROM 
software for sale. £35 ono. Tel: Giusep¬ 
pe. 01-672 4212 
BBC B software 10. swap or sell, 
including Micro Olympics and Over¬ 
drive Tel: Trevor. Stevenage <0438i 
313797 
BBC Soft sell. Hobbit - £7 50 Space 
Shuttle, Pinball Arcade. Five Spheres 
- £5.50. Incredible Hulk - £5 Zalaga. 
Starship Command. Secret Mission - 
£4 50 Tel: Chris. 01-550 0806 
BBC Microcomputer 32K RAM. Watford 
electronics disk interface. 100K disk 
drive, 14 inch colour monitor and 
software £750 Tel: Brighton <02731 
501155 
BBC disk software — Gemini word- 
processor. £14 Rocket Raid, £7 On 
tape — Philosophers Quest. £6 Snap¬ 
per. £6 Twin Kingdom Valley. £6 
Hunchback. £4 Swoop. £4 Also Acorn 
Atom software All original. Tel: 
Mark. 0656 870264 
Acorn Electron As new. all leads, user 
guide, cover etc. in original box. £160 
tel Reading (0734 ) 864070 (even 

BBC software cassettes i original 
titles). Acomaoft, £2 50 each Micro 
Power. Software Invasion ♦ others at 
£2 each All 19 only £35 Tel Richard. 
01-236 6640 
BBC originals to swap me Cvkm 
Attack. Chukkie Egg, Daredevil 
Denis. Twin Kingdom. Scott Adams 
Adventures. Snapper. Painter. For¬ 
tress (disk). Tel: Julian. Harrogate 
(0423)68383 
Wanted: BBC B OS 1 2 Must be good 
condition, plenty of software, around 
£300 Tef Middlesbrough (0642) 
597597 
Wauled urgently Acorn Electron for 
cash or swap for Spectrum 48K with 

interface 1 needed Tel 029-575-627 or 
029-575 8231 any time after 4 15pm 
W sated Sharp M2-BOB with discs, please 
state pnee and condition Irvine 101, 
Petunia Crescent, Chelmsford, Faaex 

Level 9 adventure for Amstrad Also 
Roland in the Caves or sell for £5 MrA 
Hanger. 60A Hartoft Rd. Hull HU5 

Amstrad CPC464 computer 64K i see all 
reviews) plus Toshiba music centre, 25 
watts per channel Both fairly new. 
exchange for BBC computer Tel: 0900 
65614 or 71 Senhouse St, Workington. 
Cumbria. 
Amstrad CPC464, one month old with 
colour monitor and software Will sell 
for £290 Tel: 01-558 3646 after 7pm 
Amstrad CPC464, colour monitor. Hun¬ 
ter Killer. Codename Matt. All boxed, 
only one month old. £280 ono. Tel: 
01-9586769 
Wasted: Amstrad GT64. green screen 
monitor. Will arrange for collection. 
Tel: 0400 61075 

PCN Billboard 
64X<?os' 

Apple Macintosh. 3 months' old with 
Macwnle MacPaint Offers'’ Tel: 
Alan. Coventry .0203) 78649 (even 

Apple L Complete 64 K RAM system 
Diskdrive. PAL encorder. CP M soft- 
card. 10 softwares ♦ manuals 1-year- 
old Offer £550 Excellent condition 
Write. Luke. 56 Park House. Seven 
Sisters Rd. London N4 2LS 
Apple software. Wordstar Mailmerge. 
Multiplan. Visidex. Information Mas¬ 
ter. Database. Artist Designer Also 
MX80 and Anadex printer ribbons. 
Apple books Tel: David Bromley. 
0?34 866372 

LTel:0904791067 after 
6pm 
Atari 400, 48K. cassette drive £500 
worth of best games including Buck 
Rogers Also magazines, joystick. 
Worth £700 Bargain £200 Tel Alan. 
04427 5434 
Atari 10U disk dnve for sale Only 
£150 Tel 061 -792 6766 after 8pm 
Atari 4BK 400 computer plus 1050 disk 
drive. £250 Or swap for good condition 
BBC Model B computer Tel: 061-792 
6766 after 8pm 
Atari 400 40M, 410 recorder, joystick, 
games. Baaic. manuals. £140 Tel: 
Chelmsford (0245)269030 
Atari COO XL colour computer plus Atari 
1010 tape deck As new with packag¬ 
ing and full instructions Ideal Christ¬ 
mas rift Tel 0933 673414 
Atari MMte disks and tapes to swap, very 
good collection Especially wanted 
new style AUn joysticks and Track 
Bali Tel Bedford 44060 after 7pm 
Atari soft ware for sale or swap Encoun¬ 
ter £5 Bruce I me £7 50 Tel C P 
Jones. Herne Bay 67603 anytime 
Atari software for sale Duelling 
Droids. Airatrike. £4 Crossfire. 16 
Zaxxon. Wixard of War disks. £12 
Also swap disk software Tel: Scun¬ 
thorpe 845252 Ask for Stephen 
Atari software for sale Disk. Necro¬ 
mancer. Zaxxon. Pooyan cartridges. 
Miner 2049er. Dig Dug. Don Kong. 
Pole Pba. Chonlifler. Centipede. Pac- 
man. £10 each. Basic language. £15. 
Tel 0727 23109 
Atari software for sale Star Warrior. 
Star Trek, Galactic Chase. Preppie. 
Caves of Death £5 each or the lot for 
£20 Tel Canvey Island 696601 
“ " “- ‘1 and swap Huo- 

icluding Deft 

MBmEbB 

i. 17 too games 
_A Indy 500. joys 
keyboards and driving 

Tel: Weybridge 

Commodore 
CBM S2S0 dual disk dnve. £490 or will 
swap for a good CD player + cash. Tel: 
021-4402124. 
Commodore W?? business software: 
Visicalc. Wordcraft 80. On 'data¬ 
base!. all as new with manuals etc. 
£400 or split. Tel: 0272 567916 
Vie 2B computer software. 32K RAM 
cartridge. £20 Tapes, £2 Magazines 
Tel Uzbndge56891 'Middx' 
Vie 20 starters kit. 16K rampack. 2 
cartridges, chess. Adventureland. 62 
games inc Jetpac Maths I plus joys¬ 
tick Sell £130. Tel: 01-6710768 
Vk 20 1BK Quickshot. joystick. Basic 
intro (1). C2N cassette, books, manu¬ 
als. games tapes, games cartridges 
Total £250 Tel: 061-6202183 
Vk 20 software for sale, new Vicgraf 
cartridge Excellent for studying com¬ 
plicated equations and functions by 
their graphs Only £17 Tel: 061-881 
8091 MUr 6pm. 
Vk 20 C2N cassette, guaranteed. 16K 
switchable RAM. educational soft¬ 
ware. games, books. £220 Tel: B. 
Bams. 021 551 6769 
BhbMbI Vic 20. 16K. super expander. 
C2N Upe deck, joystick, programmers 
reference guide Jet-pac. Grtdrunner. 
Chariot Race. Skyhawk Five car¬ 
tridges 6 months' old £120 Tel 
01-267 0465 
CBM 64 Commodore printer. C2N 
cassette, pnnter. paper .joystick. PRG, 
me book, me tutor, assembler. Hob¬ 
bit. International Soccer and more + 
mags £380 Tel Luton 424715 after 

1 strategic gal 
nd expanded co 

_ 64 software To sell or swap 
Includes many American titles Tel 
0633 852575 after 4pm and ask for 

deeds of the very best programs 
available Tel: Tam worth 51394 and 
Mh tm PIN 
Atari VC&. Boxed in excellent condition 
ithree months new) Four cartridges, 
including Pitfall II. Space Shuttle. 
Frostbite Only £50 Tef 01-724 2240 
after 7pm 
Atari \na lug and Antic magazines 
wanted Pay £1 each Selling Atan 
400 16K. cassette recorder. Basic 
cartridge, books, software, joystick 
£120 ono Tel Brighton 513671 
Atari software for sale Combat Leader. 
£10 Pans m Danger. £10. War in 
Russia. £25 Carrier Force. £20 All 
ono Tel: 01-941 6163 after 6pm 

Amroe. Galactic Abductors, Andes 
Attack. Skramble by Amrog Tel: 
Northill 477 
Vk 26, games Trader £5 Colonel's 
House < Rabbit) £2 Gorf £5 Kraxy 
Kong 'Software City) £2 Pharoahs 
Tomb £3 Panic 12 Tel Northill 477 
Vk 20 games Kace Fun ' Rabbit I £3 
Tornado £2 The Lair £2 Spiders of 
Mars 'Audiogenic) cartridge £5 The 
Dungeons £3 Tel Northill 477 
Vk 20 game. Outback. £2 3-slot 
Motherboard. £15 Stack light nfle 
and three games. £15 Refers 
guide. £5 Tef Gary. Northill 477 
Vk2* 3-slot Motherboard. £15 St 
light rifle pius3 games. £ 15 
guide. £5 Mission Impossible. £5. 
Mastermind. £5 Tel: Northill 477 
CBM *4: Want to swap tapes with 
Sweden'’ Many turbo-loaded games 
Send list to Bo Isebom, Hedhamrrga 
tan lOd. S-82100 Bollnaa. Sweden 
CBM 64 boxed little used, under 
guarantee. C2N recorder, manuals. 
Spectra video. joystKk. games includ¬ 
ing Hobbit. Camels. Falcon Patrol, 
Grandmaster Sell for £275 Tel: 
Stephen. 01-589 0071 

—^4 Vk programmers ref | 
St pai!Tl 
I: 01-262 

Atari 400. 32X. 1010 Data Recorder 
tvpewnter-style keyboard Five car¬ 
tridges including Basic. Pole Position. 
Star Raiders, lots of tape software 
£150 ooo. Tel: 0272 45958 after 6pm 
Atari VCS for sale Includes 17 games 
including Defender. Indy 500 etc Also 
includes joysticks, paddles, driving, 
keyboard controllers (complete set). 
£90 ono Tel: Weybndgei 0932 (55203 

lost £230. use with_ 
Excellent condition, 
accepted. Tel: 01-444 5499 
Cea-oJais 152S dot- matnx printer fro 
use with Commodore 64. Cost £230. 
Excellent condition. Best offer 
accepted Tel: 01-444 5499 
Ce—uedors 64 with data recorder and 
over £100 worth of software and 
Quickshot II, joystick and an extended 
two-year guarantee. £310 ono. Tel: 
061-881 1144 
Coaamter* 64 C2N cassette recorder, 
joystick, 4 games, 'O’ level physics, 
Laser Zone. Space Pilot, Chinese 
Juggler, magazines, all £180. Tel: 
01-272 9822 
Vk-20 16K. Super Expander. C2N 
Deck, five cartridges, brilliant games: 
Jet-Pac, Chariot Race. Gridrunner + 
loads of others All this £120 Tel: 
01-267 0465 
32K 4000 Series Pet 12" screen compu¬ 
ter. with cassette CBM 4022 printer. 
IEEE cable £545. Tel: Waterlooville 
267189 
Vk-2016K. cassette recorder, joystick. 
£120 Software. Programmers Aid, 
Introduction to Basic, books, all in 
original boxes Tel: 021-454 0234. 
4 30pm to 7.00pm. Hurry! 
Vk-20 plus cassette recorder, 8K RAM 
pack, cartridges, cassettes, books, etc. 
£80 ono. Tel: Basingstoke (0256) 
59336 evenings. 
Vk-20 Data Recorder. Intro to Basic, 
various manuals and games tapes, 
must sell, may split. Offers around 
£80 Tel: 0632 665780 
2001 PCT with lots of software and 
sound-box for sale. Tel: (0271) 870125. 
after 6pm 
CBM 64 programs to swap of sell Many 
titles including American Write to 
Stephen Kcaron, 22 Westminster 
Lawns. Foxrock, Dublin 1H, Ireland 
Tel: Dublin 885634 
CBM 64 software to sell of swop: over 
100 American titles including Hes- Gmes, Karate. Disks or tapes Send 

ta; 60 Minerva Cloae, Latchford. 
Warrington. Cheshire 
CBM 64 02 N t 2JS load of soft ware and 
books Bargain at £220 No 
Tel: 021-553 6141 ext 261 

Vk-20 C2N cassette unit, battery 
backed HK. 3 slot motherboard, can 
save ROM on tape Gorth + Forth 
cartidges etc Offers over £100. Tel: 
HbImmwUiMBB 
12* Vk-20 cassette recorder, Hon- 

embler monitor, Intro to 

lo haggling. 
261Tony. 

eyfold ■ 
Basic, jc 

tide, £3. 

262 7856 

Vk 2B games All originals Trax £4. 
Jctpaca£4 Wacky Waiters£2 Catcha 
Snatcha £2 Mission Mercury £4 
Alien <cartridges) £5 Blitz £1.75. Tel: 
Doncaster'0302) 845025 
CBM 64 software to swap Pitfall. 
Decathlon. Beach-head Any two for 
the Quill Snowball for any other level 
nine adventure Tel: F Brown. Gloa- 
sop)04574(66125 
CBM 64, d drive, CP'M (Z80). Imprex 
Centronics interface, two cassette 
decks, back-up copier box, RS232C 
interface. Modem software, books, 
tapes, disks, cartridges. £500. Tel: P 
Lee. 061-789 5445 

! Books, dozens of muga- 
.. accept £185 Tel Peter Moga 
132479 

Dragsa 12 excellent condition, over 
£100 software, duatcover. joysticks, 
magazines, books, cartidges. One 
careful owner £200 ono. Tel: Ouka- 

Dragsa software for sale. Sprite Magic 
£7, Cyrus Chess cartridge £8. Ugh, 8 
ball. Skrwnble Pettigrews Diary £3 
each Pair Microdeal Joysticks £8. Mr 
A Hugger. 60A Hartoft Road. Brick- 
well Avenue. Hull HU5 4LJ 
DRAGON 12 2 joysticks, premier mic- 
roayst sprite graphics board (16 col¬ 
ours). Books, software. £170 ono. Tel: 
Honington '03596) 218. 
MM00N 12 with voice synthaiser, still 
boxed with manual. 48 games, two 
joysticks, 3 books, dustcover. Drugon 
user magazines All £200 Tel: 01 -946 
1434 
FOB SALE Buzzard Bait for the Dragon 
32.64 Unwanted prize, brand new £7. 
Tel: Chris, Ludlow (0584) 4291 

LVKX46X c w cassette deck, games, 
books, user mags and newletters, 
£100. Tel: 10454)414361 evenings, 
lira saftwam for sale. Many original 
tapes at half price. Alao Lynx joystick 
and joystick interface for £ 15. Tel 0323 
24921 ask for Gavin, 
lira 96* complete, perfect condition 
includes Monster Mine and Power 
Blaster games. £170 ovno. Tel: Maid¬ 
stone 0622 65635 
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:h Bn 512 for sale, teas than «u 
months old, including Spcctravidro 
QSII. joystick, maxima Toado and 
draughts £240. Tel: Leeds 652471 not 
WedThur evenings 
Mamotach MTXS12 with new word + 
RS232 boards fitted. KA6A 12' moni¬ 
tor + tape, manuals, books, dust cover, 
£425. Tel: Michael 01-450 3416 
Mametsck MTX512 little used, boxed 
and sold with cassette recorder s 
software. £210. Tel: 01-841 1815. 

Bargain, Ode 1 4BK, under guarantee, 
tape recorder, £90 worth software, 
including The Hobbit. Hunchback. 
Ultra, TTLE.M. Pacman etc. Books, 
manual, leads etc. 50-1- mags, all 
boxed. £ 125 ono Tel: 01 -748 7325 
Oric 1 48K with 6 months guarantee 
remaining. Software including Hob¬ 
bit, Mr Wimpy. Hunchback, shuttle 
Xenon, Zorgons. ♦ four more, two 
books, five Oric owners. Worth £235. 
sell. £30 ono Tel 0473-328466 
Oric software, Loki. Ice — Giant. One 
Munch, Flight. Cheas. Multigames — 
£14 for all. or sell separately, all 
originals. Tel: Belfast 778 392 ask for 

Ode toes 4M plus two Oric books and 
£50 of Atmos Software including 
Panasonic cassette recorder worth 
£25. all for £150 Tel Dartfold 0322 
28671 

Booths guarantee, 
boxed — all leads - manuals supplied 
+ lota of software Sell. £180 ono or 
swop for CBM 64 Tel 0274 305518 
after 6pm 
Msfaca2 4- adaptor lead for cursor key 
software. £17, also Kempeton -- 
face. £7. both good condita 
Laurence 01-272 1433 after 4 r 4 30pm 

ir self 350 

■ S^rowslon I 

h. Ultra. Multigames 1. PCN- 
60 programs book, PCW Onc-1 hand¬ 
book All new Cost £35. One sold. 

247,'fevenii 

er magazine 1-7, original packag¬ 
ing. £120 or swap for 48K spectrum 
Tel Cambridge (0223* 243383 
Sharp 7721 64K recorder software. 
£125 Tel Northampton0604-716109 
Sharp M7700, built in cassette, built-in 
plotter printer including some games, 
software and 3 books. £250 Tel: 0705 
524 882 
-MM.48K RAM. Basic. Pascal 
games me. excellent condition Built- 
in monitor and cassette After 8pm. 
£220ono Tel Billenrav Essex (027741 
22117 
Sharp MZMA as new. me software. 
Home Finance, games, cheas etc. £230 
Tel Winchester 109621 712462 
Sharp PC12S1 pocket computer plus 
manual £40. Tel North wood 23182 
liter MOwn 
Sharp MZ80M 4hK RAM ♦ pnnter ♦ 
interface ♦ 100 games ♦ word proces¬ 
sor * assembler ♦ extended basic ♦ 
Forth 4 Fortran ♦ database + service 
manuals circuit diagrams Must sell 
£300 ono Tel Rickmanaworth (0923> 
774257 
Sharp MZMM 48K RAM integral screen 
und cassette software Liter 
manual. Must sell £300 ono 
Winchester 883908 after 6pm 

T19W4A. boxed, leads, joysticks, 
tended basic, speech. 9 cartridge! 
cassettes. 99 er mags, and over do 
programs, all excellent condition, just 
£120 Tel: Nick on Stratton Audlev 
395 
T19W4A less than one year old me 
games etc £50 Wanted, expansion 
system, good price paid Tel Peterbor¬ 
ough 10733142642 evsw 

Yorks. HD7 6AQ 
MissaMt + data recorder, only three 
months old. worth, £420. swap for 

£590 accept £325ono Tel 096625641 
after 6pm 
Swap: (1 rundig radio for 7 items of 
48K. 16K Spectrum software: radio in 
perfect condition. Tel: 01-868 4124 
Catsar Caais 32K. tope recorder, leads, 
data stabilizer, books, pnnter inter¬ 
face. assembler, software. £295 ono. 
Tel (09662> 5641 after 6pm 

unthonv charu T 
Norfolk WeireaM 

_._las and books for TRS80 
Model 1 Level II Games include 
Starfighter. Adventure land. LabyT- 
inth and many others. Tel 01-607 
6309 Monday and Friday r 

monitor ft busin 
sette Tel Bristol (0272*562763 
Tandy TPS M Model 1. level 2 VDU. 
books, and over 20 games me cassette 
recorder All for £150 ono Tel (0404( 
41319 
Wasted T19W4A Educative modules. 
Must be reasonablv priced Send list, 
statistic module for sale £25 Tel: 
(0703 ( 767346. 7 Bassett Crescent. 
West Bassett. Southampton 
T199 4A cciupatsr plus joysticks, five 
game cartridge*, personal record 
keeping cartridge Sell for £75 Tel: 
Runcorn (09285172611 
711944, exp box. RS232. centronics, 
mini mem. ext basic, cassette, joys¬ 
ticks. software books £300 ono Tandy 
CGP-115 print plot £95 9" green 
hi res monitor £70 Tel Hemel Hemp 
stead 211323 evening* 
"-—-*- 1 1 (North 

formation from P Coates. Tel: 0632 
613887 
nmm _ _ 
reiser » cassette lead ♦ joysticks, 
for £200 Tel Hull 811100 

mapping system £4 50 line pftp) For 
instructions and 50 A3 double-sided 
charts Tel: 01-2990063 
We weeM like to hear from owners of an 
Adam computer system: Independent 
Coleco Adam Users Club. P O Box 9. 
Towcester. Northants. NN12 7QG 
H yea aawt to swap software informa¬ 
tion. hints and tips for the Spectrum or 
Vic 20: write to John Parkas. 22 
Chichester Close. Grantham. Lines 
NG31 SAG. 

>n anybody tell me where the 
i—*_ Svnth Sample came from? 
(For CBM&ti Tel: Steve on (03571 
21221 
lata Mm iioa cartridge* fur sale: Atlantis. 
Donkey-Kong SR Burgertime and 
Zaxxon Selling for £40 Will sell 
neperstely Tel 01-863 7043 after 

July 82 to June 83 - especially July 
82. February. March. April 83 Must 
be in very good condition Tel: Hull 
(0482(48900 
WsM hrshea Vic 20. Dragon or 
Spectrum any make considered Also 
peripherals any condition, even biU 
and jnece* Please tel with price 0362 

Mvaatara Charts. Create solve adven¬ 
tures using comprehensive mapping 
system £4 50 unclpikpi for50double¬ 
sided A3 charts Nichols. 36 Plavfield 
Crescent. London Tel 01 2990063 
« Kodak Extra 100 camera for sale. £8 
Plus 10 Flash Flip Flash Boxed. Tel: 
Andrew. Neath 52212 

Peripherals 

Also BBC Watford ROM . _ expansion 
EPROMS. £19 Tel 

01 567 2232 eve we 
■rather IP44 pnnter typewriter. 7 
months old. mains unit built in RS232 
interface, perfect condition, any 
reasonable offer over £150 Tel 051- 
226 0025 after 6pm • Liverpool I. 

■ printer using normal 
ably A4 “ “- r. prefers hi I Will pay up tc 

re¬ 
seller must be close Tel North¬ 
ampton 890621 
Egses RX80FT for sale £170 Tel: 
021-440 2124 
Epaaa FX-80 pnnter with BBC cable 
Truly immaculate and boxed 1335 
ono Juki 6100 daisywheel Excellent 
condition, with BBC cable £350 ono 
Phone 0227-761100 

er. boxed, hardly used. 
■ £26 Exmon machine 

_ _ DDT mass macro 
assembler £20 All ono Tel 0592 
757580 after 6pm 

11.32 MM a fully modified with 
_Supermum buffer board. 5 slot 
motherboard. 5 amp psu cuts, inter- 

£290 
FXBOprint 
Words iw 

face, 9r monitor it--— 
£200 Tel: Tamworth (0827 >54134 
Wanted Dragon disk drive, rash paid, 
write to: Paul Hughes. 18 Parc Yr 
Afon, Carmarthen. Dyfed 
Tandy 0MP 120 printer, latest model, 
used twice only, as new. boxed, manu¬ 
al. £185 Tel: 0826 890504 
Brother EP-22 printer electronic type- 
wnter with power supply and ribiwnx. 
As new Ideal for Spectrum, £135 ono. 
Tel: Alan (0294* 64235 evenings. 
Brother EP22 typewriter printer, Tas¬ 
man RS232C interface. Tasword two 
software. The complete Spectrum 
word processing package for £100. Al' 
in mint condition Tel: 01-6566581. 
Wanted Kempstos or Quickshot foi 
Hobbit and Caterpiller (originals* oi 
collection of Citadel Tel: 01-286 8918 
after 5 Oonly Ask for Daniel. 
Philips P7001 p-een monitor. 80 col¬ 
umn. RGB and composite input, boxed 
as new. one month old, £60. London 
NW4. Tel: 01-202 4184 evenings 
For Sale, Sol idisc Technology SWR unit 
(for BBC) Still hassix months guaran¬ 
tee Offers? Also original software for 
sale Tel: Stephen Clark on 0962 
883671 
Wanted non-working Quickshot 2 joys¬ 
tick Must be intact and in box. Ask for 
Si on 051-920 7517 
Epson HX-20 • tape drive and expan¬ 
sion unit. Also Vic-20 and games. £450 
ono Tel Ashford ' Middx* 45561 
Wanted IX Microdrive + interface 1 for 
£60 Tel: Douglas on 01*907 1204 
Sinclair printer, with nine rolls of 
paper »5 Tel: Alan on 061-427 2400 
6pm-8pm anv evening. 
Soikoeha CP 1004 printer, excellent con¬ 
dition. suitable most micros, eg . BBC. 
Dragon Quick sale — £100 ono. 
Manual included, also ATPI. ROM 
extension board. BBC. £30 o 
Harry on 01-603 9315 
16-Sochet ROM board for BBC Un¬ 
wanted gift £25 Tel 0463 240088 
after 5pm. 
Chaetah »p«-ech upgrade for BBC «.... 
putor Exchange tor caretaker ROM 
with manual Swap Acoustic Modem 
for Monitor Tel 041-946 9I10.G. 
Keenan. 61 Glenfinnan Rd. Glasgow 
(his Psch (101 of 8" discs for sale, brand 
new. unused All reasonable offers 
considered Tel Phil on 01-577 2083 
Epaaa FX-80 printer, immaculate condi¬ 
tion and boxed, with BBC cable. £335 
ono Prism modem 1000 with Presto 1 
Muronel ROM and BBC cable £70 
ono Tel: Canterbury 751100. 
Printer MCP40, Oric colour printer, 
compatible with other computers. £90 
ono Tel Reudmg <07341 667966 
BBC modem for Prestel, Micronct. type 
prism 1000 with Micronet ROM * 
cable. £70 ono. Also Epson FX80 with 
BBC cable, boxed, excellent condition. 
£335 ono Tel 0227 751100. 
BBC Scikoahu API00A printer with 
cable. 5 spore ribbons and paper 
Perfect condition £130 Software 
thrown in Tel: Richurd on 01-236 
6640 
IsBusha (i P100 A printer pi us leud and 
puper Good condition £110 ono Also 
Cumana CD400 including PSU, good 
condition, £300ono. Tel 01-504 3562 
PiMsrdtoyhoard. £55 Word nroc quali¬ 
ty two wires, only to BBC micro or 
RS232 port plus cassette load save 
unit. Tel: Knight on (0732) 62227 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Fra* forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 

want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard. Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 

commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name:. 
Address:.........—.... 

Telephone: 

60 PCN NOVEMBER 31984 



Advicewise and pricewise,you’ll 
find it hard to beat Streetwise. 

Sinclair QL and Spectrum+ Robotics Software - Communications Peripherals - Accessories The lot 

At Streetwise you know where you 
stand. If a product’s worth buying, we 
make sure we stock it. So you get what 
you want everytime, without the hassle 
of waiting for your order. 

You can buy the complete Sindair 
range over the counter - ncludng the 
new QL Spectrum, Spectrum +, and the 

spectacular Wren Executive System 
And as part of our enormous range of 
peripherals we’ve made a big feature of 
communications and viewdata. 

Our demo facilities let you try 
before you buy so you can match up a 
modem to your micro, let a robot run 
around, or check out items from the vast 

range on offer - 
Sinclair QL Spectrum Spectrum + 

Wen Executive System Movrt self- 
assembly robots Software Viewdata and 
communications Printers Monitors 
Interfaces Joysticks Light rifles Data 
recorders Keyboards Microdrives 
Accessories The lot. 

Lion House. 227 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl. 

NEW 
SPECTRUM 
KEYBOARDS... 
INTERFACE 1 COMPATIBLE 6 
CONVENIENCE KEYS including 
FULL SIZE SPACE BAR 22 
AUTOSHIFTED SPECIAL 
FUNCTION KEYS 

WOKING COMPUTER 
CENTRE 
32 Chertsey Road, Woking, Surrey 
Telephone: Woking (048 62) 23845 

Trade enquiries (04862) 23845 

Many customers 
have (alien for the classical good 

looks of the Emperor, its slim appearance. , 
. the perfect typing height and the * 

professional feel of the full travel keys Now we have added the ^ 
CRUSADER to the range, identical in appearance but purpose built 

for the serious programmer, typist or business user It is the same size. 
14.5” * 7.3- x Z fined, m Ivory, but has a triple matrix featunng 22 + 
AUTOSHIFTED function keys all the mtcrodrtve y 
command maths keys +■*■-♦# and together in the top 
right hand comer, mam punctuation ..::' where typists / 
expect them, autoshrfted cursors. Caps lock. $. / 
Graphics. <. >. Edit and DELETE We have retained 
the convenience keys. T (7). 1 (6). fire (0). double y 
caps shift & symbol shift for easy access to the f Q' jf 
extended modes, and the fun sized space / <r jT 
bar We have also mamtamed the easy y f y 
fitting, you need 1 screw driver — and 5 y j Jr 

ANCMor a QUALITY keyboard. / S Jr / 
(incredible low cost) j _ __ . _ 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



MICROSHOP 
w: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available Mechanical Data: 

Column width. 1 column 57mm. 2 colours 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: in days prior to publication. 

b Tony O’Reilly 

Q.L. PROGRAMMERS 
A MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR HIGH QUALITY Q.L. 
SOFTWARE. 

IF YOU HAVE A PROGRAM READY/UNDER PREPARATION OR IF 
YOU FEEL YOU ARE COMPETENT TO WRITE ONE. CONTACT US 
IMMEDIATELY. 

TERMS: ROYALTIES/OUTRIGHT PURCHASE EMPLOYMENT. 

DIGITAL PRECISION 
PHONE: 01-527 5493. 

COULDYOU 
TEACH 
BASIC? 

H you can wnli your own programs si BASIC and can 
tail to psoptt than YOU CANltACH wdh ms PHOTOS 
Sy»amC 
The PHOTOS SysMm contains air 
nsad Orgarwors Manual. Tutors 

and a FREE back-up tarries by plions 
Ths PHOTOS System costs are covered by p«st 3 
students si home but« designed lor up to 40 
For more detam and appbeabon lorm emte NOW to 

Dept. PCM, The Computer Group. 

Maldon, Essei CM9 7QU, 

or ring 0621-58091 NOW. 

fr§©vas 

Z00MS0FT 
Latest Software for CBM 64 A ATARI 

CBM Cass Disk 

Zorkl N/A £11.95 

Zork2 NA £11.95 

Zork 3 N/A £11.95 

Stare ross N/A £11.95 

Deadline N/A £11.95 

Boulder £8.95 £10.95 

Bristles £8.95 £10.95 

ATARI400.800.XL Cass Disk 

Oils Well N/A £21.55 

Flight Simulator N/A £37.95 

S.A.M. (Talkie) 

Sorcerer of 

N/A £41.95 

Claymorgue Castle £9.95 £17.95 

Hundretis more Wes avai&e SandSAEkxtiea 
catatoaueorTe! 01-7230562(I0am-7pm)Please 

stare makeoABRRpMR 
SmndCtmouma. P O toZoomaon. 46Hur 

ttmn. London HW1606 

SPECTRUM 48K SOFTWARE 
Spectrum Sound Effects turns your Spectrum into 

OoubleOMler two card games. Black Jackand Stud Poker on 
one tape £6 50 (mcludinc PAP and VAT). Time Out Aug 
84 "The computer makes a formidable opponent ' 
Sand cheques or postal orders (overseas add 55p PAP) to. 

MFM Data Services Ltd, 
Dept PCN, 141A Camden Road, 
Tunbridge Wells. Kent TNI 2RA 
toast. Cram Catena 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Roed, 

London W1. Tel: 01 -388 2562 

'BLANK HUES 

Pnctt mctoH VAT 
-- J SVtr and 3Vy Oaks tvniibia 
BtA order ifescounts a Dealer tngumee netoome 

FOB reu FAST 0IUWBT _ Pteaca wad CkssstafO la: 
t.J.I. Oise laaptlai lOepl S3) 

11 OaadN Drive Nofllnekam NCI IM 
iai [atari nfais 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
We expertly repair Spectrum* lor Cl 5 inclusive ol 
parts labour and return postage Spectrums 
upgraded to 48K lor £24 including post 

R. A. ELECTRONICS. 
MKMtertagR " 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE: 

Special offer on Commodore 64 
New Releases lor CBM 64, Spectrum. BBC. Alan, 
Dragon. Spectrum, ZX81 
New releases lor CBM 64. Spectrum. BBC Every 2 
weeks — lust send S A E »nd we send you a new 
list every 2 weeks 
Altar CIO data cassettes 40p each 5 CIS data 
cassettes £2 40 S'/T floppy discs D sided - DC 
density £2 30 each or 5 lor £10 

AMSTRAD CPC464 to Centronics 

Parallel PRINTER CABLES 
£12.50 lnc VAT & p/p 

Istcl 
Cheques or P/0 only to: 

Computer Services. 63 Quilp Drive 
Chelmsford. Essex CM 1 4YD 

Tel: (0245) 441406 
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MULTIKEY 
THE DATABASE KIT 

The only kit to g lv« you fast flex I bte data 

access from your own interpreted or 

complied basic programmes. 

MULTIKEY gives you: 

★ Record access by full. partial or combinations 

of keys of variable length 
★ Multiple files open simultaneously 

it Flexibility and speed 

The KIT gives you: 

it The multikey routines and manual 

★ An electronic card index routine 

★ Routines for bulk entry, file handling archives 

and maintenance 

Written in 'C available on: CP/M, MS-DOS. 
PC-DOS, CP/M-86 

PRICE £90+ VAT 
Coming shortly * Multikey kits lor use with Pascal. C . 
Fortran . . 
For fact sheet phone (U 706) 85697or write to - 
CAIRN Associates Ltd 
Thornhill, STIRLING FK8 3PL 

TURN YOUR BBC COMPUTER 
INTO A REAL TIME IMAGE 

PROCESSOR WITH THE IMAGE 
III FRAME STORE 

IMAGE lH X a high resolution Frame Store which can capture and display 
picture* in real tone (ram any 62SS2S tine video source Once captured in the 
512 x 512 frame memory, the computer can access the stored image (or 
processing or manipulation The store utilises 6 bit AD and D A conveners to 
give up to 64 grey levels per pixel A major feature of this store is that it a lower 
resolution picture a selected then the More can be partitioned lo More multiple 
pictures, eg (or 256 • 256 resolution, (our pictures can be Mored Thu allows 
the computer to compare two or more pictures captured (ram the tame or 

The IMAGE ID Frame Store tuna your BBC computer into a low coat image 
processing system and opera up a range of possibilities such as Robotic Vision. 
Medical Imaging. Factory Inspection etc Alternatively the More can be used in 
applications where picture data a arriving slowly, eg weather satellite 
transmissions, ultrasonic imaging, enabling the user to have a steady display 
without the need for long persistence display devices. 

IMAGE in plugs directly into the IMHx bus on the BBC micro, and a supplied 
with a comprehensive software package which demonstrate the features of the 

Price: £1,990 plus VAT 
IMAGE m a also available (or the IBM PC and Apple computers 

ELTIME LTD 
Unit D29, Maldon Industrial Estate, Fullbridge 

Maldon, Essex CM9 7LP 
Tel: 0621 59500 
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SYNTAX ERROR 

rJuiT 
'What does the software indus¬ 

try need if it’s not to shrink even 
further? Absolutely right 
interesting programs with a 
wide appeal. So, we’re happy to 
bring you news of two com¬ 
panies who deserve everything 
they’re going to get. The first is 
the US arm of K-Tel Software 
which offers Plantin’ Pal. 

This amazing little program 
tells you everything you 
wanted to know about 40 veget¬ 
ables '... soil, climate; when to 
plant. ..’ For only £34 you and 
your computer can master 
courgettes. 

The second publisher is the 
all-British Solar Publishing 
which has announced The I 
Ching and The Love Oracle. 
Without any trace of embar¬ 
rassment, Solar says the prog¬ 
rams 'answer the questions 
everyone asks . . . are we 
compatible? Does my partner 
love me? Do we have a future 
together?’ 

If you ask these sort of 
questions PCN can save you a 
lot ofmoney. Ifthe answer to the 
first two is no, the answer to the 
third is also no The solution? 
Buy a computer that does love 
you. 

On a more sensible note, 
here’s an unashamed free plug. 
If you want the ideal stocking 
filler for the computer person i n 
your life, check out 'My Compu¬ 
ter Doesn’t Love Me’ starring 
the world famous Pal 2000 < new 
readers lower your eyes about 
four inches). Published by 
Chalk and Cheese Publications 
of Bulwer Road, Bamet. Herts, 
it costs only £1.95. 

Still on the subject of soft¬ 
ware, watch out for a batch of 
new games from CCS. You can’t 
miss them — they carry a jolly 
attractive logo which proclaim 
them as Cambridge Award 
Winners 1984’. You might 
think that CCS has been re¬ 
markably fortunate in signing 
up so many good games. 

Cambridge Awards are 
awarded by CCS which then 
publishes the winning games. 
Now. we’re not saying there’s 
anything wrong with this . 
just clarifying a possible point 
of confusion. 

And on that subject, we feel 
Amstrad might do a little clear¬ 
ing up on its current TV adver¬ 
tising. The hi-fi division is 
claiming a unit which offers 
tape-to-tape copying at double 
the normal speed 

Welsh rarebit 
Here’s another Laughline com¬ 
petition (yes, we know we 
haven't announced the winner 
of the last one yet). The picture 
was taken at the product launch 
of a company called (you’ve 
guessed) the Parrot Corpora¬ 
tion. All we want is suggestions 
as to what the parrot is saying to 
the gentleman from the Welsh 
Development Agency, or vice- 
versa. Send your entries to 
Laughline, PCN, 62 Oxford 
Street, London W1A 2HG by 
Friday. November 16. £20 to 
the winner. 

A couple of minor problems 
with the Specwide listing in 
issue 83, but nothing a prog¬ 
ramming genius couldn’t sort 
out. You should clear 636oo, not 
65300 as printed. Switching to 
normal mode in the Instruc¬ 
tions section should be done 
from within a Basic program, 
and under Print commands 
CLS, is dealt with by print 
chrs 3-,. The semicolon is 
needed. In the Lprint Com¬ 
mands section, wherever the 
text says print it should say 
LPRINT 

The Mishaps and Gob- 
bledegook Dept has been work¬ 
ing overtime in PCN's art 
studio again. You don’t have to 
be Sherlock Holmes to see that 
the pictures on page 48, issue 84 
have been transposed. Apolo¬ 
gies to Melbourne House and 
Elite. Mr Chip’s latest game, Ad 
Infinitum (reviewed page 49 
this issue) also has the wrong 
screen shot, for the same 
reason. More apologies. 

NEXT WEEK 
Speak up 64 

Smart talk from the flashy 
Covox speech systhesis unit for 
the Commodore 64. 
Output 
We command the BBC, circle 
the Amstrad, survive the 64 
and go ape on the Spectrum. 

Arm wrencher 

The Zenith 160, otherwise 
known as the Zipper, promises 
100 per cent IBM compatibility. 
But is it a movable desktop or a 
true portable? 

[ PCN DATELINES 1 
Event Date* Venue Organisers 

Texas Instruments Owner* Conv November 3 Kit/. Manchester T199 4A Exchange UK. 0273-503968 

Schools Computer Fair November 6-7 Bloomsbury Crest Hotel, London 
WC1 

EPC, 01-580 6321 

Australian Computer Exhbn November 6-9 

■ II 1 M M *[H 11 iT-T r i’i\f ] ^ ^Pt^i^ 1 • j11 

Scottish Home Computer and 
Electronics Show 

November 9-11 Anderston Centre, Glasgow Trade Exhibitions Scotland, 0764-4204 

COMPEL’ November 13-16 Olvmpia, London Keed Exhibitions 01-643 8040 
Schools Computer Fair Pembroke Halls, Manchester EPC, 01-580 6321 

COMDEX November 14-18 Las Vagas, USA 

6809 Show November 17-18 Royal Horticultural Halls. London Computer Marketplace Exhibitions, 01-930 
SW1 1612 

Artificial Intelligence Seminar November 17-18 Middlesex Poly, London Intellect Seminars, Steve Torrance, 01-801 
3434 

ZX Mircrofair November 17-18 Alexandra Palace. London N22 
Humberside Computerfair November 18 Winter Gardens. Cleethorpes 

November 20-22 Amsterdam. Holland Online Conferences, 01-868 4466 
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Unique technology: British mode 
laminated glass, aspherically curved 

Contrast Enhancement Antiglare Filter. 
Up to now. contrast-enhancing filters 

have always been fiat and so has their 
performance, because the screen of your 
TV. monitor or VDU is curved. 

Up to now. most filters have been 
plastic because it takes mindbending 
technology to bend optical-quality 
laminated glass. 

Up to now. filters have 
been expensive awkward 
production techniques 
have meant price 
tags from around 
£50 to well over £100. 

Forget all that: 
the Komag CEAF is here. 
British designed and 
manufactured by space age military 
technologists. CEAF is profiled to fit 
your display screen, giving you the 
ultimate in contrast enhancement and 
antiglare performance. For under £20. 
this first generation of eye-friendly 
filters diffuses all specular reflections, 
gives sharper image clarity from edge to 
edge of the screen and greatly enhances 
display colours. 

Mounted and removed in seconds by 
invisible velcro fastenings, the anti¬ 
static. anti-shatter CEAF is a major step 
forward in the operational safety of 

computer displays unprotected screens 
can cause blurred vision, watery and 
itchy eyes, headaches and (according to 
such authorities as the Institute of 
Ophthalmology)even permanent 
changes in eyesight. 

Scratch resistant, durable and easily 
cleaned without expensive sprays and 

agents. 9*. 12' and 14’ 
CEAFS are available from 
leading retailers at only 
£19.96 including VAT. 

Or fill in the Freepost 
coupon and your 

CEAF will be despatched 
within 48 hours. Orders 
can also be placed around 

the clock by phoning the CEAF 
Department on (091) 414 5524, quoting 
your Access Card number. For other 
screen sizes, please ring or write 
the CEAF prices for specials' would be 
considered very competitive.... If there 
was any competition! 

pro FREEPOST ROMAG. CEAF Dept. PC N. 
. Blavdon on Tyne.Tyne* Wear NE21 5SG. 
I Telephone: (091) 414 5524 

' My TV/Monitor/VDU is:_(make) 

_ (model)_(sin) 

I My Computer is:_(make/model) 

■ Please send me:_9*CEAF(s) 
_12’ CEAF(s) 

_14" CEAF(s) 
at £19.95 each. Inc. PAP. 

' I enclose cheque/P.O. No-. 

| for£_made payable to ROMAG. 

I OR My Access Card No. is 

ii 111111111111 i'Tn 
Name__ 

| Address-- 

Tel: 

The filter which eliminates all competition 
CEAF u a Reetucrnt Tradr Mark 

I 



felly 1-£99.00 
Sales Invoicing 
Sales Ledger 
Stock Control 

felly 2 - £50.00 
Purchase Ledger 
Nominal Ledger 

"here can be little doubt that the QL represents 
in ideal entry-level computer for businesses 
vhich have so far been deterred by the cost or 
omplications involved. Not only is the QL a 
lowerful machine in itself, it also comes supplied 
vith highly capable software packages covenng 
bur of the five major business applications areas 

Now Quest supply the fifth - Accounts. Tally 
jffers all of the elements required to provide the 

type of financial control used by large companies 
at a cost which even the smallest can afford. It s 
designed to integrate completely with the four 
business programs supplied with the QL - so you 
can use Tilly in combination with them to control 
stock, invoicing and mailshots and can even 
display m graphic form sales performance by 
product or period and from that make 
projections and forecasts. 

All in all. Tally is a unique combination of 
accounts control and business management By 
using Tilly in conjunction with the QLs bundled 
software, you will be able to administer, monitor 
and plan your company s performance at a very 
reasonable cost. However much your business 
expands, you will find that Tally, with its built-in 
flexibility, has at all times a capacity and 
capability to match your growth. 

’lease send Tally 1 @ £99.00 + £14.85 VAT 

’lease send Tally 1 and 2 @ £149.00 + £2235 VAT 

lease send further details of Tally software for the QL 

enclose my cheque for £_ 

’lease debit my Access. Visa card 

1 1 1 M 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 Account Number 

□ Name_ 

□ Position_ 

□ Company_ 

Address_ 

Tilly is part of the QL executive senes of 
hardware and software products which makes 
the QL the ideal choice for business and home 
use. 

Quest International Computers Ltd.. 

School Lane. 


